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Beautiful to SEE-
Beautiful to hear and PLAY ...
The Style 49 byg~ &tP~
Feat ur ing the incomparable Story tone MAHOGANY Sourid ing Board
(crack-proo!,
Jpfit-p,oof-for~tJer )
If you are interested m seeing and hearing this lovely instrument, write for the name oj your nearest dealer.
STORY & CLARK PIANO COMPANY
18 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO
INSTRUMENTS OF QUALITY - BY ONE FAMILY FOR NEARLY 100 YEARS
';;{. a career private piano teacher who had spent
many hours over several years with a student, you can
imagine the thrill of the phone call that informed me
that my student had just passed her entrance exam in
a prominent college of music.
"In my earlier years as a piano teacher, I remember
disappointments too. I recall occasions when my stu-
dents did not fare so well ... but that was before
I'd heard about the Progressive Series Plan. One day
after hearing about the Progressive Series Plan, I
made the decision to write. I asked for details about
an appointment. Yes ... I was accepted and today,
thanks to this superior music plan, 1 am now able to
prepare my students for college entrance requirements
sooner. Best of all, with the Progressive Series Plan
I can evaluate my students progress accurately at
all times,"
Such wonderful news
was
MUSIC TO
MY EARS
\
You too may benefit with a Progressive Series appoint-
ment. Career private piano teachers are invited to
investigate this remarkable plan that has been devel-
oped by noted pedagogs. Why don't you do it todayl
A copy of the handsome brochure.
"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be
sent without obligation to any active teacher.
Progressive Series Teachers are located in every state
and 14 foreign countries.
THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN OF MUSIC EDUCATION
• Tesled Lenon Plans
• Teacher Workshops
• pre-Instrumental Program
• foreign Music Seminars
• Correlated Theory Program
• Superior Teaching Materiols
• Institulional Affilialion
• Teacher Plac'emenl Service
TEACHERAFFILIATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and -Teaching Authorization.
~-__ t_. No fee for appointment
_ ...-
-"-
PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN
Dept. 46 P. O. Box 233, Clayton, St. Louis 5. Mo.
I am a career private piano leacher with on active class.
Please send me CI copy of 11Th. Career Private Piano reeeher",
Name" ,.............................................. . .
Average Number
Address of Pupils in Class .
Cily Zone Slale ..
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THE MUSIC M"CAz:tNE Founded 1883 by
'Theodore Presser
contents
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10 The Music Educators National Conference, Robert A. Choate
12 Personal Memories of Cortot as Artist and Teacher, A. M. Henderson.
13 Diction in Singing, Joseph A. Bollew
14 The National Interscholastic Music Activities Commission, Arthur G. Harrell
15 MTNA in Action, K. O. Kuersteiner
17 The National Federation of Music Clubs, Vera Wardner Dougan
18 Phi Mu Alpha (Professional Music Fraternity), Archie N. Jones
23 The National Catholic Music Educators Association, Thomas J. Quigley
26 Solving the String Study Problem in Toledo, Ohio. Cecile VasholO
27 Opportunity Needs Preparation, Roberta Peters
29 The National Association of Teachers of Singing, Bernard Taylor
33 The Story of Sigma Alpha Iota, Patricio Anderson
34 Stepping Stones to West Point, John A. Davis, Jr.
TECHNIQUES OF
MODERN ORCHESTRAL
CONDUCTING
By BENJAMIN GROSBAYNE. A com.
prehensive presentation of the tech-
niq ues-c-and the arts-of orchestral
conducting, with point-by-point discus-
sions of the physical mechanics, and
the interpretative and stylistic prob-
lems, of conductors. 180 musical exam-
ples and 117 diagrams. $10.00
DEPARTMENTS
CONDUCTING AN
AMATEUR ORCHESTRA
By MALCOLM H. HOLMES. A suc-
cessful conductor's how-to-do-it book on
organizing and directing a non-profes-
sional orchestra-c-iuvaluahh, for any-
one concerned with school, camp or
community music-wilh a useful ap-
pendix on repertoire. $2.50
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21
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World of Music
Musical Oddities
Music in Focus, James B. Felton:
The Music Camp-An Educational Institution, Knthr yn UlIwldlts
Boys Like to Sing-Part 2, Hugh Rangeler
Percussion Ensemble---The Orchestra's Dramatic and Rhythmic Reinforcemem,
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25 Concernmg Bowing Variations, Harold Berlrley
28 Donald Voorhees and the Telephone Hour, Albert J, Elias
31 The Dance, Walter Terry
54 Junior Etude, Elizabeth Cest
56 Organ Questions, Frederick Phillips
57 Violin Questions, Harold Berkley
58 Accordion Study Material Suggestions, Theresa Costello
66 New Records
CHORAL CONDUCTING
By ARCHIBALD T. DAVISON.
"Should be immediately bought and
digested by every choirmaster not over
?O years of age. There's something in
it for everyone."-The American Or-
ganist. Seventh printing, $2.00
HARVARD DICTIONARY
OF MUSIC
By W.IL~I APEL. "A masterpiece of
compilation and editing. Planned for
.anyone who may need a compre-
hensive reference book on music .. ,
A must item for the music shelf. "_
Music Teachers' Quarterly. $8.50
Piano Compositions
35 Allegretto (from Sonata in B, K. 570) (fro III ,. onatus and Famesle,"},
38 F 'D· (K" W. A, lfo:nrl-Broder
antasy In minor .397) (from Sonatas and Fantaale "I, /p_ A. MOUJrl.Bnxltr
Instrumental Music
42 Mighty Lak' a Rose (for Hammond Chord Organ) (from "At the Hammond
43 I " h 0 Chord Organ") E Nevin·H(JJItrt
nvnanon to t e auce (for Hammond Chord Organ) (from "AI' Ih~Hammond
44 A Bb Cbord Organ"). C. ill. von J11eber-Hasun
ria ( Trumpet) (from "Aria and Allegro" for Bb Trumpet and Piano),
46 Ea t P d (P Ik ) (f A' . Tenaglia-Fitzfleralds er roruena e otxa or ccordlOn) [from "Walrzes and Polkas"). .I)
arr. by Sobotka
HISTORICAL ANTHOLOGY
OF MUSIC
By ARCHIBAW T. DAVISON and
WlL,LI APE£.. Volume I; Oriental,
Medieval, and Renaissance Music.
Volume II; Baroque, Rococo, and Pre.
Classical Music. "There have been
?ther general anthologies of music, but
III all important respects, this one sur-
passes its predecessors,"-Donald J.
Crout Each Volume, $10.00
Pieces for .Young Players
48 A Lively Dance, Everett Stevens
50 Dapple Gray, L. C. Rebe
Through vour bookseller, or from James Francis Cooke. Editor Emerifus fE,lilor IQ07.V1IQ)
Guy McCoy, Editor
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THE BOOKSHELF
The Symphonies of
Anton Bruckner
by Gabriel Engel
Reviewed by Dika Newlin
[Miss Newlin, author of "Bruckner,
Mahler and Schoenberg." is a member
oj the faculty oj Drew University, New
Jersey,]
Here is the final tribute of the
late Gabriel Engel (d. 1952) to
the Austrian master whose work he
held in abiding affection. The author,
editor of the Bruckner Society's maga-
zine Chord and Discord from its in-
ception to the date of his death, was
the first to introduce Bruckner and
Mahler to American readers in his
monographs "The Life of Anton
Ricercare and Toccala
a eolleetion of
eontempora.·y mllsie
for the pianoforte
IUario Castelnuovo-1.'edesco
SUITE NELLa Sl'ILE ITALIANO N.Y. 1670 $1.75
Gian Carlo Menotti
RICERCARE AND TOCCATA N.Y. 1538 $1.25
lUelvyn Powell
SONATINA NY. 1688 $1.50
Arthur Shepherd
CAPRICCIO II N.Y. 1641 $1.25
Bruckner" and "Gustav Mahler, Song-
Symphonist.'
The value of "labors of love" such
as this little volume should not be un-
derestimated, even though they may
be short on the apparatus of musical
scholarship. Engel has written a warm-
hearted book in a "broad-winged"
(one of his favorite Brucknerian ad-
jectives) style that models itself upon
the high-flown romantic periods of its
subject's music, and perhaps upon
the German style of some of the
author's predecessors in Bruckner reo
search. A typical passage reads:
"There ensues a veritable burst of
jubilation amid a wealth of melodic
fragments rising and falling as though
sounded antiphonally from heaven
above and earth below. The whole
universe seems to glory in this sun-
rise. Re-echoing at increasing dis-
G. RICORDI
1270 Avenue of the Americas, New Yprk 20, N. Y.
& CO.
\
tances the music subsides. merging
with the cosmic mists whence it first
issued." This happens to describe the
first climax of the Fourth Symphony
but one has the feeling that it could
just as well apply to many another
climax of many another Bruckner
symphony.
Engel's impressionistic approach
leads to certain ambiguities. For ill-
stance, in surveying the development
section of the first movement of the
Third ("Wagner") Symphony, he de-
scribes the "mastery with which the
separate paragraphs are gradually
reared aloft towards a towering cli-
max, doubly surprising and impres-
sive because it proves to be the
recapitulation itself!" But of the open-
ing movement of the Sixth Symphony
we read that "for the first time in
symphonic literature" [italics mine]
the climax of the development and the
beginning of the recapitulation actu-
ally coincide. One is left wondering
when a first time is a first time! Also,
Engel's attitude towards the vexed
question of Bruckner's symphonic
texts (original or revised) seems in-
consistent. While he refused to enter
(Continued on Page 72)
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DI)TINCTIVE
EASY TO PLAY
ensemble
C/fA •
JrLUSlC
FOUR TRAVELERS
for Brass Quadet
lTwo Trumpets, Horn and Trombone}
By SOL B. COHEN
Written in 12/8 time with emphasis on a
legato style of playing. Solo parts for all
four instruments. Dynamic contrast is good;
five key changes ... Moderate tempo.
Score and Parts . . . . . . . . . 1.75
Score .75 Ports, ea. .40
TWO SKETCHES FOR
CLARINET ljlUARTETTE
By Sol Cohen
Twilight in the Forest
Will 0' The Wisp
Price, each . . . . . . .. 1.00
TWENTY TRIOS FOR
CLARINET ENSEMBLE
Compiled and arranged by
John Moore
Score and Ports 1.50
Additional Parfs, each •..........• .35
Write for our Catalog of
CHllD'REN'S MUSIC BOOKS
for Kindergorten, Nursery Schools, etc.
Edward van Beinum, conductor of
the Concertgebouw Orchestra of. A~-
sterdam, has been appointed musrc ~l.
rector of the Los Angeles Philharmon ic
Orchestra, to succeed Alfred Wallen-
stein at the beginning of the 1957 sea-
son. Dr. van Beinum, who has filled en-
gagements as guest conductor of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic the past sea-
son, will divide his time between Am-
sterdam and Los Angeles.
The Boston Symphony Orcbesn-a
will make a five-week tour of Europe
during August and September in co-
operation with the International Ex-
change Program of the American Na-
tional Theatre and Academy. The lour
will be under the direction of Charles
Munch, with Pierre Monteux serving as
guest conductor.
Isaac Ster-n, violinist, wiJl make a lour
in the Soviet Union this spring at the
invitation of the Soviet Government.
This will be the first time in eleven
years that an American instrumental
soloist has played in Russia ..Mr. Stern's
tour will begin in April and will last
approximately five weeks.
Nicolas Slonimsky, musicologist, com-
poser, conductor, editor, has accepted
an appointment to the faculty of the
Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore. He
replaces Henry Coweli who is relin-
quishing some of his duties for reasons
of health.
Erich Kleiber, noted Austrian con.
ductor who had appeared with many of
the leading orchestras of the world, died
suddenly in Zurich, Switzerland. on Jan-
u£.ry 27, at the age of 65. During the
time of world War I he conducted the
Court Theatre Orchestra of Darmstadt.
Germany, the Prussian State Opera and
THE COVER FOR THIS MONTH
In keeping with the theme of edu-
cation in this month's ETUDE the
cover picture shows an auth~ntic
cross section of a typical music school
with all its varied actiVities. The
artist, Anthony Trezzo, secured his
inspiration from an actual visit to
a la~ge metropolitan conservatory o[
mU~lc. Mr. Trezzo, who Jives in
Spnngfield, Pa., is art director for
a nationally famous product.
The WILLIS MUSIC Co.
124 East Fourth Street
CINCINNATI 1, OHIO
---------- L
the Berlin State Opera. In 1930, he ap.
peared with the New York Philhar.
monic Symphony Orchestra in New
York and Philadelphia. FOUowing
World War H he Jived in Argentina.
Carlos Chavez, 1exico's leading com.
poser, was guest conductor in January
with the New York Philharmonic· ym-
phony Orchestra in the lir I United
States performance of hi Third I'm.
phony. Both rh ymphony and its Com.
poser-coudu lor w re received most fa.
vorably by lit ew York audi nee.
Leon Oarzin, onducror of the Xa.
tiona l reb strnl seclation, has been
nam d nrt istic dir lor of the )mphony
Foundation of Am ·ri 8. Hls dune ""i11
include condo lin~ the )mphony of
t h Air and dir li0ft il" policie .. He
will b on of rh ondu tor thi fan
whcn th ymphon of th Air makesa
lour of the i er East.
on~tnlltil)O Yon, ergani ..t and
choirmust r. br III'r f III late Pietro
Yon, organist. QI'JlI)O 'r, di d January
30 in ew Y rk it a •• h .ge of 00,
He eondu I d n hidio in 'l'ew York
and had been organi. I and choirma!ttr
of 51. Vinc nl F rr r' Roman Catholic
ehur h in e 1917,
Mock lIorr II, opera and CODctTt
barilon . has been engaged a arti~t·
teacher in re id nc b)· U1he:m ~Ieth·
odisl niv rsil . IIi immediale projecl
is to develop ut.hern ~{e:thodisa's ex·
panding 0l)ero worh.hop. He will con·
tinue 10 head t.h spen ~lujc hool
at A pen. Colorado.
Rolf Lie.b rmnJUl' new opera, "The
School for WiH~S.·~will be induded in
the spring season of the New YorkCity
Opera, '0 be ondu led b Joseph
Rosenstock on prill! and 15.It "ill be
paired ""ith i\[oUl.n·s "Th lmpres...."rio."
Dimitri ilrop.oWO:!l, di~tingui$bed
conductor o[ th Nel\' York Philhar·
monjc- )'llJphon Orch '"lra, will ob-
serve a number of imporlant a.onirer·
suies during 1956. P rbap~ one of the
mosl imponDot wa hi.! ~iJ;tielhbirthda)'
On Februar 18. which w~ ob~"·edby
lhe orchestra m mbe.rs gi,-jng bim a
r:art)'. and Lhe pr olation of I ~pe-
cially bound ope.rati are ("'OtelJo")
elucle-opril 1956
by the Board of Directors of the Society.
January 16 marked the twentieth an-
niversary of his debut in America at a
concert- of the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra. Ten years ago in March, 1946,
Mitropoulos became an American citi-.
zen, and five years ago he began his
work as musical director of the Phil-
harmonic-Symphony.
loin them in exploring the
lovely world of piano music!
fI1HESE three happy people are eagerly
touring it in their piano. Young Jane
does the driving. Relax for a moment, and
in fancy listen with them. Imagine yourself
enjoying a little familyconcert of weU-1red
compositions-played by your daughter.
The pieces you dream she is playing for
you are all little master- works, but many
are simple; she's been taking piano lessons
only a couple of years. Her teacher helps
her choose pieces, of course, and their se-
lections treat you to a surprising variety of
countries and periods.
How your girl loves to travel
the eentuetes of Illusic!
Already she has given you little classic
and romantic jewels by Beethoven, Bach,
Chopin and Liszt; charming modern pieces
by Grieg, IHacDoweliand Tchaikowsky;
beautiful excerpts from operas by Mozart,
Humperdinck and Puccini; some famous
waltzes by Strauss and Waldteufel; and a
sprinkling of the great song melodies of all
time-operatic, sacred, patrio.ticand college
-besides spirituals and folk-songs!
Your girl is a born musical explorer; al-
most every weekshe tries to read "right off"
a "fascinating new piece" she has di'scov-
ered somewhere in her Scribner Music Li-
brary. Her teacher doesn't dampen her en-
thusiasm; says it's good sight·reading prac-
tice, in addition to perfecting the ones she
really practices.
Haven't you enjoyed this dream
of the fun YOUl' piano can give?
But perhaps it isn't a dream; maybe il
has already come true for you. 1£ it hasn't,
it can-for the Scribner Music Library is a
door that will let into your living room a
wealth of the world's best piano music, of
every time and land. There are enough de-
lightful pieces on the rungs of this mar-
vellous piano·player's ladder to last your
daughter. your son, or yourself for a life.
time: 718 compositions, both vocal and
piano solos.
But perhaps youhaven't a family, but are
just now taking up the piano (as an "adult
beginner") to enrich your own life. The
Scribner Mu.sic Library will do it; you can
soon start picking alit some of the melo.
dious little classics you'll find on the lowest
rung. And if you have an organ, many are
easily adapted.
Get our Ieee bookler, Check
the pieces you've heard
Send the coupon for a little book that
will tell you how to explore the beautiful
world of piano music that the Scribner M 1/._
sic Library can open widefor your pleasure.
You'll get a complete table of contents; ull
718 famous compositions. Have fun going
through the titles with a pencil, checking
the ones you know, the ones your child
plays, the ones you'd like to hear him play.
You'll a150see a facsimile of the music;
with large, jet-black, easy- to- read notes, on
full sheet music size pages, 9 by 12. The
specially-bound albums lie open perfectly
flat on your music rack-and not a single
piece can get losl or frayed at the elges!
The Scribner Music Library will be fot'
your home an inexhaustible mine of musi.
cal satisfaction, for many years.
Just write your name and address, and
mail the Coupon now to Charles Scribner's
Sons,' Dept. D.S., 599 Fifth Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.
Music Week this year will be ob-
served May 6 to 13-the theme being
"Music Keeps Your Life in Tune!"
Communities are being urged to ob-
serve the event, especially by the per-
formance of music by American com-
posers. Information about Music Week
programs may be secured by addressing
National and Inter-American Music
Week Committee, 8 West Eighth Street,
New York 11, New York.
----------------
Charles Scribner's Sons, Depl. D.S.
£.labli.hed 1846
599 Fifth A\-·enue. New York 17, N.Y.
OPT'O,;t" Roeke/eller Cen're
Yes,please send me your free booklel about
The Scribner Music Library. Also give me
the special limited time offer'whichnow en.
ables me to own the complete collection of
718 compositionsat a verysubstantial saving.
Name ..
Addr~••
Cily ...........••. ..... Slate ............••.•
The National Association for Amer-
ican Composers and Conductors pre-
sented in February the first New York
performances of works by Ned Rorem,
Ulysses Kay and Wallingford Riegger.
The concert was included in the seven-
teenth annual American Music Festival,
presented by radio station WNYC. Mr.
Herem's contribution was his First Sym-
phony (1949); Mr. Kay was repre-
sented by his "Serenade for Orchestra"
in four movements; Mr. Riegger had a
premiere of his "Dance Rhythms." The
new works were conducted by Alfredo
Antonini.
Gustave Charpenttee, noted composer
of the opera "Louise" and other works,
died February 19, in Paris, at the age
of 95. He studied at the Paris Conserva-
. tory and his first works were for or.
chestra. In 1900 he composed his great
success, the opera "Louise," which to
date has had nearly 1,000 performances
in Paris.
(Continued on Page 8)
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/By NICOLAS SLONIMSKY
ONE OF THE LESSER musical
luminaries of the 18th century
was Francois-Hippolyte Barthelemon,
a French violinist who settled in Eng-
land, and married the singer Mary
(known also as Polly) Young. Bar-
rhelemon's mother was Irish; his
father a French nobleman. In his
youth, he joined the Irish Brigade in
France. When many years later he
met his former brothers-in-arms, they
mocked him for giving up the sword
in favor of the violin. So he proposed
a match to prove the quality of his
swordsmanship, and won. But the ex-
ertion was too much for him; he
sickened; the French doctors told him
to eat nothing but warm soup; he
complied, but became sicker still, and
decided to return to England which
had become his home. .
His wife, Mary Young, was
the great-granddaughter of Anthony
Young, English organist who was re-
garded as the author of the melody
of "God Save the King." (His claim
was false, as was that of Carey and
many others.] Barthelemon's daugh,
ter, Cecilia Maria Henslowe, in her
memoir of her {ather's life~ writes:
"By compassion~ over the old age of
this great man~ would biography cast
the veil of oblivion. Beloved by the
best and admired by the learned, after
the decease of his invaluable wife~
being unfortunately deluded into a
second marriage, it was his lot to be-
come the spoil of the wicked, to en-
dure the insult of the base~ and to
die paralytic and broken-hearted."
Barthelemon was asked by the cele.
brated actor Garrick to write a song
for a play called Country Girl. Gar-
rick visited Barthelemon in his Lon-
don lodgings~ asked for a pen and
some paper~ and wrote down the
words of the poem to be set to music.
As he did so~ BartheJemon looked
ov~r his shoulder and jotted the notes
6
on a piece of paper as quickly as Gar-
rick wrote the words. "There, Sir,"
exclaimed Garrick, "is my song!"
"And there, Sir," returned Barthe-
lemon, "is the music for it." Garrick
was astounded by this feat of musical
adroitness. He invited Barthelernou
to dine that night in the company of
the great Dr. Johnson. The song was
a success, and Garrick engaged Bar-
thelemon to write a scene for the
operatic farce, ~'A Peep Behind the
Curtain," for which he promised to
pay him 50 guineas. The farce was
played 108 times in a single season
and Garrick made several thousand
pounds, but when the time came to
pay Barthelemon's fee, he gave him
only 40 pounds, claiming as an excuse
that the "dancing cows," i.e., bal.
Ierinas, were paid high salaries that
he had very little left for the com-
poser.
Barthelemon lived in London when
Paris was in revolutionary turmoil;
he was a supporter of the old regime
-he had cherished memories of the
French court and of Marie-Antoinelte
who admired his violin playing. A
French nobleman who lived in exile
in London received a message from
his wife in Paris begging him to come
and save their property from confisca.
tion. But the nobleman could not re-
turn to France under his Own name
and he asked Barthelemon to help
him. Being an artist, he was accept-
able to the revolutionary government,
and he took the nobleman with him
to Paris as his valet, giving him the
English name of Francis Norton. The
journey passed without major diffi-
culties, and soon the nobleman was
in Paris with his wife, and Barthe-
lemon revisited his old friends there.
At Windsor Palace, Barthelemon
played violin for George the Third.
As he began a variation with har-
monics, the Prince of Wales ex-
a _
claimed: "Papa! Papa! He has a flute
in his violin!" The young prince
would not be pacified until Barlh'.
lemon gave him the vi lin to see if
a flute was hidden there. Barlhel'.
mon virtue ity \\'88 very much
prai ed by hi nt mp raries, and
Burney cal! d hi pla)'ing "trul]
vocal." H I am a fri nd of Hejdn
during Haydn's jcum in London in
1791. He sh wed him th sc re of his
orat rio "I ft in Masfa," and Haydn
said: "Ah, my d r friend, had you
written thl in rmany, you would
have bee me immortal."
The dubious honor of initiating
th pra lie f lis ondo bel ngs 10
the ltalinn am t ur omposer AnD-
lino Bernnrdin lIa iaja [lfiil-
1755). II 51' ifi d thai rh effecl
of Glissando is I rodu ed hy having
the index fing r slid \ r the k'rs.
The word Cli« ando itself is an
ctymologi al monstr siiy, for it com-
bines the Fr- n h r ot of the word
"gli er" with an Italian ending. But
it is futile to try to eliminate this
word Irom musical usage and replace
it by the more accurate Italian term
Slrisciando_
The celebrlll cl Jerican prima
donna, Ed tJl Walker. was reported
dead in 190-. under romanti circum·
stances. namely_ lhat _he look poi- n
becau e she was jilted by • high·
ranking German officer. Theslor)' was
reported in The NCh- York E"ening
Journal. Edyth alker who ... s then
living in German'. would not star
dead and \VT te to the edilor: "11 .. ill
certainly be inter ling to the Amer·
ican public to read a letter fIom a
dead person. and 1 write to tell )'ou
how happy I am to ha"e pas.."-eda\far
to another land in which my dreams
have found their fulJi.IIUlenl. While I
was living I had oul - one desire-to
elude-april 1956
be able to interpret the great Wag-
nerian roles. Death has been kind to
me and allowed my dreams to become
reality. No wonder that I am full of
joy to have expired."
Like many contraltos, Edyth Walker
eventually became a soprano. A news-
paper reported this change in the fol-
lowing words: "Edyth Walker is quit-
ting the low-voiced sisterhood and is
making a bid to sing higher parts and
draw still higher salary."
One of Edyth Walker's great mo-
ments of life was when she sang for
Brahms in Vienna a number of his
songs. "Why do you sing such rub-
bish?" asked Brahms. Brahms sin-
cerely believed that his best songs
were the German folk melodies which
he arranged and published without an
opus number in 1894. There were in
that collection 48 folksongs, and one
song by Brahms himself. The theme
of this song was taken from his ear-
liest work, a piano sonata in C major.
"Thus the dog bites his own tail,"
commented Brahms.
---_._-----------
ANNOUNCEMENT
How music should be taught. andfor what purpose, has always been
a bone of contention between educators.
Even if they all agreed that music is an
important part of human activity, music
educators, who now exert a highly or-
ganized cultural influence on American
society, do not by any means agree on
the important aims of a musical educa-
tion. Should music be approached as an
end itself, directed at cultivating indi-
vidual taste? Or, on the other hand,
should music be used as a means, to
encourage group participation and stress
social conformity? And what are the
implications of either approach for the
future of our musical young?
These questions point to the basic
issue that divides our educators. The
issue is vital, for its outcome will in-
fluence the future status of music in
America, as it is determined by the
rising generation that is in school to-
day. Recognizing that there is more than
one side of this urgent problem, ETUDE
is planning a series of articles, to begin
in September, which will explore the
controversy in music education as fully
and as fairly as is humanly possible.
Responsible spokesmen from both sides
will argue their case, and defend a
considered point of view. ETUDE hopes
that by dealing squarely with a problem
that has long troubled educators every-
where, a provocative discussion of the
issues involved wiII bring fresh insight
to some educators and arouse the in-
terest of readers who may not have
been fully aware of the issue at stake.
Be sure to look for the first installment
in the Sept. 1956 issue! The Editor
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BALDWIN ...brings greater
Scope to Electronic Organs
Baldwin superiority in the electronic organ
brings the rich heritage and spiritual atmos-
phere of the finest in traditional music
within the reach of every church. For
Baldwin excels in both range and fidelity
of true organ tone. Standard controls and
responsive action make the Baldwin easiest
of all organs to play. A full range of models
allows you to select a Baldwin best suited
to your individual needs. For most in organ
quality, performance and value, Baldwin is
your logical choice.
Contact your Baldwin dealer or write for
specific information.
Baldwin willfinance your purchase 0/ allY Baldwin Organ or Piano. Ask
your dealer or write for detaUs of this manufacturer-customer service.
Baldwin builds a complete line of pianos for church and educational needs.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Organ Division
CincinnatI 2, Ohio
Builders of: Baldwin, Acrosonic and Hamilton Pianos, Baldwin and Orga-sonic Organsr-------------------------------- ,
I Please send full informa- The Baldwin Piano Co., Organ Div. Dept. E~46 I
I tion on the following: 1801 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati 2, Ohio I
I 0 Church Organs I
: D ~ome Organs Name _ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I D Pianos Address _ __. . . . . . . . . I
r 0 Finance Plan City Zone State _. IL------------- J
7
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WORLD OF MUSIC burgh area will jail) forces 'this spring
in a celebration of the Mozart two hun-
dredth anniversary. The college choral
and instrumental groups will be drawn
from Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Duquesne University, University of
Pittsburgh, Chatham College a~d
Mount Mercy College. William Stein-
berg, conductor of the Plttsburgh Svm-
phony, will be musical director.
Isabelle Vengerova, pianist and wide-
Iy known piano teacher, died February
7, in New York City, at the age of 78.
She had been a Professor of Piano at
Curtis Institute in Philadelphia since
1924, and also on the faculty of the
(Continned from Page 5)
The Oglebay Institute Opera Work-
shop will conduct its fifth season Au-
gust 20 to September 30 at Oglebay
Park, Wheeling, West Virginia. Boris
Go1dovsky, head of the New England
Opera Theatre, will again be the direc-
tor, with Leonard Treasch continuing
as associate director.
The Pittsburgh SYlYlphony Orehes-
II'a, the New Friends of Music and five
colleges and universities in the Pitts-
LIBERACE
COURSE OF PIANO STUDY
The world's most acclaimed pianist-performer presents his course of study for
the piano-Designed for beginning piano students-Ideal as a refresher course
for adults-An effective approach to successful public and home performance.
FIRST BOOK The music alphabet-Every finger has a number-Every note has a
name-Time signatures,
SECOND BOOK Note values-New keys-The Damper Pedal-Written Quizzes-
chords-scales, etc. Composition:; of liberace, Mozart, Brahms, Chopin, Handel, etc.
THIRD BOOK New time signatures, scole s and chordS-Arpeggios for all keys-
Dotted eighth and sixteenth notes-Compositions by Bach, Chamiriade, Poderews kl-c
Stephen Foster Medley.
L1BERACE TREASURE CHEST Liberace's easy student arrangements of his personal
favorites for home enjoyment and recital use.
MIROVITCH
DISCOVERIES FOR PIANO
A NEW SERIES OF PIANO SOLOS-By ALFRED MIROVITCH
ARIA . Haendel-Babell PRESTO _ Galuppi
GIGA . . Signor Pescatore RONDO _ Van Beethoven
LESSON. . Signor Pescatore SCHERZO _ Haenler
MINUE (MINUET) . ..Galuppi SCHERZO Hummel
MINUETTD ... Haessler WAlZE #22 (WAtTZ) Mu:l:io Clementi
SONATA IN f MAJOR (GJGA) tONGA... . Scarlalti
SONATA IN G MAJOR (tONGA 53).. . Scodalli
THE "DISCOVERIES" SERIESALSO PUBLISHED IN ONE COMPLETE VOLUME
14 EASY MASTERPIECES
For The Piano
by JOHANN CHRISTIAN BACH and F. p. RICCI
Selected and Edited with technical and interpretive n.otes
By ALFRED MIROVITCH
An extroordinory collection of teoch;ng material for the young student (grodeJ 2 ond JJ
PRELUDES and SUITES
A COllECTION OF 9 COMPOSITIONS BY GEORG JOSEPH VOGLER
Edited and Arranged by ALFRED MIROVITCH
8
a _
Mannes College of Music in New York.
Some of the most prominent of present
day pianists and composers were among
her pupils, including Leonard Bern_
stein, Thomas Scherman, Samuel Bar.
her, Lukas Foss, Leonard Pennario
Gary Graffrnan, Abbey Simon and Syl.
via Zaremba.
The Obel'lin College Conservatory of
Music conducted its sixth annual Fesn.
val of Contemporary Music in February,
with Wallingford Riegger as guest com.
poser-conductor. The final concert of
the festival featured Ir. Riegger's Sym.
phony No.3. which he conducted with
the Oberlin Orchestra. In addition 10
the orchestra. the festival presented
the Oberlin tring Quartet, College
Choir, and the ym phony Band.
Bohusluv 111rtiuo's "Fantaisies ym.
phoniques' and ir ~ illiam Walron's
"T'roilua and r ssida" have been se-
lected as th best orchestral and oper-
atic works r sp cuvely f the 1955 sea.
son by the ewYork IU'Iic ritlcs
Irc!e. \: alt n'" or -ra was performed
on rob r 21 by th New York it)
Opera. Til Mnniuu lj,)mj)hon) \\'a,
commissioned by III I osrcn ymphom'
Orchestra nnd was lir~t performed hI'
that group n January 12 of lasl lear.
COMPETITIONS
(For dnai/ • wrile 10 sponsor li$tedJ
Th Fran i~Li,;;,zl int rnatl nal Piano
omp nne» for 1956. 0 ad line for 61.
ing appli ali n •. ~la 31. 1906. D.tail.
Iroru Pr pe rat r crnmiuee of the In.
ternatiolllli rlln is j"l:l Piano Compt.
IiI ion. Budsl e, t. Li"l.l erence I*r.
Anisis' d\j .. r) oun iI Compelition
for a major or Ii siral composition.
Award of 1.000 and l)erformance (if
merited) by the hi ago rmphon)' Or·
cheslra. Clos.ing date December l. 1956.
Details from ~tr illiam Cowen. presi·
dent. Arti ts' dvi.sory Council. Room
201. 55 East n.s.hinglon. Chicago. II·
linois.
The Drexel Competition for com·
posers of choral mll:S.i • under au~pic;e;
of the Beta Chapter of Pi i'\u Epsilon.
honorary Illus..i fratemily al Orelelln·
tillite of Teclmolog in Philadelphia_
Winning compositioo to be publi5hed
by Theodore Prc!5e.r Compan)'. Closing
dale ptember 1. 1956. Details from
Department of ~(u8ic. Drexel In51itule
of Technology. 32nd and Che5lnul
Streets. Philad Iphia 4. Penn~ 'h'uia.
Third nnual Tamiment InsUtutr
Comp tilion a\\'ard of ].000.00 for an
original string quarteL Deadline: April
L 1956. D tails: Tamimenl Instilutr.
7 East 15th lreel. New York 3. ~.y_
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JOHN W. Sl:HAUMSOLO PIANO ALBUMS
FOR THE YOUNG PIANO STUDENT
- .....) FIFTEEN +-( -
VOLUMES
DEDICATED TO THE HAPPINESS
OF THE YOUNG PIANO STUDENT
Each Volume
Is Different in Contents and Character
And Will Stimulate the Young Student into Greater Efforts
IT WILL ACQUAINT HIM WITH THE
WORLD'S GOOD MUSIC
THE GRADE OF DIFFICULTY OF EVERY PIECE IN
ALL IS VOLUMES IS WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE
"A" BOOK TO THE MIDDLE OF THE "B" BOOK
OF THE FAMOUS
"JOHN W. SCHAUM
PIANO COURSE"
GRADE 1- !-GRADE IY,
THE SPOT
Where STUDENTS REALIZE how wonderful
IT IS TO BE ABLE TO ENTERTAIN THEIR FOLKS
AND FRIENDS
EACH BOOK - 75¢
FREE-ANY ONE BOOK-INDICATE WHICH ONE
BELWIN, Inc., Rockville Centre, Long Island, N. Y.
Please send to: NAMEi ---;;.---__ ,--,- _
Please print
ADDRESS, _
CITY---- :STATE _
FREE OF CHARGE THE BOOK CHECKED BELOW
__ THE BALLET BOOK __ THE GAY NINETIES BOOK __ THE POLKA BOOK
__ THE BOOGIE BOOK __ THE GIRLS' BOOK __ THE RAGTIME BOOK
__ THE BOYS' BOOK __ THE MOUNTAIN BOOK __ THE RECITAL BOOK
__ THE COWBOY BOOK __ THE OPERA BOOK __ THE SACRED BOOK
__ THE FOhK SONG BOOK __ THE PARADE BOOK __ THE WALTZ BOOK
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Fiftieth
/
Anni versary I of
National Conference
by
Robert
A.
Choate
10
• • •
the Music Educators
a significant milestone
L APRIL 1907 one hundred and twelve mu ic teacher. and super-
- I ely from the midwestern tale, m 1 in Keokuk, Iowa.VIsors, aeg .
Th athered to discuss mutual concern and t xchange Ideas
ey g . _ - II- I I Theiand methods related to the teaching of mUSIC In PU) I sc 1 s. en
sessions in the Keokuk Westminster Presbyterian hurch were marked
by intense interest and stimulating discus ions on the proble.msof
school music. Class demonstr-ations were hid. pc hand rnu rc pro-
grams were presented. Throughout-the 1\ .day, nvenri n. th~ idea of
establishing an independent, I ermancnl prof 1 »al rganuauon grew
and became insistent. By the evening of April 12 til Mu lc uper-
visors Conference was organized with sixty-nine charter m mbers rep-
STILL LIVELY AT 95
Dr. Frances Elliott Clark,
who founded the Music
Educators National Con-
ference in 1907, vaca-
tions at Jackson Lake
Lodge in Grand Teton Na-
tional Park. Dr. Clark,
(HMother" Clark to thou-
sands) who introduced
the use of recordings in
public schools, was head
of music education {or
Victor Talking Machine
Co. for 37 years. She was
eager that the emerald
on her left hand show
since it was a gift from
the conference. Retired
when she was 86, Dr.
Clark now resides with
her son and daughter. in.
law, Mr. and :Mrs. .Ichn
Elliott Clark, in Salt
Lake City.
tn _
resenting sixteen states. So was born "the Conference't-c-now the Music
Educators National Conference-which in April 1956 will inaugurate
the formal observance marking the completion of fifty years of co-op-
erative effort for the "advancement of good music through the instru-
mentality of the schools."
The membership of the Conference has grown from the sixty-nine
charter members to its present enrollment of well over 28,OOO-one of
the largest organizations of professional musicians and educators in the
world. The growth and expansion of the Conference and the development
of music education in schools and colleges of the country have been
parallel and interrelated. There were sixteen states represented in the
1907 organization; today the profession is served by an effective struc-
ture consisting of fifty autonomous state and territorial associations,
twelve internal, auxiliary and associated groups, and ten national com-
missions which give focus and direction to its program of professional
service and leadership.
The roots of this phenomenal and typically American association
reach far back into the maturing of our nation's musical life" and in the
development of our unique educational system. The colonial singing
schools, the singing conventions, summer music institutes, and the
establishment of professional orchestras, bands, and choruses contrib-
uted in a direct way to the concern for (Continued on Page 73)
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MENC FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
PLANNING CONFERENCE
Clockwise, starting at left: Hugh E.
McMjJlen, Boulder, Colo.; Wiley L.
Housewright, Tullahassee, Fla.; Anne
Crace O'Ca llaghan, Atlanta, Ga.; Ralph
E. Rush, Los Angeles, Cali£.; Robert A.
Choate, Boston, Mass.; C. V. Bunel-
man, Chicago, Hl.: Vanett Lawler,
Washington, D. c.; George WaIn, Ober-
lin, Ohio; Karl D. Ernst, San Jose,
Calif.; A. Bert Christianson, Ellens-
burg, Wash.; Lloyd V. Funchess, Baton
Rouge, La.: Charles M. Dennis, San
Francisco, Calif.; Theodore F. Nor-
mann, Seattle, Wash.; Allen P. Britton,
Ann Arhor, Mich.: Fowler Smith, De-
troit, Mich.; Jack Ferentz, New York
City; Lilla Belle Pius, New York City;
Richard C. Berg, Springfield, Mass.;
Alex H. Zimmerman, San Diego, Cali£.;
Harriet Nordholm, East Lansing, Mich.;
W. H. Beckmeyer, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
Arthur G. Harrell, Wichita, Kans.; E.
J. Schultz, Norman, Okla.; Robert Mil-
ton, Kansas City, Mo.; Polly Gibbs,
Baton Rouge, La.; O. M. Hartsell,
Helena, Mont.; George L. White, New
York City; Mary Tolbert,. Columbus,
Ohio; Paul Van Bodegraven, New York
City. Board members not present:
George F. Barr, Sacramento, Calif.;
Mary M. Hunter, Baltimore, Md.; E. E.
Mohr, Greeley, Colo. j William R. Sur,
East Lansing, Mich. Attended meeting,
but not in picture: C. A. Burmeister,
Evanston, IlL; John C. Kendel, Chi-
cago, rn., Hazel N. Morgan, Evanston,
Ill.; Otto Graham, Sr., Waukegan, Ill.
11
)peroonaf memories
. 01Corfof
aoarlis] and teacher
by A. M. HENDERSON
formerly of the faculty of
Glasgow University
A. M. Henderson
IT HAS BEEN my privilege to enjoy
the friendship of Alfred Cortot for
over 30 years, and previous to this,
to be his pupil, and to assist him for
two summer seasons at the Ecole
Normale de Musique, in Paris. So I
am in a position to speak of him
as artist and teacher from intimate
knowledge and experience. Born at
Nyon, in French Switzerland, in.18??,
he received the main part of his early
musical education at the Paris Can-
servatoire, where he was one of
Diemer's most brilliant pupils.
He made his debut as concert.
pianist in Paris in 1906, later giving
recitals all over Europe. In 1914, he
formed with Thibaut and Casals his
famous Trio, which had a world.
wide fame.
For some years, he was professor
of piano at the Paris Conservatoire,
where he was then the youngest mem-
ber of the staff.
Later. wishing to be entirely in-
12
dependent, he founded the Ecole
Normale de Musique, where, among
others, he had Thibaut and Casals as
artist colleagues.
It was at the Ecole Normale in
1920, that I first met Cortot. He was
then conducting special courses for
artists and students, courses which
had already become famous. This
"Cours d'Interpretation" was formed
with the idea of aiding two groups
of pianists: a small group for younger
artists, as performers; and a larger
group for teachers and students, as
auditors. At first, the artist-group
numbered about 20, and the teachers
and students about double that num-
ber. In one season, the course had
become so popular with teachers and
'so helpful generally that the auditor
group increased to about 100, and
a move had to be made to the Concert
Hall of the Ecole, in order to acccm.
modate all who wished to attend. The
works studied at the Course were
drawn entirely from the romantic
period in piano literature, and in-
cluded the following:
First Class
Schubert: Sonata in A Minor Fan-
tasia in C Major, '
a _
fmpr I11ptU in Blat with Varia.
ti ns.
W ber : nata in A·Flat, Invitation
a la Val .
M ndel ohn: ndanlc and Rondo
p. 14. Prelude
linor, p. 35,
ted ong without
econd Cia,
Chopin: Twelve Preludes. Twelve
Etudes. Polona i in A F1at, Bar-
carolle. Two 1 octurnes. Waitt in
.Flat.
Third C/'w
chumann: Etud -mphoniques.
"Ce r nava l.' Op, 9. Fantasia.
.. cen [rom Childhood."
Fourth los
Li zt : onata. Paganini Etud . Two
Con ert tudi . Polonaise in E.
Rhap odi Nos. 2 and 12. T...
"Legend ..,
The cia opened at 2 o'clockand
ended at 6v . but the lime pas..<ed all
loo quickly it was 50 interesting,50
stimulating. and v 0 exciting. The
standard of performance wa aMoneh·
ingly high. ConJinued on PO!' 591
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Diction • Singil1g
why IS It SO difficult
to understand the words
of some singers?
how IS good diction
attained?
Read what one authority
has to say about this!
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In
by JOSEPH A. BaLLEW
E.-om time to time loud cries have been raised against the
unintelligibility of the average singer's diction. For instance, in
his book The Art oj the Singer, the late music critic W. J. Hender-
son, whose understanding of voice and singing was unique, deplored
the dearth of good diction in the following words: "Singing is the
interpretation of text by means of musical tones produced by the
human voice ... yet ... nine-tenths o-f the songs we hear are songs
without words."
This was a shattering indictment, but it still is, basically, perfectly
justified. Unfortunately, neither Mr. Henderson, nor later author-
ities supported their complaints with analyses of the causes of poor
diction and a statement of the means by which it may be improved.
This omission was a serious oversight, for the bugbear of bad
diction cannot be banished by lamentation alone; only knowledge
of its causes and the means of correcting it can lead to its disap-
pearance.
Fundamentally, poor diction is due, of course, to incorrect
training in vocal emission, but there are extraneous factors that
are no less potent in creating it which are rarely taken into account.
Despite the self-evident proposition that the text of opera and
song is as important as the music to overall artistic interpretation,
a large body of lay music lovers and professional musicians believe
that the text is negligible, that the music is the thing.
Another factor is the all-too-slowly-dying custom of presenting
opera and recital in the language of their original texts, predomi-
nantly non-English. It is no exaggeration to say that the opera
and recital habitue who is conversant with even one foreign lan-
guage is rare; the vast majority do not understand any at all. In
such a situation clarity of diction is of no consequence.
Still another factor may be traced to composers who did not
realize or were unconcerned with the essential distinction between
instrumental and vocal music and therefore did not understand
or care to face up to the fact that what is appropriate for instru-
mental performance is not always suitable for song. They often
composed for the human instrument-which uses musical tones to
interprettext- in the same manner, more or less, as for man-made
instruments, which do not, and cannot, employ text. As a result
we have numerous vocal compositions abounding in prolonged
coloratura passages and with two and more voices singing different
words in unison.
From a strictly musical point of view nothing can be said
against this. But from a vocal-musical point of view, from the point
of view of diction, much that is valid must be said against it. In
the former, the number of notes between the beginning and ends
of words makes understanding extremely difficult, to say the least;
in the latter, it is obviously impossible. Words cease to have sig-
nificance in lengthy, complicated coloratura passages and the
singer is under no obligation to make them understandable, nor,
13
in fact, is he able to. The same applies
to the latter, but more so. Both con-
tribute towards general laxity in diction.
There are also conditions in which
unclear diction is more apparent than
real. A theater or a hall with defective
acoustics, for instance, is inimical to
the best diction. A small voice in a large
hall or theater will be lost, and with it,
diction, whether good or bad, beyond
the point of audibility. Carrying power
will avail very little in such a situation.
Only a big, clear, resonant voice can
be successful in conveying text under.
standably to auditors seated in the far
reaches of a large hall or theater, pro-
viding that the diction is good of course.
The size of orchestras must also be con-
sidered. Large orchestras, while they do
not in all cases overpower the voice, do
quite definitely smother the words of
singers, even the most powerful with
the best diction.
However, assuming the removal of all
these conditions and influences, the
basic and actual cause of poor diction
would sti1I remain the regrettably wide-
spread fallacious teaching responsible
for the plethora of poorly produced
voices. Bad diction is born of bad vocal
production.
The following are the methods most
frequently employed for improving bad
diction:
(1) The teaching of diction as a
branch of instruction divorced
from and succeeding training in
vocal production.
(2) The process called coverin.g.
(3) Vocalization.
(4) The teaching of what has been
termed elocution diction.
The need for teaching diction as a
study apart from vocal production is
necessitated because, and only because,
the procedures of the latter have been
incorrect. Voices that are afflicted with
throatiness, guttural or nasal tone, that
are constricted or forced, are breathy
or marred by tremolo, either through
faulty natural emission or unsound
training, are badly produced voices. The
very nature of these defects acts as a
muffling agent and makes the singing
of words clearly and understandably
next to impossible. In addition, they im-
pede the free and smooth flow of voice
and create tensions at the throat, jaw,
mouth and tongue. But a free, smooth
flow of voice and the absence of all
tension is essential to good diction.
Consequently, all attempts to cultivate
clarity of diction on the' basis of a
poorly produced voice are futile-a
waste of time, energy and money. The
additional exertions, strains and ten.
sions imposed by so-called diction
exercises upon a poorly produced voice,
subject it to taxing efforts which, pre.
cisely because it is poerly produced,
it is ill-equipped to withstand .•
(to be continued next month)
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The
National Interscholastic
Music Activities
Commission
MTNA •In Action
by
Arthur G. Harrell
THE NATIONAL Interscholastic Music Activities Commission is that
division of the Music Educators National Conference which is charged
with the responsibility of representing the music education profession
in all matters pertaining to music activities of an interscholastic nature.
The purpose of the Commission is to co-operate with the sponsors of all
interscholastic music activities in the development and maintenance of
high standards in teaching performance, adjudication, management, or
other matters related to the conduct and educational values of such
activities. In addition, NIMAC accepts such responsibilities and assign-
ments as are designated by the national board of directors of the Music
Educators National Conference, or by the MENC State Presidents
National Assembly. NIMAC is organized on the same State-Division.
National pattern as the Music Educators National Conference itself.
Arthur Harrel"
Director of Music
Education, Wichita,
Kansas, Public
Schools with a group
of his tecchers
at the 1955 MENC
Southwestern
Division Convention,
Hutchinson,
Kansas.
It functions un-
der the direc-
tions of an ex-
ecutive council.
The State Mu-
sic Educators Association of each state selects three delegates from
its state to serve on the NIMAC divisional board. The president of
the State Music Educators Association is the fourth member of each
state delegation to the division board. Since NIMAC observes the same
divisions geographically as MENC~ the four delegates from each state
within a district or division make up the division board. Hence the
Western Division NIMAC Board has 20 members, Eastern has 48, North
Central has 40, Northwest has 20, Southern has 44, and the South-
western has 28. At its biennial meeting, the members of the division
board elect from their own members the four officers for the ensuing
biennial. C
The NIMAC division board serves as a co-crd inatina medium and
clearing house for the officially approved interscholastic music activities
of the states in the division, and/or the sponsors of such activities.
The NIMAC division board also performs such services in connection
with the divisional conventions and general (Continued Oil Page 68)
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How the Music Teachers National Association
IS protecting the teacher's interests
hy K. O. KUERSTEINER
CALLING all teachers of music!Have you even seen such head-
lines as these in your local news-
papers? .
LICENSE TAX FOR MUSIC
TEACHERS
MUSIC TAKEN OUT OF
SCHOOLS
CONTROL OF PRIVATE MUSIC
TEACHERS PROPOSED BY LAW
Do you think it could happen here?
The Music Teachers National Asso-
ciation believes it could. That is -one
reason for establishing the association.
But there are other reasons. "I need
new teaching technics." "I would like
to know more teaching material." "I
would like to broaden my contact with
other fields of music than my own
special one." "I should like to meet
the people who make the recordings
I enjoy and who direct the organiza-
tions I read about." "I want to im-
prove my teaching."
As president of MTNA, may I ask
my reader a question. "Do you think
any of the above issues concerns
you?" If your answer is, "No," I do
not recommend MTNA for you. On
the other hand, if you feel you are
concerned with such issues, I heartily
recommend co-operative action along
common interests with over 8,000
other music teacher members of
MTNA. In short, if you believe in
music and want to do something
about helping the American music
teacher, you should join the oldest
music teacher association in the
United States, the organization which
includes on an equal basis of mem-
bership teachers of music-private,
public school or college level. That
organization is MTNA.
Belore telling the story of MTNA
ill action, I should like to give you,
the reader, a musical quiz. The tm-
usual thing about this quiz is that the
same words answer all questions:
(1) Who was the founder of
MTNA?
(2) Who was the founder of the
Presser Publishing Company?
(3) Who was the founder 01 the
ETUDE?
Answer: Theodore Presser.
Here are some of the details con-
cerning the first question: One hun-
dred years after our forefathers signed
THEODORE PRESSER 1848-1925
the Declaration of Independence a
group of American music teachers
gathered together for a purpose not
far different from that of 1776. The
spir-it of co-operation was the same.
The reason was' similar. The place
was different. The time-1876; the
place-Delaware, Ohio; the person-
alities-some of the leading musicians
of the nineteenth century: Theodore
Presser, George W. Chadwick, Calvin
B. Cady, Karl Merz, William H. Dana,
Fenelon B. Rice and George F. Root.
It was Presser who had invited the
group to meet in the interest of the
"advancement of musical knowledge
and education in the United States
and its territories through discussion,
investigation and publication." .
Today, eighty years later, the spirit
and intent of the first meeting remains
essentially the same-the forward-
looking teachers of music in America
today are united in MTNA with a
common effort to improve music and
music teaching.
What is the MTNA program of
action in 1956? How does this pro-
gram affect you?
Here is an incident which will an-
swer both questions: Recently, a city
council in the southwest considered
the levying of a license tax on all pri-
vate music teachers under its j ur isdic-
lion. Indeed, such an action seemed
a foregone conclusion. But what did
happen? The local music teachers'
association went into action. They ap-
pealed to a past president of MTNA,
who lived in a nearby city; they asked
the present National administration
for assistance; and they hired a law-
yer. The lawyer laid the plans for
defense, the present National officers
succeeded in getting documentary evi-
dence in the record, and the past
president spoke on behalf of the teach-
ers, pointing out that "private music
teachers augment the work done in
schools, and the state recognizes such
teaching by awarding certificates
based' on it. Also, the possible elimina-
tion of juvenile delinquency brought
about by a child spending time learn-
ing music would offset any gain to
the city from a tax on teachers." The
result was a total victory for the mu-
sic teachers. To quote front page
headlines of the local press, "BATTLE
WON BY MUSIC TEACHERS-City
License Tax Barred by Council."
The MTNA program of action
stresses in-service training for its
members. Here are three of a number
of ways that this program operates:
(1) Five times annually all mem-
bers receive the association's official
publication, TlIE AMERICAN MU-
SIC TEACHER. In this way every
member has the opportunity of com-
paring his teaching with others. Are
you as a music teacher able to learn
from your colleagues? Are you as a
music teacher profiting from asking
another how he handled this or that
problem? This brings us to point
15
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number 2.
(2) Professional meetings allow
all members to profit first-hand from
each other. These meetings are lo-
cal, state, divisional and national.
MTNA'ers are privileged to attend
all. It is my firm belief that all per-
sons who attend these meetings do
profit with the exception of the
"vacuum-teacher" and the snob. The
"vacuum-teacher" is one who attends
in a vacuum and leaves in the same
condition. Fortunately, he and the
snob are fast becoming extinct on the
American scene!
At the last national convention held
in St. Louis, Missouri, the "music fac-
ulty" consisted of over 100 recognized
teachers. The "music laboratory" was
comprised of three symphony orches-
tras; three choruses; two-piano music
by Ernest von Dohnanyi and Ed ward
Kilenyi; Robert Shaw as speaker and
choral clinician; E. Power Biggs, lec-
turer and organist; Fernando Valenti,
musicologist and harpsichordist; three
ensembles-c-Ilniversity of Southern
California Woodwind Quintet, Univer-
sity of Missouri String Quartet, and
The Washington University Chamber
Orchestra; two chamber operas; and
the Bensiek Family of musicians.
(3) The national office at 32
Browning Street, Baldwin, New York,
under S. Turner Jones, Executive Sec-
retary, is ready to give aid to all
members. He is an able musician,
teacher and writer. The National Ex-
ecutive Secretary and his staff of office
workers represent the only personnel
who are paid workers. All others are
. persons dedicated to the objectives of
the association.
The way MTNA service operates is
through the democratic process; each
member is a voice, a vote, an integral
part of the organization. The execu-
tive Committee consists of twenty-five
teachers representing the geographic
spread of MTNA and coming from
all avenues of music teaching. There
are nine standing committees whose
study and programs of action cover
the areas of American Music, Audio-
Visual, Church Music, Musicology,
Psychology and Music in Therapy,
School Music, Student AffJlirs, Strings,
and Voice. In recent years other divi-
sions of MTNA include Subject Area
Sections, which are organizations es-
tablished within the framework of
MTNA. Each section, such as Theory,
Piano, and College Music, elects its
own officers and has an independ-
ence o~ (Continued on Page 80)
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MUSIC IN FOCUS
by JAMES B. FELTON
MATHIS IN BOSTON
ALTHOUGH it is by now almost arepertoire piece in Europe, and
although an abbreviated symphonic
version has been popular in this coun-
try for a number of years, the opera
"Mathis der Maler" was never seen
in America until this February, when
it was staged by the Boston University
of Fine and Applied Arts. This is a
surprising state of affairs, for the
opera is even more effective as an
artistic whole than the symphonic
suite. "Mathis" is, as operas go, a
difficult but noble work, and Boston
University deserves credit for having
largely succeeded in scaling its im-
pressive heights.
Hindemith wrote this opera be-
tween 1932 and 1934 and departed
from Germany without seeing it, for,
in 1935, the Nazi government pre-
vented its production on ideological
grounds. Preceding the creation of
"Mathis" came the inflation and so-
cial unrest that characterized the
post-Weimarian era. In 1933 Rosen-
berg burned the books of German
liberals; in "Mathis" the Papists burn
Lutheran books. Thus Hindemith's
concern with Germany's post-World
War I problems-when also the gap
between artist and public began to
widen alarmingly-is reflected sym-
bolically in his opera.
As in certain existentialist novels of
Sartre and Camus, Paul Hindemith
exposes his hero to an "extreme situa-
tion" which forces him to adopt a
decisive personal attitude toward ex-
ternal circumstances of a fateful,
antagonistic kind. As court painter
to Cardinal-Archbishop Albrecht of
Mainz, Mathis suddenly finds himself
thrown into the midst of religious
conflict when he befriends a wounded
peasant leader who is being pursued
by soldiers. Mathis chooses to leave
Albrecht's service to join the peasants
in their rebellion against the Church-
State, but soon discovers that he is
allied with rabble that rape and pil-
lage at their first opportunity. At the
bidding of Albrecht, in VISIOnary
form, Mathis returns to his painting,
having ultimately rejected the tempta-
tions of both Court and revolution.
After executing a series of master-
pieces, he puts away his painting uten-
sils and leaves his studio to wander
the rest of his days in the forest.
Mob Conflict
Hindemith's musical setting is
straightforward, unhampered by static
recitatives; even the broodi.ng mono.
logues of Mathis are graced with an
ar-ia-type fluency and melodic contour.
Narrative passages are sketched with
rhythmic deftness. Action and music
fiow continuously through all seven
scenes, culminating in occasional cli-
maxes of marvelous power-such as
the bickering antiphonal chorus of
Scene 2, in which opposing Catholic
and Protestant mobs accuse each other
alternately and Jock in fierce combat
before the return of Albrecht from
Rome.
The orchestra, sparely conservative
for modern opera, never overwhelms
the stage, even in the powerful, brassy
Alleulia sung by Mathis and Albrecht.
One should remark, however, that on
this occasion the orchestra played be-
hind a screen back-stage, which may
have accounted for a slight atteutua-
tion of instrumental sound. Sarah
Caldwell, who very capably directed
and conducted the entire Boston pro-
duction, bravely kept track of on-stage
happenings through ear-phones.
Robert Mesrobian as Mathis and
Frances Leahy as Ursula were par-
ticularly outstanding. Not only were
they adequate to the vocal demands
made upon their roles, but their act.
ing carried sufficient verve and sin.
cerity to convert the spectator from
passive resistance to active compas-
sion. All things considered, the pro.
ducrion was a credit to the opera and
a satisfaction to the audience. It is
a pity that the Metropolitan cannot
muster like courage to mount this,
one of the really important operas of
the 20th century. In any case, bully
for Boston! THE END
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The National Federation of Music Clubs
A .,. .. menca s most far -flung musical organization
By VERA WARDNER DOUGAN
WHEN I THINK of the far-flung work of the NationalFederation of Music Clubs, I am reminded of an old
poem by Rudyard Kipling entitled "The English Flag."
You will perhaps recall that each stanza, no matter what
section of the world it dealt with, closed with the stirring
finale: "Go forth,' for it is there."
Unlike the poet I cannot ask my readers to mention
an y section of the world in which there is not a federated
music club, for ours is an American organization, but I
might well ask them to name any crossroads in the United
cities, but exists in the rural areas as well. That same
night I may have had the experience of attending the
first live performance of opera ever given .in that town-
standard opera, but sung in English-and discovered
that the performers were one of the many opera troupes
inspired by our Grass Roots Opera Committee, whose
success was so great that this year we have expanded
opera to a major department.
Again Imay have visited one of the many famous sum-
mer music festivals in the United States-the Peninsula
Peule Lenchner, dramatic seprene, a Federation Young Artist winner, formerly with the Metropolitan Opare, reheorsing ct Aspen Institute, Colorado.
States where there is not a branch, small or larger-or-at-
least a few scattered members of the National Federation
of Music Clubs. They would, f think, be hard put to it
to find one.
In my capacity as National President, and in my prior
capacity as National Vice President, I have traveled thou-
sands of miles in the interests of the Federation. Some-
times I have spent a week-end in a suburban section and
gone with my hqst and hostess to the local church, where
a cherub-faced choir gave an altogether delectable musical
program. And I have learned not to be surprised that it
was one of the hundreds of Junior choirs affiliated with
our organization.
On another occasion my official duties may have called
me to a farming community where a federated chorus of
rural women- demonstrated that all the fine musical talent
and all the good choral direction is not confined to the
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Festival at Fish Creek, Wisconsin, for example, or the
Brevard, North Carolina, Music Festival and found a
Federation member and staunch supporter wielding the
baton. At Brevard I probably would also see many
scholarship students whose careers have been fostered
by the Federation playing in the orchestra. At the Tran-
sylvania Music Camp at Brevard I may well have gazed
with pride at the many practice cabins given by clubs,
individuals and State Federation in the National Federa-
tion's Southeastern Region, which has made this camp
its particular project. Also at the National Music Camp
at Interlochen there are several lodges, beautiful, rustic
buildings, which have been erected by the National
Federation and individual State Federations.
For as far back as I can remember, we have given
National scholarships to Interlochen, and for many years
to Chautauqua and Transylvania. During recent years we
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have greatly increased our summer
scholarship program. The Berkshire
Music Center at Tanglewood, Lenox,
Mass.; Aspen Institute at Aspen,
Colorado; the Indian Hill School at
Stockbridge, Mass.; the Opera Work-
shop of the Pennsylvania State Col-
lege for Women; Kneisel Hall at Blue
Hill, Maine; the Opera Workshop at
Inspiration Point, Arkansas, and at
Ogelbay Park, West Virginia. The
Stephen Foster Music Camp in Ken-
tucky, and tlie New York Music Camp
at Otter Lake, New York, are among
the many institutions to which Na-
tional Scholarships have gone, and
scores of states have offered scholar-
ships of their own. In fact, last sum-
mer a single State Federation gave
a total of 40 scholarships to music
camps in that state alone. On the basis
of a by no means complete survey it
is safe to assume that the over-all
Federation investment in scholarships,
National, State and local, would run
well up towards $100,000 in a single
year.
Perhaps no enterprise is more firm-
ly identified with the National Fed-
eration of Music Clubs in the pub-
lic mind than its Biennial Young
Artists Auditions first begun in 1915.
Through these biennial events we have
launched the careers of more than 120
young artists, all of whom have made
commendable, many of them highly
distinguished, careers for themselves
in the concert field.
No one 'who has ever attended a
Biennial Convention of the National
Federation of Music Clubs and seen
the Young Artist finals will forget the
thrill of those stirring moments when
the finest of young American talent
confronts a national jury of musicians
and music critics-the even greater
thrill when those who win are intro-
duced to the audience, and are given
the option of a thousand doUar check
or a Town Hall debut, plus numerous
extra awards. These have included,
in recent years, a managerial contract
for at least one winner, and for the
voice winner an audition at the Metro-
politan Opera.
For many years the auditions have
been open to competitors in piano,
violin and voice. In the past two bien-
niums we have added a chamber mu-
sic classification, and for the 1955-
1957 biennium we shall have two voice
awards, one for a woman and one for
a man, as (Continued on Page 60)
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PHI MlJ ALPHA
(professional music fraternity)
• • . mllat it is and 1Vllat it does
OF THE FOUR OBJECTS of Phi Mu Alpha, the first, "To advancethe cause of music in America," is sufficiently broad to encom-
pass activities which will keep its members busy for the next fifty
years. Working within the framework of the first object, the Executive
Committee and National Council have outlined a long-range program,
a part of which is already in operation.
To honor the achievement of outstanding musicians, and to stimu-
late others to similar achievement, the Fraternity set up, in 1951, the
"Man of Music" award. This award, consisting of a plaque and cita-
tion, is given biennially to the man, whether he be a member or not,
who, in the opinion of the appropriate Committee, has made the great-
est contribution, during that period, to-
ward the advancement of the cause of
Music in America. The award in 1951
went to Thor Johnson, and in 1953 to
Howard Hanson.
Further to implement the object, each
Chapter is required to give at least one
program each year devoted exclusively to
by Archie N. Jones,
National President
American Music. In addition, the biennial
Composition Contest among members of
the Fraternity encourages many composers to submit composmons.
Prizes are awarded in both undergraduate and graduate divisions.
With the Chapters, the Fraternity attempts to stimulate musical
and scholastic activity by an annual award to the outstanding chapter
in each Province, and, biennially, to the outstanding chapter in the
nation.
Probably the most significant innovation in the Fraternity opera.
tions is the Sinfonia Foundation, set up in 1954. A separate corpo-
ration, the Foundation is governed by a Board of Trustees, and a
set of officers.The President of the Corporation is Arthur A. Hauser.
The purposes are as follows:
1. To advance the cause of music in America through:
a ] Scholarships
b) Commissioned works
c) Grants-in-aid and loans
d) Publications which promote music
e) Encouragement and subsidy of performance of American music
in all forms
f) Encouragement and subsidy of research in music
g) Aid and support of worthy musical organizations
h) Encouragement and subsidy of music in education
i) Encouragement and subsidy of music in community life
j) Encouragement and subsidy of music in industry
k) Prizes and awards for musical (Continued On Page 80)
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edited by
William D. Revelli
Wright Marching Band, Western State College
Music Camp, Gunnison, Colorado.
MUSIC CAMP
AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
IN NEBRASKA a teen-age boy explains to his
drugstore employer why he cannot work during
the last two weeks of July.
A seventh grader in Ohio practices earnestly day
after day on her new flute so she will be ready for
the auditions.
A Band Boosters committee from a South Dakota
town meets with the school music instructor to deter-
mine the outstanding high school music student of
that area.
A Louisia~a Band Conductor considers how many
musicians and instruments his station '\lagon will hold.
A music teacher contemplates his personal budget
of time and money while he fingers attractive bulle-
tins. Should he stay in his own State this year, or
make the long trip to the camp in the heart of the
Rockies?
Each summer these people, as well as hundreds of
other music students, enroll at music camps located
the width and breadth of the United States. And each
summer most of these people vow to attend a music
camp again the following year. Thus, a vital and
valuable institution has been added to American
education.
Who attends music camps? Music students and
teachers from grade schools, high schools and col-
leges come in great numbers and form the bulk of 'the
enrollment. However, since we are well into the sec-
ond generation of instrumental music pupils in the
secondary schools, many parents bring their children
to music camp and stay to rediscover their own
knowledge and techniques. Church choir directors,
private teachers, owners and !"anagers of music
stores, professional musicians all come, as well as
others who have simply a love for music-making.
What values do these enrollees gain at the camps
they attend? A confirmed music camper studying the
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by Kathryn Hawkins
offering given in a camp bulletin can be compared
to the imaginative gourmand browsing through a
book of recipes. Camps may be selected for their
organization and class offerings (with college credit
to be obtained by those eligible for it), faculty per-
sonnel, natural surroundings, and such considera-
tions as costs and geographical location. Some camps
may stress their choral work, some their large instru-
mental organizations, while others emphasize small
ensembles. Twirling and drum-majoring are the spe.
cialty in some localities. However, many camps make
comparable offerings in all of the rnaj or areas. Thus,
a student may perform on his primary instrument in
one organization and also study intensively on this
instrument with a private teacher. At the same time,
he may enjoy performance in a less advanced group
on a secondary instrument upon which he wishes to
acquire skills. This will probably still give him time
for general music classes and peripheral activities.
It can be seen, of course, that contacts will be made
and friendships developed, and not only does this
occur with contemporaries. What a heartwarming
thrill it is to perform under the direction of a person
whose name the camper has seen printed on the music
he plays at home! Or, perhaps, he recognizes his
teacher by pictures seen on the front of record al-
bums! State- and Nationally-known instructors are
seen in classrooms and on the podium, as well as at
the camp picnic by the swimming pool. And thus the
student combines a respect for musicianship with a
feeling of friendship. Camper and teacher alike are
-- the richer for these experiences.
Let us consider the administrators and other per-
sonnel involved with instigating and maintaining a
music camp. So rapid has been the growth of the
number of music camps that many college administra-
tors do not now regard their (Continued on Page 62)
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Boys Like to
Part Two
by HUGH RANGELER
AFTER THE USE of the light voicehas been established, the tones
with which we are chiefly concerned
are those that overlap in each range.
They must be blended together so that
there is no "break" between the two
qualities, in much the same way that
the adult soprano voice is blended
and smoothed over the so-called
"break." Many seventh grade boys
(twelve- and thirteen-year aIds) have
learned to use only thick-quality
voice. For this reason they must be
taught to use the light quality through-
out the range and develop adequate
control of it before starting the blend-
ing process.
This blending process is best begun
by approaching through the light
voice from above. Have the boys sing
down a scale slowly starting about E
or F (octave about middle C) using
the "ah" sound. Ask them to mix just
a bit of the heavy voice as soon as it
becomes comfortable to do so. This
will be at about G or A. Then as they
progress downward, they should add
more and more of the thick quality
to the light. This should be repeated
by half-steps downward. When the
boys find that there is a "trick" in
doing this well and smoothly, they
become quite interested in it. And
when they find that it has materially
extended their usable range and im-
proved their voice quality-whether
they previously sang with thick voice
only or with light voice only-they
are completely "sold." The next step,
of course, is to see that the boys have
songs in which they can use the full
range. This must all be done before
the voice starts to change.
There is nothing in the boy's un-
changed voice to compare with the
quality of the adult contralto. How-
ever, in working with boy choirs we
should primarily be seeking a quality
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distinctive of boys. The best boy altos
emerge after the blending process has
been achieved. Some of the boys find
that they can make the low tones
round and full. When a boy is placed
on an alto part he should be encour-
aged to keep using the light quality
else he may revert to the completely
thick voice again. This can be done
by the frequent use of unison songs
which demand a wide range and the
use of the light quality.
Otherwise the training of boys'
voices is comparable to the training
of any other voice. Constant attention
to breath action and word formation
is essential. The same exercises and
routines as used for other groups will
do the work, only much more quickly
because the boy at this age is very
pliable physically, mentally and emo-
tionally.
ALL THROUGH history trained
boys have been combined with
men to form a full SATB choir in the
church. For both church and school
the SATE choir is preferable to tltl:
treble choir because it makes it pos-
sible to hold the boys through the
changing-voice period. The concern
over the boy's voice at this period has
been greatly overstressed. It is prob-
ably more of an excuse in the schools
than a problem. Most of the so-called
"signs" of the changing voice are
merely indications of the improper
use of the voice. The wrinkled eye-
brow, the tightening of throat muscles,
the thrust-out jaw, the frown, huski-
ness in the voice, etc. If the unchanged
voice is trained as suggested, the
change usually is completed without
any of these signs.
If the boy has been trained well,
the voice change will show up first
in his inability to blend the two quali-
ties together. The overlapping tones
Sing
or the break between the two voices
will become increasingly difficult to
smooth over. However, before it be-
comes impossible for him, he will
have developed lower tones that are
well within the range of One of the
lower parts. It is important not to
transfer a boy to a lower part until
he is ready. It is worse for a boy to
reach down for low tones he cannot
get than to strain somewhat for the
high tones. Once having transferred
to a low part he will have a little
trouble in the use of the high tones
of his changed voice. The training
he has had in breathing and in the
use of the light voice will minimize
this. Boys singing the tenor parls
can almost always fall back on the
light quality on high tones, although
they will not be able to get much
volume in that register.
All boys do not acquire skill equally
well in the use of the soprano voice.
Boys who learn to use the thick voice
only will lose top tones when their
voices start to change before the lower
tones begin to develop. In this case
one has the alto-tenors, those with a
short range somewhere between G be-
low middle C and G above. Some boys
will learn to use the light quality but
fail to learn to blend it into the thick
quality. Some of these boys find it
possible to sing soprano in the light
voice for quite a while after the voice
is actually changed but with a loss of
quality and volume in the lower tones
of the light- voice range. They will
sometimes have difficulty using their
changed voices when transferred to
tenor or baritone parts.
1£ the unchanged voice is properly
trained, there is seldom any hurry
about transferring to a lower part.
One can wait until after the next
series of concerts or until time is
available to (Continued on Page 51)
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ORCHESTRA DEPARTMENT
PERCUSSION Gnoemtle-
the orchestra's dramatic and rhythmic reinforcement
by Ralph E. Rush
RHYTHM, the "heart beat" of music, is that pul-
sation which gives life and vitality to music. It is
the most primitive of all musical elements, which
is probably the reason one always finds drums
among the most primitive peoples. Instruments of
percussion were without doubt the very first of
man's musical instruments. The word "percuss,"
means "to tap sharply," hence the percussion in.
struments are those whose sounds are produced by
striking, beating, or shaking. The group of per-
cussion instruments found in the 'orchestra is often
called "the batterie" because they are struck.
Rhythm instruments have been classified in sev-
eral wa ys, such as tuned or untuned percussion, but
the orchestra percussion section can best be de.
scribed by using the four sub-divisions
found in the excellent new Walter Piston
"Orchestration" text. All orchestra direc-
tors should be well acquainted with these
instruments and their use.
1. The standard percussion section
includes those instruments most often
found in orchestral scores and therefore
commonly used and heard in. an ordinary
concert. The instruments of this most
important part of the section should be
a part of every school orchestra's basic
school-owned equipment and should in-
clude timpani, snare drum, bass drum,
cymbals, triangle, tambourine, wood
block, tam-tam, and orchestra bells. In checking over
this list one can hardly help noticing how often the
accent and rhythm in performance are enhanced by
one or more of these standard instruments.
2. The auxiliary percussion instruments, the sec-
ond important group, are those used only occasion-
ally to supplement or substitute for those of the
standard group. Among these would be found caste-
nets, xylophone, chimes, antique cymbals, and tenor
drums. This group not only helps in reinforcing
the accent and rhythm, but also adds color and
dynamic contrast to the orchestra's playing.
3. The third group of percussion instruments are
those that make possible special sound effects. These
effects rna y be imitations, either realistic or sug·
geetive, of extra-musical sounds: All sorts of noises,
if handled with care and caution, can add to the
climaxes and high-light the orchestra's music. A
complete list of all instruments of this type is im-
possible, for conductors, composers and artist per-
cussionists are constantly experimenting to find new,
exciting, and interest-focusing sounds in the special
effects category. The best known and possibly most
important however, are sand-paper blocks, sleigh-
bells, wind machine, rattle, whip, cowbell, siren,
whistle, anvil and typewriter.
4. The fourth and final group are those exotic
instruments, for the most part, of Latin-American
extraction. Here again, it is impossible to list every
instrument, but the more commonly accepted are
maracas, claves, giiiro, bongos, timbales, tom-tom,
and temple blocks.
The timpani, Italian name for kettledrums, are
Note the percussion section of the Western Stale College
Music Camp Orchesfra .. Ralph E. Rush, condceter.
always considered in the plural since never fewer
than a pair are called for in the score. Their oriental
ancestors consisted of a skin stretched over a hollow
gourd. Our modern instrument is made from a bowl
of copper, pierced by a small hole at the bottom
with a top of tightly stretched calf skin. In the days
of Haydn and Mozart it became a regular practice
to use a pair of timpani tuned to the tonic and
dominant of the selection being played. Present day
usage calls for three and often four drums with
several tunings, frequently chromatic, during the
playing of a single composition. The introduction
of mechanical kettledrums, pedal timpani, has sim-
plified somewhat the tuning problem. Kettledrums
tuned by rotating them on a vertical axis have
been tried but are not as successful as the pedal
variety. The head size and pitch range for the
usual orchestra (Continued on Page 22)
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timpani are:
J
IIb121l inch {C)25 inch
IpOl IT
(d123 inch
II' q
The 28-inch and 25-inch head size are
used when only a 'pair are needed.
In the school orchestra the timpanist
is often a youth just beginning to learn
the art of percussion playing, and hence,
needs much guidance from his director.
Too often neither the director nor the
player knows much about the various
types of sticks and effects that can be
gained from a careful study of the score.
Composers seldom specify soft or hard
sticks, so it is left to the- interpreter to
decide whether the sticks should have
heads of felt, flannel, cotton thread,
sponge, cork or wood, and whether they
should be small, medium or large in
size.
The standard small drum is a snare
drum of 14 Of 15 inches in head diam-
eter and about 6 to 8 inches deep. The
identification of the many kinds of snare
drums called for in scores has caused
conductors many problems. Names have
different meanings in different coun-
tries, hence, translations are sometimes
misleading and the problem is further
complicated by lack of agreement among
composers and performers as to just
what is meant when they specify a
drum. However, snare drum refers to
the apparatus of gut or metal string-
"snares"-which vibrate against the
snare-head (lower drum head), and side
drum, another name derived from the
practice of carrying the drum to the
right side attached to a sling, while
marching. Drum does not always mean
the same sized instrument. In a French
score, tambour or tambour militaire
means a small drum, whereas in Eng-
lish, the military drum stands for a field
drum, parade drum, which is larger and
deeper than the commonly used snare
drum. Normally the snares give a char-
acteristic rattling, brittle sound with a
bright dry lone, but by means of a lever
the snares can be loosened causing the
pitch to drop and thereby to give a tom-
tom or Indian drum effect. The pair of
drumsticks, usually made of hickory,
should be of matched weight with oval-
shaped tips of the proper size and
weight for the dynamic level desired
and the size of the drum used.
The bass drum will be found in vari-
ous sizes with the diameter of the head
ranging from 24 inches to 40 inches.
The best size for the orchestra has a
diameter of 28-30 inches and the shell
should be about 16 inches deep. The
bass drum beater may have a wooden
handle with lambs wool or felt knobs
on the large beater end with a smaller
knob on the handle end. The head
should be struck a glancing blow up-
ward or downward and somewhat off
center. the softer the beat desired, the
22
Teacher's Roundtable
Conducted by Maurice Dumesnil, Mus. Doc.
ACCIDENTALS
There are times when I'm not sure
if an accidental in one hand is taken
for granted to be played as such in
the other hand. Is there a rule one
can depend on?
M. M. (Mrs.) Minnesota
There certainly is a rule, and here
it is: Accidentals are good only for
the notes before which each one is
placed, and not for the other hand
or the same note or notes written on
a different octave.
An accidental at the beginning of
a measure holds good for the whole
measure and whenever the note it con-
cerns appears again.
It may happen, occasionally, that
you will find an accidental before a
right hand note, but none in the JeLt
hand although the note is identical.
Here, it's the composer who is guilty
of carelessness, unless it should be
the engraver or the proof reader. But
when this happens I am sure you will
readily, re-establish the missing flat
or sharp.
BEETHOVEN'S "POLONAISE"
Teachers seldom come across any-
thing in the way of timing and rhythm
that they can't figure out for them-
selves. The second line of the intro-
duction to Beethoven's Polonaise
starts with a trill, then there is a chro-
matic run and blocks of four 8th
notes, two 8th notes, then a quarter
note in each hand, covered by apausa.
There is no bar at this point. Should
there be one? Following this there are
various groups, a rest, and another
pausa. Still this whole passage is writ-
ten in 4-4. Also: How many notes
should be included in the trill? Is the
Adagio portion of the second line just
one measure? Should it all be played
"ad lib?"
o. B. M., Washington
The answer is simple, and you have
it in your last question. Yes, this in-
troduction to Beethoven's Polonaise
must be played ad libitum, with great
freedom, as if improvising. The first
line, however, calls for strict time.
But starting at the 4/4---which here
has no meaning at all-just play in
cadenza style.
Counting, or trying to set bars here
and there, would be detrimental to the
interpretation. At "11 tempo pr-ime,"
after the double bar, the in itial tempo
is resumed.
You can make the trill as long, or
as short, as you wish. Here again you
may suit yourself. If your trill is natu-
rally fast and brilliant, then "go to
it." If not ... use discretion and make
it short.
Although this Polonaise is little
known and seldom played, I consider
it as very valuable for teaching pur-
poses. It is direct, brilliant, effective,
and it certainly sounds more difficult
than it really is.
nearer the rim the stroke should be. The
resonance of a bass drum is such that
its vibrations may need to be stopped
by dampening with the left hand. This
makes it possible to obtain notes of
various lengths. Because of a lag in the
bass drum's response a good player
must learn to anticipate the conductor's
beat in order to produce the sound at
the exact time desired.
Cymbals, Turkish by tradition, are
made of a brass alloy in matched pairs,
come in several sizes, and in various
degrees of thickness from paper thin
to heavy. The best size for orchestra use
is a pair of 15 or 16 inches in diameter.
For a special solo cymbal crashes in
Wagner or Tchaikovsky, a pair 18 or
20 inches in diameter may be better. A
leather strap tied with a special knot
through the hole drilled in the very
center of each cymbal is the proper
method for holding so that they will
ring free. A single note sound is pro-
duced by the two cymbals clashing to-
gether with a sweeping brushing move-
ment, not a direct face-to-face blow. A
loud two-plate stroke can cause the cym-
bals to sound for a long time if they
are held in the air after the stroke,
The staccato two-plate stroke is made
by striking the cymbals smartly together
and immediately damping by placing
them on the player's chest. In pianis-
simo the two cymbals are scarcely
touched or brushed together. A slight
sound may be made if desired, by
(Continued on Page 76)
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the story of
The NATIONAL
CATHOLIC MUSIC
EDUCATORS
ASSOCIATION
THE OBJECTIVES and program
of the National Catholic Music
Educators Association are predicated
on two premises. First, there is in
America an evident awakening of in-
terest in good music. Secondly, there
is need for a close co-ordination be-
tween the Catholic Church and its
schools for the improvement of litur-
gical music and its proper rendition.
If there was a time when Europeans
looked upon the United States as a
nation so concerned with the produc-
tion of material wealth as to have little
or no time for or appreciation of cul-
tural and artistic values, that time
seems to be passing. True enough,
radio and television subj ect us to a
constant bombardment of cheap, silly
music, but good and serious music
has a much wider audience appeal in
America today than it had 25 years
ago. Radio must be given no small
share of credit for this. It brought
symphonies and operatic music to the
hinterlands and found there appre-
ciative listeners in greater numbers
by The Very Reverend Monsignor Thomas J. Quigley
than could ever be crowded into the
concert halls of the capital cities. As a
result, there has been in the last quar-
ter century an amazing increase in the
sale of classical recordings and an
equally amazing increase in the num-
ber of American cities, some quite
small, struggling to support sym.
phony, concert and opera societies.
There are many more students pur-
suing music courses in our schools
and colleges, and many more univer-
sities supporting music departments.
No longer is it necessary to go to
Europe for really fine teachers, and
for a long time now, many of the best
instruments have been manufactured
in this country.
There is still a long way to go.
There is still some reason for Euro-
peans to suspect that America is
poorly qualified to be the leader of
western civilization and the defender
of its richest heritage, simply because
there are still too many Americans
who neither understand nor appre-
ciate that the greatest contributions of
the West have been in the realm of
spiritual, cultural and artistic values
rather than in engineering and the
physical sciences. Our scale of values
is still heavily weighted on the side
of the material and so-called practical,
but we are changing this.
The Catholic schools, accounting
for over four million students from
elementary grades through the univer-
sity level, recognize a distinctive role
they must play in this musical and
artistic awakening in America. As the
interest in the arts grows in our na-
rion, it may grow in a purely secular
direction, or it may serve to raise
man's sights from a mundane, earth-
grubbing existence and fire him with
ideals and ambitions to live, as we
believe he should, for the supernatural
values-for God.
The philosophy underlying Amer-
ica's artistic development is therefore
important. If it is a secular and natu-
ralistic philosophy, it spawns an art
which merely mirrors nature, like
photography-which becomes its own
end, Art for Art's Sake. No true super-
naturalist can accept such a meaning-
less purpose.
It is enough to say here that to the
Catholic teacher, God is Truth, Good-
ness and Beauty, and any creation of
or appreciation of beauty must be a
reaching out for God. To implement
these ideas in music instruction is the
essential objective of the NCMEA.
A second and unique objective of
this Association is to develop a close
and necessary co-operation between
Church organists and choirmasters on
the one hand, and school music teach-
ers on the other. Music plays an im-
portant role in Catholic worship. Our
liturgical music, its composition and
rendition, is governed by strict norms
to protect the act of worship from
association with anything cheap, silly,
sentimental or theatrical. Such norms
and regulations have been established
by popes and bishops over the years.
If Catholic people are to understand,
appreciate and love this music, it must
be part of the music program of the
Catholic (Continued on Page 63)
Monsignor Quigley is Editor of
Musart, official publication of National
Catholic Music Educators Association,
and First Vice President of the Asso-
ciation. He served for four years (1951
to 1955) as its National President. .
He is Superintendent of Schools III
the Catholic diocese of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Monsignor Quigley was ordained to the
priesthood in 1931 and earned the de-
gree of Doctor of Philosophy (educa-
tion) at the University of Pittsburgh
and Master of Arts (education) at the
Catholic University of America.
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A GREAT MANY people seem to beconcerned these days with the
problem of what to do about a fine
old pipe organ which is showing signs
of wear and tear.
Hardly a day passes that this de-
partment does not receive letters
listing the symptoms of an ailing
instrument, and asking: "Should we
rebuild it, or should we get a new
one?"
Of course, the writers add, they
realize it may not be possible to come
out to Idaho or Oregon to inspect the
damage in person; but they would
appreciate suggestions of a general
sort. "How do we proceed?"
As it happens, it is not necessary
to go to Idaho or Oregon. The situa-
tion they describe is quite a typical
one and exists in many places.
During the Nineteen-Twenties there
were vast quantities of instruments
built which are now beginning to
show the ravages of time.
A typical case is that of a suburban
church near a large city. The organ
was built in 1928 by a fine and con-
scientious builder. It is played by a
professional who knows his business,
and makes the instrument sound mag.
nificent. Members of the parish refer
to it as "the glorious Casavant."
What many parishioners don't know
is that the glorious Casavant has a
number of pipes which don't speak
at all, others which don't speak in
time. On the Choir manual the organ-
ist plays in "sharp keys" only because
the F natural below Middle C has a
time-lag of about one and a half sec-
onds. The pistons are unpredictable;
couplers may sound the tone at 4'
pitch when they should be sounding
16'.
Pouches and other leather fittings,
in addition to the decay brought about
by time, have been chewed by mice
until some of them are in shreds.
Yet this is a~ instrument which has
had careful maintenance, is played
24
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When Pipe Organs
Wear Out
by Alexander McCurdy
all year round except for six weeks
in summer, and only a few years ago
was overhauled to the tune of some
$4,000.
It may well be imagined that the
vestry are aghast when told that the
instrument is just barely playable and
would benefit from extensive repairs.
Nevertheless that is the fact.
It is as true of pipe organs as of
most things that one does not get
something for nothing. One gets what
one pays for. There are really no
bargains. Pipe organs are expensive.
No one ever said they were not, least
of all the writer of these lines. They
are expensive to buy and expensive
to maintain. And maintenance is
necessary to protect the original in-
vestment. It does not make sense to
spend a sum running into five figures
for the original installation, then per-
mit it to disintegrate for want of
proper care.
Yet there are, around the country,
vast numbers of instruments on the
verge of complete mechanical failure.
Pipes have been tuned so much that
there is little left to tune; they need
to be completely renewed. Metal pipes
have been more or less chewed up
at the top; stoppers in the stopped
pipes are falling down inside the
pipes because all the felt or leather
has been eaten away.
It stands to reason that something
must be done to renew these instru-
ments and bring them up to date;
otherwise they might as well be
junked entirely.
Now put yourself in the position
of someone with the responsibility of
reporting to a minister or congrega-
tion on what needs to be done. How
is it possible to get unbiased, impar-
tial advice?
Your own organist might or might
not be helpful. Not every organist is
qualified to make a decision on what
should or should not be done from
the mechanical and tonal point of
view. There are organists who are not
maintenance-conscious. So long as the
instrument plays, they are satisfied;
when something gives way, they are
in favor of junking the whole installa-
tion and building a new One.
In such a dilemma, the ideal way
to proceed is to put the problem be-
fore a fine builder in whom one has
perfect confidence. A committee from
the church, working in consultation
with the builder, then is able to draw
up specific proposals which can be
submitted for approval to the con-
gregation or to those in charge of
awarding the contract.
A quite sensible procedure is to in-
vite competitive bidding from several
builders. Estimates can be invited on
the basis of utilizing the old installa-
tion; renewing the pipes but retaining
the old chests j installing new chests
but retaining the old pipes; and all
the other possible alternatives, up to
the drastic step of throwing every-
thing away and starting afresh.
With these proposals in one hand
and its budget in the other, a congre-
gation or church committee can then
decide on the course of action best
suited to its particular situation.
As for the names of fine builders,
the following is a list of a dozen
in whom perfect confidence can be
placed:
Aeolian-Skinner Organ Co.,
Boston 25, Massachusetts.
Austin Organs, Inc.,
Hartford, Conn.
Casavant Brothers,
St. Hyacinthe, P.Q. Canada.
Estey Organ Co.,
Brattleboro, Vermont.
Hillgreen, Lane and Company,
Alliance, Ohio.
HOltkamp Organ Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Kilgen Organ Company,
4632 West Florissant Avenue
Sr. Louis 15, Missouri.
(Continued on Page 56)
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"1 want to thank you for yOUT com-
ments on the Kayser Studies. They
have given me a lot to think about
and to pass on to my pupils .... But
there is one question I feel I must
ask you, and that is- is it necessary
to assign all the bowing variations
that are given with many of the stud-
ies in the Presser edition? ... There
are six for No.1, four for No.9,
seven for No. 10, nine for No. 11,
and so on. . .. I find that children
get tired o] practicing a study if they
have to take it over and over with
different bouiings .... If you would
clear up this point lor me, 1'd ap-
preciate it a lot."
Mrs. H. H. E., Ohio
VIOLINIST'S FORUM
Concerning
Bowing Variations
by Harold Berkley
safely be omitted, unless the pupil
needs special training in 3-part arpeg-
gios. The same applies to No. II,
though I do advise tbat this study be
practiced legato-at first with two
bows to the measure, and then with
one. Taken in these ways it is a splen-
did study for Round Bowing.
No. 15 need not De practiced as a
trill study (unless the pupil needs ex.
tra work on trills) , but, as printed, it is
a fine study for the accented mordent.
That is to say, the accent should come
on the first note of the pair of grace
notes, as in Ex. A.
\ix.Aj~ )---FQWG I
eft".
How many- students, I wonder, have
been forced to wade doggedly through
the forty or fifty variants to the
famous second study of Kreutzer
(Presser ed. No. I)? It is enough to
discourage the most ambitious pupil.
Rarely does anyone student need to
work on more than six or eight of
them, and even these need not be prac-
ticed successively. Often months may
elapse without work on this study,
then it may be returned to for some
special purpose. For example, a stu.
dent whose playing of dotted rhythm
is faulty should spend some time daily
practicing variant No. 15 (see Ex. B).
~ at Point etc.
The variants to this study (as given
in the Presser edition) that are the
most valuable for the rna j ority of
pupils are Nos. I and 2 (at frog and
point), 4 (ditto), 7, 15, 25, 29, and
Coming in ETUDE
The recent appearance of the Soviet
violinist David Oistrakh in the United
States created a sensation equal to that
of his fellow countryman, the pianist
Emil Gilels, who had preceded him by
a few weeks on the American concert
stage. Harold Berkley has written his
impressions of Mr. Oistrakh, and this
article will appear soon in ETUDE.
31. No edition gives what is in many
ways the most valuable variant of all.
See Ex. C.
Ex.C
kiF ttrrrrr·~·~iF ··C'PmE
vw B. Point "WB.Frog etc.
As readers of this Page know, I am
a great believer in adapting a study
to the needs of the individual pupil.
For example, if a player does not
easily co-ordinate the Rotary Motion
of the forearm with the Wrist-and-
Finger Motion when changing strings
at the frog, I would have him- work
on the 10th study of Kayser, or, if
he is more advanced, on the A major
arpeggio study of Kreutzer No. 13 or
14, according to the edition used).
I would have him practice them near
the frog, at first with the bowings as
printed and later with a separate bow
to each note. The necessary co-ordina-
tion would soon appear.
It takes experience and imagination
to choose the variants pertinent to
the individual student, but these
qualities soon emerge when there is
necessity to use them.
A ValuaI,le Kreutzer Study
"Would you mind telling me why
the first study of Kreutzer, the slow
one, should be considered so impor-
tant? I remember that months ago
you wrote about it and praised it, and
lately I have seen it referred to several
times and in glowing terms .... What
is so valuable about it? Lt seems to
me quite easy.... "
Miss M. A. K., New York
If you can play this A minor study
(No. 25 in the Presser edition) quite
easily, I congratulate you, for most
violinists find it difficult to play at
the indicated tempo and with the re-
quired nuances. It cannot be con-
sidered wen played unless it is taken
at tempo at least as slow as f = 60, and
with all the expression marks clearly
(Continued on Page 57)
It is rarely if ever necessary to have
anyone pupil work on all the bowjng
variants given with any of the Kayser
or Kreutzer Studies. The variants
should be considered as suggestions
to be made use of as, if, and when
necessary. When a problem of bowing
technique arises, it is often advisable
to go back to a study that has been
worked over weeks or even months
before, and to re-study it with a bow-
ing variant that takes care of the par-
ticular problem at issue.
For instance, if a student has trou-
ble acquiring a good martele-staccato,
or even a good mar tele, it would be
well to have him practice the first
study of Kayser with the second vari-
ant (Presser ed.). This is the well-
known "Viotti stroke," and it should
be looked upon as one of the basic
bowings. As an exercise for improv-
ing tone quality in the upper third
of the bow, variant No.6 is extremely
valuable, for the Up bow must move
three times as slowly as the Down
bow, yet the tone must remain even.
There are many legato studies in
the three books of Kayser, so there
is little need to use No. 9 for this
bowing. As a study in martele, and
later for spiccato, it is, however, very
useful. The variants in No. 10 can
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Over 400 players participated last April in annual String Festival of Toledo Public Schools
Solving the STRING STUDY problem •In Toledo,· Ohio
by Cecile Vashaw, Supervisor of Instrumental Music, Toledo Public Schools
THE STRING PROGRAM in To·
Jedo, Ohio offers the young string
player a group activity for every
stage of his development. From the
violin classes in the elementary schools
to the Toledo Symphony Orchestra,
the student may participate in an
orchestra or string ensemble that is
commensurate with his playing abil-
ity. The various groups are: (1) ele-
mentary school string classes and en-
sembles, (2) five section orchestras,
(3) AiI·city Elementary Orchestra,
(4) high school orchestra, (5) Toledo
Youth Orchestra, (6) Toledo arches.
tra. This varied program is possible
through the co-operation of the To-
ledo Public Schools, The Toledo Or.
chestra, and the private string
teachers.
With very few exceptions the pri-
vate teachers have shown great in-
terest in the developmental program.
In the past, in many instances, there
was no co-operation between school
and private teachers. This condition
has changed with the mutual realiza-
tion of need. The school teacher in-
terests the child in violin, supplies the
instrument and starts him playing.
With slow, careful work, he learns
enough about playing that he wants to
learn more. He is then "ready for a
private teacher. The importance of
26.
taking private lessons is constantly
stressed, while good sound work is be-
ing done in the classes.
All pupils are required to buy two
violin books-a good method book
and a technic book. ,,"Ie are always
pleased to have a private teacher visit
string classes. He gains a better under-
standing of the problem of class teach-
ing, becomes less critical and often
can give constructive criticism. Past
the beginning stages, the ensemble
classes offer a group activity for the
pupil who is taking private lessons.
Ten years ago, Mr. Clarence R.
Ball, Supervisor of Music in the To-
ledo Public Schools, introduced a type
of string program that was new in the
Toledo Schools. Forty violins of vary-
ing sizes were purchased by the Board
of Education and were rented to
pupils at a very low cost. Five ele-
mentary instrumental teachers taught
the string classes-lessons were and
are free. As interest developed, more
instruments were purchased and more
children were given lessons. At the
present time, the Board of Education
has one hundred sixty-eight violins on
rental. Many schools have purchased
instruments and many pupils have
bought instruments. The total enroll-
ment in the Public School string
classes this past school year was {our
hundred-twenty pupils. Any child
wishing to enroll in a class is given
the opportunity; however, to remain
in the class, the child must practice
and make progress. Children who
show ability and interest are encour-
aged to take private lessons as soon
as possible.
The string classes range in. size
from three to eight pupils. In most
schools the string teacher has the be-
ginning class for two forty-five minute
periods per week. Other instrumental
classes meet once a week.
Ensemble playing is a part of the
entire string program from the very
beginning. Obviously, the young play-
ers in the beginners classes must learn
to stay together in their unison exer-
cises and tunes. Before the first year
is over, they are able, usually, to play
music in parts. Th is is the fi rst staue
. 0
In the ensemble playing program.
Playing an independent part develops
reading and playing skill. Rhythm-
ically, the child must be very secure.
Sometimes one wonders why it takes
so long to learn to play a half note
correctly in four/four time. The word
"correctly" is the catch. Very slow
progress is the only way to build a
good foundation. In the early stages,
the child must be able to play every.
thing in his (Continued on Page 70)
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"THE YOUNG SINGER'S chief task is to be sure about her goals,"
says Roberta Peters. "Nine aspirants out of ten have their minds set
on getting an opportunity-which is understandable enough, but not
entirely safe. The great thing is to be ready for the opportunity when
it comes; and since no one knows in advance just when that will be,
it is wiser to think less about a particular job and more about
mastering any job."
Miss Peters is one to know about this. Her own astonishing career
has been guided along the lines she advocates, and the New York
Times' Music Critic the late Olin Downes described her as "A mis-
tress of vocal art. Not only a brilliant technician but a finished
stylist, Miss Peters has fully and incontrovertibly 'arrived'." Still
under twenty-five, petite Miss Peters is a leading coloratura soprano
of the Metropolitan Opera; she has appeared with the Cincinnati
opera company; was chosen to sing the leading role in the Festival
of Britain production of "The Bohemian Girl" at London's Covent
Garden; has achieved spectacular success in concert, radio, and
television; was crowned "Queen of Opera" by Ohio's Governor
Lausche· and is also famous as an artist who can bring brilliant
surety to a part she may be called upon to assume at short notice
and without rehearsals.
Roberta Peters was born in New York City, where she attended
public school and Junior high school. From babyhood, she played
music and singing as another child plays games; and at thirteen was
begging for formal instruction. Her mother, a milliner, and ~ler
father, a shoe salesman, were sympathetic, but fearful of fostering
vain hopes in so young a child. Accordingl!,. they. sought expert
opinion, and finally got little Roberta an audition '~Ith Jan Pee.rc~.
This sterling artist was so impressed by the matunty of the girl s
voice as well as with her sensitive musical perceptions, that he
recommended her to the well-known voice teacher, William Herman,
who was also impressed and accepted her as his pupil.
For the next seven years, Roberta worked-at vocal mastery,
languages ballet dramatics-and did no public singing whatever.
At ~he end of that period, Mr. Peerce heard her again, and again
made an important recommendation, this time to his own astute
manager, Sol Hurok. Although the girl had never sung professionally
anywhere, Hurok immediately gave her a ~~ntract .and, two months
later. arranged a Metropolitan Opera audition which also resulted
in an immediate contract. At nineteen, Roberta was on her way up.
She was scheduled to make her Metropolitan debut in January of
1951 as the Queen of The Night in Mozart's "Magic Flute." However,
the girl found herself a Metropolitan star (Continued on Page 30)
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from an interview
with Roberta Peters
secured for ETUDE
by Rose Heylbui
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RADIO· TELEVISION
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DONALD
VOORHEES
IFTHE TELEPHONE HOUR, after sixteen years on the air thismonth, continues to ring a bell with both public and critics alike,
it is in no small way due to Donald Voorhees. As music director,
accompanist to the guest artists and composer of various interludes for
the weekly radio program, he has played his triple role consistently
and well. Of the more than eight hundred consecutive broadcasts, he
has missed only four-and then only because of travel restrictions dur-
ing World War II. But, above all, he has become adept at handling
each of his duties. "Truthfully," says the conductor, "I get a kick out
of doing the show.Maybe that's because no problems ever seem to arise
after all these years."
The earliest chore for the man who composed the Bell Waltz, which opens and
closes the NBC program each Monday evening, is writing the music that bridges
one number to another. "A small job, that goes very quickly and often is taken
care of at the final rehearsal."
Making up the 'weekly half-hour show, while it takes a good deal of fore-
thought, is "relatively simple, too," he points out, "when you've worked with a
gwup as long as I have with this one. Over half of the orchestra's personnel are
the same as when I launched the Telephone Hour in April of 1940. Then, too,
OUf orchestra knows how to play many different pieces, so there's not much
trouble, after the guest soloist has picked his selections, in finding orchestral
numbers to fit around those selections. All I have to make sure of is that, if he
goes in for something quiet and reflective, I don't put ham.
mer-and-tongs music before it.
"Program-making is 110 trouble either for an old hand like
me. Just note the fact," he says, "that a piece as popular as
Liszt's Second Hungarian Rhapsody has been played only
half a dozen times since the program's inception."
Some may wonder why Voorhees does not have a soloist
dovetail his numbers with the orchestra's rather than the
other way around. "When you consider," he says, "that in
these sixteen years we've built up a repertory of over 2000
works to choose from, you can see it's only fair that the
orchestral portion of the Telephone Hour is worked around
the soloist's."
As music director, Voorhees. naturally passes judgment
on the guest artist's selections. "I try to keep the show on as
high a level as possible and still see that it appeals to a broad
public-and, also, that there's no repetition of numbers dur-
ing a season," he says.
"By the time soloists are equipped to appear on the Tele-
phone Hour they usually have a pretty good idea of how to
pick their portion of the program. I simply like to see that
they put their best foot forward." In the case of younger
artists like violinist Michael Rabin, tenor Brian Sullivan or
soprano Lucine Amara, he has been an "invaluable guide,"
as they put it. He tries to vary his programs by having one
week a violinist, the next a soprano, then a pianist, and so forth. He also makes
ce.rtain that the sopranos will not all be heard in Puccini arias, and that pianists
WIU not all play Chopin. They take his advice, moreover, and seem to like workine
with him. Lily Pons, speaking for the majority of artists who have been on the
program, declared in a recent public tribute to him: "For all your artists, may 1
say thank you for the wonderful way you work with us."
In determining the soloists, Voorhees looks for the person who "can
perform music that will appeal to the greatest number. One of the things
that has helped make the Telephone Hour such a continued success" ac-
cording to Voorhees, "is the fact that men like Kern, Berlin, Hedgers and
Porter have been represented on the program along (Continued on Page 32)
and
the
TELEPHONE
HOUR
Renata Tebaldi, soprano, rehearses
with music director Donald Voorhees
by ALBERT J. ELIAS
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
of TEACHERS OF SINGING, INC.
by Bernard Taylor, president 1954-55
~URING THE ANNUAL
convention of the Music Teachers Na-
tional Association in 1944, held in
Cincinnati, Ohio, one hundred voice
teachers who were in attendance de-
cided that the right time had come to
organize a National Association of
Teachers of Singing. These teachers
of singing represented a cross-section
of teachers from all parts of the COUIl-
try. Mainly, they represented the three
already existing singing teacher or-
ganizations: the American Academy
of Teachers of Singing, the Chicago
Singing Teachers Guild and the New
York Singing Teachers Association.
In addition, there were a number of
independent teachers who joined with
these three groups to make up the
charter members of this organization.
So at that time, and under the spon·
sorship of these three well established
organizations, THE NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF
SINGiNG was born. From this orig-
inal one hundred charter members,
NATS, as it is called, now has, after
nearly eleven years of unparalleled
success, grown into an Association of
Singing Teachers numbering sixteen
hundred (1600), with members com-
ing from all forty-eight states and a
few from Canada. During this same
year, this new association was incor-
ported under the laws of the State of
Illinois.
It is interesting to remember that
this was the second time an attempt
had been made to bring the singing
teachers of America into a nationally
organized group, the first attempt hav-
ing been made in November, 1906
and having ended in failure.
Victor Hugo said that there is
nothing as powerful as an idea whose
lime has come. Apparently in 1906
the teachers of singing in this country
were not yet ready to consolidate
their ell orts. However, in 1944, with
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almost a half century of strife and
turmoil behind them, the singing
teachers decided that the time had
arrived to do something about a
situation that had become, to say the
[east, unbearable, and it was time to
"put their house in order".
Let us for a moment go back to the
year 1906. It was in this year that
a well known New York singing
teacher of that time: Anna E. Ziegler
by name, together with a group of
other New York teachers, conceived
and founded the first National Asso-
ciation of Teachers of Singing. As.
sociated with her as a co-founder and
able assistant was Dr. Arthur de Cui-
chard, then of New York City, and
later of Boston, Massachusetts. This
organization was incorporated under
the laws of New York State. Over a
year of planning and preliminary
work preceded the first annual meet.
ing of the group, which was held at
Steinway Hall on January 7, 1908.
Significant it is to note, that the first
subject brought up for discussion was
examinations for teachers of singing.
These proposed examinations were
supposed to test the eligibility and
qualifications of teacher-members.
Much heated discussion went on over
the point as to "who is going to ex-
amine the teachers"~ and, "who is
going to examine the examiners".
These discussions resulted in so much
ill feeling and dissension that, in ef-
feet, it ended the first attempt to
organize a national association of
singing teachers.
There had been great hope that this
initial effort would produce a nation-
ally influential association of singing
teachers, but because of the bitterness
which was engendered, at this first
and at subsequent meetings, all but a
relatively few members resigned or
dropped their membership. In any
event the project was a failure. After
all means had been taken to save the
situation, the attempt to form a na-
tional association was abandoned.
Out of the wreckge there remained,
however, a few "die-hards" who
would not give up. Those who did re-
main in the association constituted a
determined and courageous number
of spirits whose vision and love for
their chosen profession was great
enough to overcomeall obstacles, even
to the extent that after many years of
discouragement, during which time
they met together to discuss mutual
problems and to keep alive their
hopes, they finally decided to ask the
NewYork State authorities to consent
to their request to change the name of
the National Association of Teachers
of Singing to the New York Singing
Teachers Association, Incorporated.
In September of 1917 their request
was granted, and the NewYork Sing.
ing Teachers Association, Incorpo-
rated, remains today the oldest as-
sociation of professional vocal teach-
ers in the country.
But now let us return to the year
1940. This was three years before
the second, and this time very suc-
cessful, attempt wasmade to organize
the singing teachers on a national
scale. It was in this year that a very
small group of well established teach-
ers from New York and Chicago, be-
gan preliminary talks in both cities.
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These talks went on for the next three
years. Plans and preparations were
carefully made to bring into existence
a national unification of all qualified
singing teachers. Finally, the stage was
all set to make a long cherished dream
become a reality. So, as stated above,
in Cincinnati, in the year 1944, the
present National Association 0/ Teach.
ers of Singing was born.
This second effort came at a time
when the ethical and professional status
of singing teachers has fallen to an al]-
time low. Conditions had become so bad
that national magazines, newspaper col-
umnists, music critics and the general
public were attacking the singing teach-
ers in all parts of the country. It was
obvious that no time should be lost by
the singing teachers to create a self-
protecting organization designed to pre-
vent the possibility of state and/or fed-
eral governmental interference.
The first President of NATS was Mr.
John C. Wilcox, at that time a resident
of Chicago. He served the Association
during the years 1944-45. The organiza-
tion as it stands today is a tribute to
Mr. Wilcox and his devoted staff of able
co-workers who made the Association
possible. Since that time, with each pre-
siding officer serving a two year term of
office, the list of presidents includes the
names of prominent well-known teach-
ers of singing. Appearing in chrono-
logical order, they are:
LEON CARSON of New YOI-kCity,
1946-47; R[CHARD DE YOUNG of
Chicago, 1948-49; HOMER MOWE of
New York City, 1950-5[; WALTER
ALLEN STULTS of Denton, Texas,
1952-53; and the present incumbent,
BERNARD TAYLOR of New York
City, 1954-55.
Officers of the Association include the
President, four Vice-Presidents, Re.
gional Governors, etc., who serve with-
out salary. Needless to say, serving
NATS is a real labor of love, and all
officers must be prepared to spend not
only countless hours of their valuable
time working for this unique associa-
tion, but they must also be prepared to
expend a considerable amount of their
- own personal funds.
PURPOSES
As set forth in its By-Laws the pur.
poses of the National Association of
Teachers of Singing are:
1. To establish and maintain the
highest possible standards of ethi-
cal principles and practices in the
profession of teaching singing and
vocal art.
2. To establish and maintain the
highest possible standards of com-
petence in said teaching profes-
sion; to encourage and conduct
research; to disseminate informa-
tion to the profession at large and
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to stimulate effective co-operation
among vocal teachers for their mu-
tual welfare and advancement.
ORGANIZATION
Administration of the Association is
vested in its National Officers, Regional
Governors, Lieutenant Governors and
State Chairmen, all of whom are elected
by the membership at annual meetings
and serve for two years.
MEMBERS
Membership in this Association is
highly selective, being restricted to
those teachers whose ethical standards
and practices fulfill the requirements of
the By-Laws and the Code of Ethics.
The By-Laws define eligibility on the
following terms:
"Any man or woman actively engaged
in the profession, having had training
and experience adequate to qualify as a
teacher of singing (five (5) years con-
tinuous teaching being the minimum reo
quirement ] and who is of good profes-
sional and personal repute, is eligible
for membership."
ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The National Association carries out
a wide and very diversified program of
services and activities. In order that
members may derive the fullest possible
benefit from such affiliations and con-
tacts, the Association sponsors nation-
wide meetings varying in type and
scope. Vocal clinics, demonstrations,
lectures, discussions and programs are
subject matter of these meetings.
An annual convention held at a place
and at a time that will permit maximum
attendance, is the main meeting of the
year. So far annual meetings have been
(Continued on Page 64)
OPPORTUNITY NEEDS PREPARATION
(Continued from Page 27)
in November of 1950, when she was
called a few hours before curtain time
to substitute for Nadine Conner as
Zerlina in "Don Giovanni," with an all.
star cast before a sold-out house. Her
debut was acclaimed a huge success,
and Miss Peters finds satisfaction in re-
calling that she was prepared and
ready. "Being ready was even more im-
portant than getting the chance," she
tells you, her blue eyes wide with ear-
nestness. "If I'd been half ready, or
meaning to he ready, an opportunity
of such scope could have ruined mel"
You ask Roberta Peters about the
chances for other young American sing-
ers, and the earnest look comes back.
"They, too, have to make themselves
ready," she says. "Any career rests
firmly on two pillars-one is natural
endowment; and the other, the lise one
makes of such inborn material. I think
that America produces some of the
finest natural voices in the world, so
there's no lack of material. What we do
lack, perhaps, is the opportunity for de-
velopment, in action, on a stage, in corn-
parry with other performers, which ex-
ists in some foreign lands. One answer
to the problem, I suppose, is for the
young singer to try to get a start in
Europe, but I'm not entirely satisfied
that this is the only answer. It is better,
I believe, for the ambitious young be.
ginner to prepare herself so thoroughly,
in all aspects of her work, that she will
be ready for the chances that do come
her way here at home. I'm not wise
enough or experienced enough to tell
others what to do-but I can tell you
what [ did.
"Perhaps I should begin by saying
that the first thing I did was to get my-
self born under a lucky star! My abili-
ties developed early, I got an early start,
and (rom my firs_ contact with Mr. Her-
man, when I was thirteen, I found my
feet set 011 the right road without need
10 unlearn or correct. He is still my
teacher, and I have a lesson with him
nearly every day. Another piece of luck
was that I was never allowed to con-
centrate on music to the extent of block-
ing out other work; my studies were
integrated, and at an age when learning
is easy. By 'easy' I don't mean that I
didn't have to work; but, rather, that
my muscles were flexible, and my
speech-organs pliable, and I had no
difficulty in learning how to dance, to
move, to acquire a good accent in
French, German, and Italian.
"As to actual vocal work, I was never
allowed to force my voice, or my ener-
gies, for any reason at all. I worked
slowly, gradually, never singing in pub-
lic, but making myself ready through
the wholesome development of my voice.
From the very beginning, my voice was
of coloratura quality and range, and,
since it is so easy to strain the upper
range, Mr. Herman established the top
first. Once I knew what to do with the
higher notes, there was less risk of
harming them. In second place, then,
we had to do much work on my middle
voice.
"Nothing freakish or faddish was ever
allowed to creep into my work. We
planned a course of scales, arpeggios,
sustained notes, the usual excerises for
agility. Then I sang much Bach, Handel,
and Mozart. Besides studying the reg-
(Continued on Page 52)
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the
ance
Solly Bailey and Conrad ludlow, leading members
of the San Francisco Ballet
_ A'LMOST ANYONE with ambition as well as wit.h
~ theatrical talent, heads for New York. ThIS IS
understandable, for New York is the center (always in
quantity, often' in quality) of America's theater. It is
abo fortunate for New York, since the influx of young
. artists with fresh ideas keeps the theater vital. It is also,
in a very real sense, a pity.
Other cities in the nation's various regions deserve the
best in theater but often their home-grown artists slip
away to New York for their futures, and the few who
remain are those afraid of New York's competition, those
whose talents are limited and those who possess a genuine
pioneering spirit. This last category may be sm~1I but. it
includes those who stay in or come to an American city
with the belief that that city can and will support a first-
rate art enterprise that opportunities should be granted
incipient performers so that they won't race off to New
York, and that the regional qualities, folklore and char-
acteristics need to be exploited for the benefit of the
theater.
by Walter Terry
Among the very best of the regional groups in the field
of dance is the San Francisco Ballet. The company and
its associated school function under the general direction
of Lew Christensen, with James Graham-Lujan as artistic
director of the ballet itself and Harold Christensen as
director of the school.
The ambitious and dedicated directors, with uncom-
promisingly high standards, face an exceptionally difficult
task. It is true that producing expenses are less in San
Francisco than in New York but so are performing op-
portunities. How to keep a company busy and how to
hold the dancers together between seasons are two of the
major problems. In the fall, the San Francisco Ballet
participates in the annual season of grand opera, appear-
ing in the opera ballets choreographed by Lew Christensen
and occasionally offering an independent ballet on a
double bill with a short opera. The opera season lasts
for nine weeks; add four weeks of rehearsal and the
company finds itself busy for thirteen weeks.
At Christmas time, the San Francisco Ballet presents
its famous and popular production of the full-length
"The Nutcracker," first given in 1944, played almost an-
nually (except for a wartime hiatus), and completely
rechoreographed by Lew Christensen and given a wholly
new production in 1954. Performances are given in San
Francisco and in neighboring communities. In the spring,
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the company gives a repertory season-
usually very short-in the city and,
when conditions permit (this is cne sea-
son when they do permit), embarks on
a West Coast tour.
And that's it, about twelve weeks of
performing, plus extra weeks of re-
hearsal, per year. By New York stand-
ards, where a national company plays
long seasons and engages in tours
which add up to a minimum of twenty,
thirty weeks or perhaps a full year, this
Ierformance schedule is small. But San
Francisco is not a huge city. Ye: it is a
highly cultured one, a city which sup-
ports all kinds of dance (on a per capita
basis) as well as, and perhaps Letter
than, any other city in the land.
To hold the company together be-
tween engagements, and to mount new
productions takes more than the skill
and dedication of the directors and the
dancers. It takes money. Help is re-
ceived from various quarters. The New
York City Ballet, with which the Chris-
tensens were long and closely associ-
ated, and the San Francisco Ballet have
an exchange program whereby, (or ex-
ample, Christensen ballets may go into
the repertory of the eastern company
and Balanchir;e works into the repertory
of the West Coast group. Personnel ex-
changes also occur when seasons don't
coincide, but since the New York City
Ballet has the more famous stars, it is
mainly-with some exceptions-an East
to West exchan ge.
Such exchanges are helpful finan-
cially as well as artistically, but they
help not at all running expenses, pay-
ments for brand new ballets, salaries to
keep the key dancers under contract
during off seasons. For this essential
aid, the company turns to the San Fran-
cisco Ballet Guild, headed by Mrs. Wil-
liam Bayless. This highly active and
generous guild backs the company's
spring season and helps the company
pay a between-engagements subsistence
salary to the practically irreplaceable
principals-Sally Bailey, Nancy Jolin-
son, Conrad Ludlow.
The school also hel ps-as schools
often do-in supporting the performing
units with which they are associated.
The San Francisco Bailer School, now
in bright new headquarters, has an en-
rollment of nearly four hundred stu-
dents, thus making it one of the biggest
ballet schools in the country. Not only
do the Christensen brothers, Lew and
Harold (a third brother, William, is
head of the ballet department at the
University of Utah), and Graham-Lujan
teach at the school, but the principal
dancers also conduct classes along with
faculty members engaged from outside.
It is also said that the school's pianist
is a duchess, certainly a mark of dis-
tinction for ballet in San Francisco!
At present, the San Francisco Ballet
has a repertory of slightly under twenty
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ballets, a highly impressive figure.
Among these are Lew Christensen's
"Can Amore," "Filling Station" (both
in the repertory of the New York City
Ballet as exchanges from California),
"A Masque of Beauty and the Shep-
herd," "Le Gourmand" and "Heuriger"
(and, of course, his "Nutcracker");
ballets by Balanchine, including "Con.
certo Barocco," "Serenade" and the
choreographer's new version of "Swan
Lake," ballets by William Christensen
and others. Just commissioned is a new
ballet for the company by the young
modern dancer, Merce Cunningham. It
can be seen that the San Francisco Bal.
let is not standing still, that it is ere-
ative and ambitious.
Dance Highlights
Early in the year, Tanec, the National
Folk Ballet of Yugoslavia, made its
American debut, the first major com-
pany from a former "Iron Curtain Coun-
try" to appear here since the war. Forty-
some dancers, singers and musicians
took part in a colorful program derived
[rom the rich folk heritage of Mace.
donia (the home state of the group),
Serbia, Croatia and other Yugoslav reo
gions. Dances and music which ap-
peared to have their roots in archaic
times were performed along with dances
which disclosed the art-contributions of
the invaders and overlords of history,
dances of rebellion, war dances, comedy
dances, marriage dances.
Although there were non-theatrical
elements in the program, an inescapable
characteristic 01 any activity which is
purely folk dance, variety was the key-
note and exuberance ever present. In
the faJl, the Iarges; of the Yugoslav folk
ballets, Kolo, will come to America un-
del' the auspices 01 the Yugoslav gov-
ernment and managed by S. Hurok.
This group, one of four national com-
panies, will presumably give less stress
to the Macedonian dances and, since its
headquarters are in the Yugoslav capi-
tal, Belgrade, strive to give equal repre-
sentation to all of the states, regions and
ethnic groups in the land.
American ballet highlights for Feb-
ruary-March included a four-week sea-
son by the New York City Ballet at the
City Center, with The Ballet Theatre
scheduled to have its spring engagement
at the Metropolitan Opera House in
April-May. Both companies will tour
Europe in the late summer and fall un-
der the auspices of the U. S. State De-
partment's International Exchange Pro-
gram. The City Bailer is booked through
the countries of Northern Europe pt-i-
marily and The Ballet Theatre will pur-
sue a Mediterranean-nation course into
'he Middle East. THE END
DONALD VOORHEES AND THE TELEPHONE HOUR
(Con.tinued from Page 28)
with Verdi and Mozart.
"Many who haven't the slightest idea
of what our show is about have tuned
in and, hearing music by their favorite
popular song writers, have been swept
along with the whole show, and have
subsequently become fans of more seri-
ous musical compositions."
The principal reason Voorhees pro-
grams all kinds of music is th~t his pri-
mary concern is "presenting music that
has meaning for the American radio
audience. That's what counts. I feel we
should present not a program of just
classical music but one of music clas-
sics." There is quite a distinction be-
tween the two, as he points out.
"Classical music is composed to follow
established rules of musical grammar,
syntax and architecture. Music classics,
on the other hand, takes in practically
any piece that has established its endur-
ance and that has had, or looks as if it
will have, meaning and magic for sue-
ceeding generations."
Donald Voorhees' realization that
good music is not determined by the
date it was composed has led him to
present a broadcast made up entirely of
selections from "South Pacific" shortly
after that show opened, with Mary Mar-
tin and Ezio Pinza as featured artists.
On other occasions the radio show has
devoted its half-hour to American folk
music, with crooner Bing Crosby as
guest artist; music for the guitar, fea-
turing Andres Segovia; and music for
the clarinet, with Benny Goodman.
Segovia and Goodman are just two of
the concert artists who have shown an
ability to "unbend a little" for their ap-
pearances on the Telephone Hour.
Others include violinist Jascha Heifetz,
who tops the list of those distinguished
performers who have been heard on the
program again and again, having been
guest soloist 53 times, followed by
singers Marian Anderson, Nelson Eddy,
James Melton, Bidu Sayao, Blanche
Thebom, Helen Traubel, Feruooio Tag-
Iiavini ; pianist Robert Casadesus: vio-
linist Fritz Kreisler-aU of whom' have
appeared on the average of more than
once every season.
Accompanying both the program's
newcomers and its standbys has been,
for Voorhees, "another easy task." He
attributes that in part to the fact he
started his career early. At the age of
15, he was already organist and choir.
master in his church and leader of a
dance band in his native Allentown,
Pa., high school. Two years later he
(Continued on Page 67)
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the story of
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
by Patricia Anderson
SERVING AS IT DOES, both theworld of music and that of the
Greek-letter college society, Sig-
ma Alpha Iota during its fifty-three
years has established a notable record
of achievement in both realms. Its
specific projects and .programs have
varied from time to time, according
to the needs of the day, but it has
maintained throughout the high cali-
bre of leadership, astute selection of
major projects, and thoroughly effec-
tive organization and development of
its programs for which it is most
noted today.
Founded by a
group of seven mu-
sic students at the
University of Mich.
igan in 1903, Sig-
ma Alpha Iota is
now comprised of
chapters in 105 col-
leges and univerai-
ties throughout the
country, as well as
65 alumnae chap-
ters, and its total
individual mem-
bership now num-
bers more than 25,·
000, among them,
some of the most
distinguished wom-
en musicians of this
country. Its mem-
bers are elected by the college chap-
ters from women music students of
high scholarship and musicianship
in the respective schools.
Holding the top administrative po-
sition in this large and talented group
is its National President, Mrs. Kath-
leen Davison, of Des Moines, Iowa.
Under Mrs. Davison's dynamic and
imaginative leadership many of the
fraternity's most important projects
have been initiated and developed-
such as the Sigma Alpha Iota Founda-
tion. the International Music Fund,
and 'the American Music Awards pro-
gram. Her abilities have also been
long in demand among many other
national organizations.
The work done by Sigma Alpha
Iota in the interest of American music
is perhaps one of its most widely-
heralded achievements. In recent
years two important national organi-
zations have honored the fraternity
by presenting special citations for
achievement in this realm.
Attention to the American com-
poser has claimed a large share of
Sigma Alpha Iota's interests since its
earliest days. One of its first projects
along this line was the building of
"Pan's Cottage" at the MacDowell
Hospitalized c:hildren examine set of rhythm band instru-
ments provided by fraternity's International Music: Fund.
Kathleen Davison,
National President, Sigma Alpha Iota
ning, the adoption of this policy
was not accomplished without some
degree of hesitancy on the part of a
few, but during the intervening
years the response to the idea has
been increasingly enthusiastic, and
by now the performance of Amer-
ican works in most chapters far
exceeds the minimum national re-
quirements. Conservative estimates
show at least some 2,500 compost-
tions performed each year, the
majority of them in programs open
to the general public.
Special assistance in formulating
these programs is offered through
the fraternity's National Program
Counselor, who provides materials
and suggestions to chapters in plan.
ning their entire year's programs and
releases special bulletins listing works
of .Amer-ioan composers.
Not content alone with giving wider
hearings to existing works, Sigma
Alpha Iota next set about to "encour-
age young Americans to write compo-
~itions of musical merit" by setting up
Its program of American Music
Awards. A young composer winning
this competition (open to American-
born composers between the ages of
22 and 35) receives in addition to the
usual cash prizes and royalties, pre-
miere performances of the winning
works at the fraternity's national Con-
ventions, as (Continued on Page 53)
Colony in Peterborough, New Hamp.
shire, which was completed in 1918.
The cottage has facilities for year.
round use, and the fraternity has con-
tinued its helpfulness through the
years by providing funds for mainte-
nance, furnishings and landscaping of
the grounds.
The program of "American Musi-
cales" begun by Sigma Alpha Iota
more than a decade ago has by now
become a popular project among
many national organizations. Since
1942 the fraternity has required its
college and alumnae chapters to pre-
sent at least one program each year
comprised entirely of the works of
American composers. In the begin.
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Secured by Myles Fellowes
WHEN, AT THE END of 1954, Frederick C.Mayer retired as organist and choir master of the
Cadet Chapel at West Point, after forty-three years
of distinguished service, the Army authorities devoted
much time and great care to the selection of his successor.
Not only is the position important, but Mr. Mayer had
surrounded it with an aura of special accomplishment. He
was in charge of music when President Eisenhower was a
cadet, and there is no top general in the Army to-day who
got through his musical activities without some direction
from Mr. Mayer. The choice of the new incumbent finally
fell to- John A. Davis, Jr. who, despite his youth, has
already achieved distinction of his own.
Born in Pulaski, New York, Mr. Davis gave evidence
of his music abilities while still a small child. At seven
he began serious piano study, and continued it for ten
years during all of which he kept his heart set on becoming
an organist. At seventeen, he entered Westminster Choir
College where he studied under Mary Krimmel and Dr.
Alexander McCurdy. Also at Westminster, young Davis
met the girl who was to become his wife; herself a pupil
of Dr. McCurdy, she shares all her husband's ideals and
most of his labors.
M1'. Davis shared the fate of many eager young Amer-
icans in that his graduation was' deferred from 1944 to
1947 because of World War 11. He saw service as an Air
Force pilot, flying combat missions, and making no regu-
lar contact with music for two and a half years.
"It wasn't too bad, though," Mr. Davis tells you. '''While
there's no connection between flying a plane and playin~
an organ, both demand co-ordination between hands and
feet and this made me feel at home. Besides, I had oppor-
tunities to hear some of the splendid old organs of France,
and even to try a few of them. Once, in Paris, I was per-
mitted to play in the Church of St. Gervais, on the same
organ that one of the Couperins played. At that time, full
electricity had not yet been restored in Paris, and an old
priest pumped for me. Naturally, I was longing to play
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An lnieroieio with John A. Davis, lr.,
organist of the Cadet Chapel at
West Point Military Academy
after so long a time without music, but the kindly old
gentleman got so winded pumping that I hesitated to let
him tire himself. I'd slop every few moments, to make
some admiring comment on the organ, and he'd say, Yes,
yes, that was all very fine, but I really must try this stop,
an~ that. Then he'd recover his breath and run back and
pump some more.
"After the War, I got back to Westminster. Naturally,
I had to rebuild my technique and, rather foolishly, at-
tempted the same things I'd been playing. When they
didn't go too well, Dr. McCurdy was lenient. However,
he assigned me new work, on the same technical level but
needing to be learned rather than picked up; and in these
things, he kept me rigorously up to the mark. And that
was enormously helpful during the period of readjustment.
When you are too long away from an instrument, your
fingers get rusty but your mind does not; thus, working
out new material very slowly, and letting the mastery of
new ideas keep pace with the re-conditioning of the fingers
put me back into shape."
While completing his course at Westminster, Mr. Davis
got a student church position at St. Peter's Lutheran
Church in New York City, remaining there until his grad-
uation in 1947. That year, Mr. Davis and his wife worked
together at a full time position in the First Presbyterian
Church of Passaic, New Jersey at the same time that he
taught under Dr. McCurdy at Westminster. At the end
of 1949, Mr. and Mrs. Davis were called as Ministers of
Music to the First Congregational Church of Grand Ra-
pids, Michigan (a congregation of 3400 members), re-
maining there until Mr. Davis was appointed to West
Point, in 1955.
A large number of candidates, all professional organists
and choir masters, was considered, and closely investigated
as to ability, experience, and initiative. The final candi-
dates were heard in their Own churches, interviewed, and
invited to audition on the West Point organ. Mr. Davis'
appointment to the post (Continued on Page 78)
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Grade 4 Allegretto from Sonata in B~
(K.570) W. A. MOZART
edited by Nathan Broder
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)Mighty Lak' a Rose
for Hammond Chord organ
01110011100011100000
Frank L. Stenion ETHELBERT NEVIN
Andante
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~ ,-~ 2 3+ 2 3+
Sweet- est Ii' - l' fel - ler, Ev -Yy- bod - y knows;
-2 ern 4 3Dun-no what to call him, But he might-y lak' a rose!
F C+
~
2 3+
Look-in' at his Mam-myWid
F ,~~+~~-
2 3+ 2 sm am 3 2
eyes so shin-y blue, Mek' you think that heav'n Is com - in' clost ter you!
tic~~
~~ 4m3 2~
W'en he's dar a-sleep- in' In his Ii' l' place, Think I see de an _gels
Dm A
-325m ern srn emLook-in' thro' de lace, We'n de dark is fa l l in', W'en de shad-ders creep,
til~J~'J~J~~
5m
Den dey comes
Am #iJ G7 C7 C+ %r J ~ 1 ~6m 5ill 4 3 3+ D, S.tip toe Ter kiss 'im in his sleep. al Fineon
FLAT
Square Notes J
from "Af·The Hammond Chord organ" arranged by J. M. Hanert
Copyright MCMI by The John Church Company
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Invitation to the Dance
for Hammond Chord organ
C,M. von WEBER01••0011.000 •••00000
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)Easter Promenade
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for Accordion Folk Song-
arr. by Frank Sobotka
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)No. 110-40378 .A Lively Dance
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No:110-40365 Dapple-Gray
LOUISE CHRISTINE REBE
Briskly
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BOYS LIKE TO SING
(Continued from Page 20)
learn the lower parts of the songs. Per-
haps the biggest problem of the chang-
ing voice is that one has to teach a new
part of the same song to the same boy.
Since the voices do not all change at
once this sometimes seems like a con-
tinual process. It is made easier by the
fact that boys will learn from other
boys. Often it is a matter of moving
their position in the choir and telling
them to follow those who already know
the part. Give them a little time if they
do not do it quite correctly at first.
The whole problem of the changing
voice is minimized in direct proportion
to the number of boys participating in
the group. In large groups the voices
that have not yet started to change and
those that have reasonably completed
the change can carry the changing
voices along. The smaller the group, of
course the more difficult this becomes.
Sometimes a soprano voice will become
heavier and fuller in the lower tones
before it actually starts to change. Such
a voice can often be moved to alto for a
time. Some will change from soprano
or alto to a tenor part, and some of
these will stay on that part while others
will later change to baritone or bass.
Still others will change from soprano
or alto directly to baritone or bass.
Occasionally one of these will come
back up to tenor. The time to change
to a lower part is after the voice has de-
veloped downward enough to reach the
average lower tones of that part without
effort.
Adults are sometimes prone to mis-
judge the things that boys like. One of
the secrets in dealing with boys is to
treat them as though they were on the
adult level in their thinking rather than
to place oneself on the boys' level in
thinking. In music we can capitalize on
this by using songs in which the boys
can feel that they are expressing worth-
while things from an adult standpoint.
Boys like religious songs of praise and
worship and can sing them whole
heartedly and understandingly. Boys
will sing lullabies to small children,
particularly if the words do not indicate
that a woman is singing. They are not
too interested in love songs unless the
songs are sung in a humorous vein.
Serious expressions of their feelings for
girls is somewhat embarrassing at this
age. And normally boys are not too in-
terested in flower songs or songs about
such things as rippling brooklets. Popu-
lar songs are often Ioolers. The boys in-
dicate that they like them, but they will
not stand the necessary repetition. The
interest begins to lag before they are
worked out.
The content of materials will be de-
termined partially by the nature of the
group. If the group is church sponsored,
the songs will naturally be of a religious
nature. It was mentioned before that
SATB choirs are especially adaptable to
church or school. Most of the fine re-
ligious choruses from our great com-
posers make fine concert numbers for
schools-Bach, Handel, Mozart, and
many others. Many religious works of
the early era especially were written
originally for male choir SATE.
It is hoped that the foregoing dis-
cussion has left the idea that the devel-
opment of boys' choirs is desirable,
pleasurable, musically satisfying and
possible in almost any community. If
so, the right impression has been re-
ceived. It takes much patience and hard
work, but it is fun. And boys will re-
spect and be ever grateful for anyone
who makes it possible for them to sing
well. For boys like to sing.
THE END
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by GULBRANSEN
An inlopired minuet console, Town & Country
is a perfectly delightful interpretation of
the school of sculptured design,the suave,
fluid look ... the woods in undulated un-
broken surfaces of continuous conlour.
Here in the Town" Coullrry is beauty, styl-
ing, breathobility ... a piano thot lives!
Town" Coun/ry is ovoilable in the modern
woods, and is equipped with the exetusive
Gulbransen Supertone Scole, the sensa-
tional miracle scale that outperforms all
others-with its superlotive, c1eor, sing-
ing, big tone - big Grand Tone.
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SPECIAL
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DISCOUNT
,OPPORTUNITY NEEDS PREPARATION
(Continued from Page 30)
ular books of vocal methods (of which
I preferred Bordogni, who combines
agility with melody), I also practiced
Klose's Clarinet Studies- which I found
excellent for perfecting evenness and
developing range. As a more advanced
exericise, I sa~g some of ~ozart's pia~o
sonatas, selecting those which were SUit-
able to my range, and singing them
straight through all movements, to de-
velop breath, phrasing, and continuity,
as well as to help me equalize my scale.
"A valuable part of my training lay
in the fact that I was encouraged to
develop a sound attitude towards my
work. Many young students have the
idea that if only they can get to someone
'blg'c-.a 'big' teacher, a 'big' manager,
a 'big' opera director-they'll be 'made.'
This is not at all the fact. The most a
'big' person can do for you is to en-
courage you or give you advice. Every-
thing-every least little thing-connect-
ed with your singing, you have to do for
yourself. Once you step upon a stage,
any stage, you are entirely alone-yoll
have no teacher, no mother, no man-
ager, no adviser. You have only your-
self. "When you first face that truth, it
can be lonely, even a tiny bit Irighten-
ing. But it's the truth nonetheless.
"Getting ready for future opportuni-
ties means more than just learning les-
sons and vocal exercises in your teach-
er's studio. It means learning how to
handle yourself gracefully when you
walk, stand, sit, move about. It means
learning the languages in which you
sing-not just the words of your songs
and arias, but the individualities of the
different tongues. Along with my stud-
ies, I have always made a point of con-
versing with my various friends and
colleagues in their own languages!
"Later on, too, when work on operatic
roles begins, you must learn to look up
from your score and make friends with
the personality of your character. I have
already mastered twenty- two Ieadins
coloratura roles, and am at present en-
gaged in learning Lakme, who has car-
ried me far afield into a most interest-
ing s:Ties of related studies. Along with
workmg at the music itself. I have been
reading ahout Hjnduism, learning the
names and characteristics of the differ-
e.nt Hindu. gods, looking at reproduc-
tIOns o.f Hmdu arl. studying the history
of IndIa; trying my hand at adju ling
details of Hindu costume. I want to find
out all I can about the girl Lakme-
who she was, what she thought about
what her daily life could have been~
,~ha~ she was doing when she wasn't
slllgmg The Bell Song! Not until I am
so completely familiar with her that s.he
and I are actually interchangeable. will
I feel ready to take her 10 IIle stage
GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Dept, E, 2050 N. Ruby St.
Melrose Park, III.
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and exhibit her to an audience.
"It is helpful, I think, to regard your
entire scope of study as a means of get.
ting ready-provided you get ready for
the right thing! It's a mistake to get
ready for just one goal-s-a special les.
son, a special audition, a special con-
cert, a special performance. The trick
is to be ready for anything that may
come along. Naturally, this doesn't come
about all at once-one is never Com.
pletel y prepared for everything, which
is just another way ol saying that work
and study go on as long as you live, But
at each step of the way you can be pre.
pared in the sense of mastering your
skills as far as they go.
"The young singer's first engage-
ments, for instance, cannot be as wide-
reaching as they will be in later years.
But the simplest song, the least demand.
ing aria must be a polished as to style
and as secure 8S to VO 81 re hniques as
it is possible to make them, For this
reason, it is a good thing to forge ahead
slowly. I was fortunate in getting my
first engagements under the top-rank
banners of Hur k's management and
the Metropolitan peru, but long years
of preparatory work lay back of them.
To singers whose nbiliti s do nOI de-
velop quite so early as mine did, I sug-
gest making a SLOT! at smaller engage-
ments-always bing sure that ih yare
musically worthy. and that they do not
lead beyond one' point of readiness. If
you get a hance 10 do something for
which you are not r adr, I l it go-it
isn't really a chance, but a risk. That
sometimes can happen in connection
with a televi i n job. If the director
wants oruething whi II isn't good for
) ou. be very wary about doing the job.
Remember that TV can be chancr-e-it is
broadcast 'live: the impre{;si~n fOU
make is irreu-ievahle. and what look::
like a heaven-sent chance may tum oct
to be nothing mar than cruel proof
that you or n'l quite read}.
"First you get -oursell ready, and
then you keel> ourself ready! To-day.
I work as hard as ever I did when I wa~
learning what 10 do ,,""itllmy "oice and
my aml8 and my hands. ocally. I do
daiJy pra lice. working on the same ex·
ercises. The drill ] like be5t ttHIa}'are
lwo·octo" scales and arpeggios. and
the imm n~ly hellJlul ,pinning of tonl'
(snacking a note pioninimo, and Iheo.
on one breath. in rea~ing it to jotll'.
and bringing it ba k again 10pp). 'fbt
coloratura soprano is like a dancer; e1.
ery do • !!be g .. 10 tbe ,"ocal praclKt-
bar. doing ber plicJ. her jelltJ. her tn·
Ire·chou:'
Roberta Peters kee~ ber~1f .!ilt
and. abo'"e all Ihing.5. cud)· for 1f~I.
eyer ma~>come, THE [\D
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SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
(Continued from Page 33)
well as the distinction of having the
compositions published in a series along-
side some of the most prominent com-
posers of our day.
The publication accorded winning
compositions also has its unique aspects.
The distinguished composers serving as
judges in the contests have given to the
fraternity a number of their own com-
positions which comprise the major por-
tion of the "Sigma Alpha Iota Modern
Music Series" published by the house of
Carl Fischer, Inc. Winning compositions
in the contests are also published in the
same series, but in the latter case, the
composers retain all royalties. Contests
of previous years have been won by
Richard K. Winslow, Kenneth Caburo,
and Richard Willis.
Sigma Alpha Iota Foundation
Feeling the need to expand some of
its activities, particularly those of a
philanthropic' and promotional nature,
beyond the limits which normal mem-
bership dues provide, the fraternity
established in 1947 the Sigma Alpha
Iota Foundation. "Dedicated to the best
in music and musicianship and the finest
in fraternity living and giving," the
Foundation has been built through vol-
untary gifts from chapters and individ-
ual members of the fraternity as well as
many outside the organization's own
membership.
The American Music Awards pro-
gram is one of the major interests sup-
ported by the Foundation, which also
commissioned William Schuman to write
a piano suite, "Voyage," premiered at
the organization's Golden Anniversary
Convention in 1953.
Also in connection with American
music interests, the Foundation has
helped to make possible the annual
American Music Issues of the frater-
nity's quarterly magazine, PAN PIPES,
the ninth of which was released late in
January.
Announced this past faU were plans
for the third $500.00 Graduate Scholar-
ship offered through the Sigma Alpha
Iota Foundation to a member of the
fraternity. This grant is made trien-
nially, and provision is also made upon
occasion for additional awards if the
applications demand.
In recent years the Foundation has
given several thousand dollars in schol-
arship grants to leading music schools
including the Berkshire Music Center,
National Music Camp, Idyllwild School
of Music, Chautauqua Institution, As-
pen Institute, Fontainebleau, etc. Foun-
dation gifts have also been presented
to olher national organizations and in-
stitutions, including the MacDowell
Colony, Metropolitan Opera Associa·
tion, Musicians Club of America, Na-
(Continued on Page 72)
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(Jle a LOGICAL
The new
New problems are introduced gradually-
Then developed logically-
Stress always on practical application -
Growing piano skills feed on sustained learning processes.
• EasV
• Effective
• Entertaining
for the Student
• Clear
• Comprehensive
• Contemporarv
for the Teacher
Pre-School Book 60t;" • Books I, II, III (Early Beginner) 754, Book IV (Early
Beginner) $1.00 • "Keyboard Games" (Supplementary material to be used
with last half of Book I, and all of Book II) 75" • "Adventures At The Key~
board" (Supplementary material to be used with all of Books III and IV) $1.00
See it at gout deale" without delag
M. WITMARK & SONS' 619 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
The MASTER KEY
Chromatic Pitch Instrument
~~
I
PREFERRED BY MUSIC DIRECTORS-
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS-TEACHERS
3 MODELS: MK1-Sc.are F to f
MK2·Sc.ole C to C MK3-Sc.ale Eb to Eb
13 hand-tuned special bronze reeds
precision-tuned to A..4.40-fufl chromatic
scale. Heavily nickel-plated cover-
embossed notations top and bottom for
eosy selection of pitch note desired.
Patented tone chambers.
• ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE US.
WM. KRATT CO.
988 Johnson Place, UNION, N. J.
Indispensable to every violin teacher, student and artist
'fbe MASTERY of TONE PRODUCTION and V1RRA1'O
on the Violin by EMANUEL ONDRICEK
Exercises and Metodic! for development of shading on !ustained toncs, slurred groups, etc.
Inc.luding
24 PROGRESSIVE STUDIES for VIBRATO based on SPECIFIC motions
of left hand, leading to MASTERY OF FINE VIBRATO
Published by
THE BOSTON MUSIC CO. Obtainable 01 all Musie Dealer_Price 82,00
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Did He Like Music?
by William J. Murdoc11
JUSTINA and Nicholas might havebeen the happiest couple in the
city of Warsaw, if only their little
boy, Fritzel, liked music instead of
seeming to dislike it.
There was music in their home
every day, as the' mother and father
both loved to sing and play. Their
little girl, Louise, was studying piano,
and the half-dozen boys who lived in
the house all took piano lessons and
enjoyed them very much. (At that
time the father had a small school for
boys and some of them lived in his
house.)
But when little Fritzel, who was
just four, heard his mother sing, or
his father play on the flute, he would
really burst into tears!
The parents joked about this to
themselves and to their friends, but
secretly they were a bit unhappy
about it. Why should Fritzel object to
music, living in such a musical horne?
One day Justina was busy about
the house, when unexpectedly, she
heard the tinkle of the piano keys in
the music room. Someone was hitting
Work and Play
, Do you enjoy your work? What is
work? And, what is play? Can we do
both at the same time?
Work is making a physical effort to'
accomplish something; play is an act
which gives pleasure, interest or amuse-
ment. So, if playing wen on the piano
is what we wish to accomplish, we work
for it. But performing well on the piano
(or other instrument) is also play, be-
cause it brings pleasure and interest.
Therefore we really work when we
play and play when we work.
Such being the case, practicing be-
comes a real pleasure. And again, such
being the case, one is sure to do good
work and play well on the piano if the
playing is founded on good work.
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the keys all wrong 1 "One of those
boys must be up to mischief," she
said to herself, as she wen t to see
who it was.
Sure enough, it was a boy at the
piano, all right, but such a little boy!
He could scarcely reach the keyboard.
He would touch the keys, first the
white and then the black, then both
at once. And, who should it be but
Fritzel himself!
There was delight in Justina's shin-
ing face. Now, she began to under-
stand. Fritzel must have loved music
all along, and when he cried, it was
not because he hated music-it was
because he loved it and it moved him
so deeply! Grown-ups are sometimes
affected this way, too, as Justina well
knew.
Now that they knew the truth of the
matter, Justina and Nicholas gave
Fritzel every encouragement. He took
piano lessons with his sister Louise.
The two of them seated together at
the piano was a picture that almost
~nade the parents themselves cry for
JOy.
Soon Fritzel was ready for another
piano teacher and his progress was
rapid. And before many years had
passed he became one of the greatest
pianists in the world at that time
You have never heard of Fritzel be~
fore? Of course you have! His name
. was Frederic Chopin!
House where Chopin was born 1810
A Forgotten Musician?
by Ida M. Pardue
SOMETIMES musicians, such asStephen Foster, do not become
w~n-known until after their death.
However, the case of Louis Braille
was different. He was born in France
in 1809 and during his early life was
a well-known musician, honored as
one of Europe's finest performers on
both the organ and violoncello. But
after the acceptance of his Braille
system of reading and writing for the
blind, his musical accomplishments
were soon forgotten.
He became blind when only three
years old, and while a boy he mas-
tered the organ so well he was teach-
ing others when he was fourteen years
of age; then he learned to play the
cello by ear. He also composed many
compositions {or these instruments.
Without his musical talent he might
never have been able to complete his
•
•• ••• • •• • ••
•• •• • ••• •
• ••• ••••• ••• • • ••
HJunior Elude" written in Braille
famous system of finger-tip reading
of little raised dots, now in general
~se. _The money he earned from giv-
mg les on and playing concerts sup-
ported him thr ugh the many years
he spent in perfecting hi Braille
system used in mu ic notation as well
as for general reading and writing.
Tonzue-Twi ters
There are different kind or tongue-
twi ters. One kind i a sentence which
is difficult to y rapidly, such as:
an old, cold. old old a schoolcoal
scuttle. H w much speed can you put
on Lhat?
. But anoth r kind or toogue-twi'ler
1S the piano student who chews his
tongue whit practicing or pla~-ing
for other. Or ven in a recital. ~
it aU twisted up like a pretzel.This
15 an unnecessary habit and it is aha
a. great wast of en rg)' and I 0Jl)·
uon. It u lOU_ I whieb ,houldbe
at rest.
You u pleat of mu 1 in your
arms. hands and fin ers and Ieet (lor
the pedals). but 'OU do net needanI
assi tance from -our tongue. Cbecl
upon thiS-lOa 'be you do ill~'
etud.-opril1916
Keyboard Mountain
by Frances Gorman Risser
The keyboard is a mountain high; my
hands are climbers, strong; they start
in Valley of the Bass and gaily march
along. They may fall flat, but they are
sharp, and natural as can be· at first
they're slow, but by and by they run
quite easily. At last they scale the
mountain steep, to Treble Clef, so high,
then they march down, so once again
they can climb toward the sky.
Who Knows the Answers
(Keep score. One Immlred is perfect)
Each of the following questions ap-
pea red in a Junior Etude Quiz within
the last two years. How good is your
memory? Can you make a perfect score
on this review?
1. How many half-steps are there from
C-double-sharp to B-double-flat? (5
points) in August, 1955.
2. The broken chords given with this
quiz sound the same on the key-
board but appear different to the
eye. Which one is correctly lettered
for the diminished-seventh chord in
the key of I-minor ? (20 points) in
June, 1955.
3. Which composer called one of his-
symphonies the Scotch and another
the Italian? (15 points) in April,
1955.
4. Who wrote more symphonies, Haydn
or Mozart? (10 points) in April,
1955.
5. Arrange the following names cor-
rectly: Cesar Massenet, Jean Verdi,
Giuseppe Sibelius, Jules Franck,
Edward Dvorak, Anton Grieg. (5
points) in March, 1955.
6. Is "Falstaff," by Verdi, an opera or
an oratorio? (5 points) in Febru-
ary, 1955.
7. Which of the following are concert
pianists: Artur Rubinstein, Jose
Iturbi, Claudio Arran, Benjamin
Rush, Enrico Caruso? (10 points)
in October, 1954.
8. Is a mazurka written in three-four,
three-eight, two-four or six-eight
time? (5 points) in September,
1954.
9. Which of the following words relate
to tempo: lento, lantana, Ientando,
lentil, presto, provost? (10 points)
in September, 1954.
10. What is the name of Beethoven's
only opera? (15 points) in May,
1954.
(Answers on this page)
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NO CONTEST THIS MONTH
Letter Box
Send replies to letters in C31'eof
'unior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and
If correctly stamped, they will be
forwarded to the welters, Do Dot
~sk for addresses. Foreign postage
IS 8 cents, Foreign air mni] rate
varies, so consult your Post Office
be!ore stamping foreign air mail.
Print your name and r-etur-n ad-
dress on the back of the envelope.
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I enjoy reading ETUDE and it has
helped me a great deal in my music
studies. I play the piano and have just
passed my final exams this year. I also
like singing and hope to study violin
soon. I am enclosing my picture and
would be delighted to hear from others
who are interested in music.
Ligia Bonamis (Age 16), Malaya
Ligia Bonamis
(See Jettel' above)
lOR ETUDE
ed by Elizabeth A. Gest
Judy Harvey
(See letter below)
Dear Junior Etude:
I am interested in piano, baton, and
sewing, and collecting dolls. I would
like to hear from others. I am enclosing
my picture.
Judy Harvey (Age 12), Nebraska
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I started piano lessons when I was five
and have since taken violin and clarinet.
At present I am taking piano-accordion.
I take part in several musical organiza-
tions in school, and with four band prac-
tices a week, church orchestra twice a
week, and music lessons and practice
periods, my music schedule is rather
full. I enjoy collecting things from for-
eign countries and reading books about
other people. I would like to hear from
some who are also interested in other
countries.
Florence Campbell (Age 14), Colorado
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I am concert mistress of our Central
State Col1ege Orchestra and play first
oboe in the High School Band. I also
play the piano, flute and snare drum.
I would like to hear from others. •
Annette Klose (Age 16). Oklahoma
A Many-Hobbied Junior
Etuder
Another very interesting reply to
last year's Junior Etude Questionnaire
came from a sixteen-year-old girl in
the state of Washington, Rita Deutch.
To read her list of hobbies you might
think her day was twenty-four hours
lon.g without any night! People who
claim they do not have enough time
to do things-sometimes not even the
important things that should be done
-will receive a lot of inspiration
from reading Rita's list of hobbies
she finds time for. And she also stud-
ies piano, practices an hour a day
and sings in her school chorus. And
remember, her week has just seven
days in it, too, exactly like yours.
The hobbies she listed are: sewing,
gardening, art, reading good litera-
ture, collecting stamps with musical
subjects, collecting autographed pic-
tures of the world's great concert art-
ists and conductors, keeping scrap-
books of music events throughout the
world, keeping program notes on all
concerts heard on radio, attending
all local concerts, collecting classical
records, collecting books on music,
composing music, creating poems with
music as their subjects, making paint-
ings and sketches with musical sub-
jects, listening to the Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts every Saturday
while following the libretto, reading
the Opera News, and thoroughly
reading ETUDE.
She closes by saying she has several
more activities which she will not take
time to mention! Yes, some people
should be inspired to do things after
reading this!
Dear Junior Etude:
I am a .great fan of ETUDE. I have
studied piano for six years and am
learning Beethoven's Sonata Op. 29. I
am interested in composition and theory.
I would like to hear from others.
Joel Salsman (Age 14), Washington
Answers to Quiz
1. Seven; 2. e-g-h-d-fiat ; 3. Mendels-
sohn; 4. Haydn; 5. Cesar Franck, Jean
Sibelius, Giuseppe Verdi, Jules Mas-
senet, Edward Grieg, Anton Dvorak; 6.
an opera; 7. Artur Rubinstein, Jose
Iturbi, Claudio Arrau; 8. three-four; 9.
lento, lentando, presto; 10. "Fldelio."
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Hands •••
that have grown
to Musical Achievement!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys.
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a maze of notes and keys . . . and of
equal importance are the pianos, that
have by their response to his every
feeling inspired him to greater heights.
Today he knows that his performance
can be only as good as the piano he
uses. That's why his choice is always
a piano with a Wood & Brooks Action
- the action found in the World's
Finest Pianos!
WOOD & BROOKS CO.
Manufacturers of Piano Keys and Actions
(or More than 50 Years
Buffalo 7, New York Rockford, Illinois
Los Angeles 39, Cal.
SPANISH
ITALIAN
RUSSIAN JAPANESE
l',..:yH"Il, .-'N"':"C:;UR"'~ll MODERN GREEK
VIAl 10 HARM --any ~C~!bl!ao~guages
FREE TIUAL. AT HOI\llI:
You Acquire a True Accent
Wifh L1NGUAPHONE you COil LISTEN to mod-
ern, life-like recordings and LEARN another
Jonguoge in 20 minutes a day. It's the some
easy, natural way you learned English before
you went to school. AT HOME you hecr native
men and women speak about everyday motters
with a 1956vocabulary. You lisfen-you Under-
stand-YOU SPEAK! You reod and write.
ys@d all OV~ .. the world by SChools. colleg"., govern_
ments, bus,nes •. Over a mill ion home_study students.
Send l,<:day fot F."ee booklet, "PassPOrt to a New
World, and <lela,l" ,on how yoU may obtain a COM
~~~kET~1\trc.e-unlt ltl the Janll'u,,~e you ohoo"e 0':;
rCiNG'UAPtiONi "iNSYlrufi' - Ci '7-0830-'
I 1·39·046 Rock. Plaza, N. Y. 20Please send me: 0 FREE Baok 0 Information I
I on FREETria!' No obligation, of (ourse. I
I My longuage interest i$
r :~REESS. . :
I CITy ZONE STATE. I
I World's Standard Cllnversational___ ~t!!!!' !2r.2.v!!:..l!!!f..!!. ~t~ __ J •
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I have a small one manual organ
bearing the name B. Schonitiger M elo-
dean Co., New Haven, Conn. On the
inside, above the bellows, is stamped
the number 18541. Can you give any
in/ormation regarding the date 0/ this
instrument?
J. A. s.i-cau.
We have been unable to obtain any
specific information regarding this in-
strument or its age, but there was a
piano manufacturing firm, B. Shoninger
Co., established in 1850_ The Shoninger
pianos are now being made by the Na-
tional Piano Co.: New York City.
IV e have the smaller two manual
Connsonata in our home. Our l q-vear-
old daughter has studied piano five
years, and plans to study pipe organ
later, but for the present we hope to
find a teacher from whom she can learn
the basics all. our own organ. Should
she continue piano study, Or will the
difference in touch hinder her progress?
fl. M.-Wash.
Our recommendations would be the
continuance of piano studies in addition
to lessons on the Connsonata, leading
eventually to the pipe organ. The legato
touch normal in organ playing should
actually improve the legato piano work.
and the independence in finger action
required for piano work should in turn
make for greater clearness in organ
technic, so that each would really help
the other. Any standard pipe organ
method, such as The Organ, by Stainer;
Graded Materials for Pipe Organ, by
Rogers; or First Lessons on the Organ,
by Nevin, could be used for the study
of the Connsonata.
WHEN PIPE ORGANS WEAR OUT
(Continued from Page 24)
M. P. Moller, Inc.,
Hagerstown, Maryland.
Reuter Organ Company,
La wrence, Kansas.
Schantz Organ Company,
Orrville, Ohio.
Wicks Organ Company,
Highland, Illinois.
Schlicker Organ Co.,
Buffalo 17, New York.
There are those who shrink from the
responsibility of making a decision in-
~olving a considerable outlay of mo~ey,
III regard to overhauling a pi pe organ.
For such as these the advice of a so-
calle.d "organ architect" is helpful. Such
architects have been successful with a
great many organs the building of which
they have supervised. They work with
th~ committee and the builder, and are
paid by the church for their work.
. It should be pointed out that prao-
tically every organ builder, like others
close to the organ-builders' world vig-
orously opposes the engaging of an or-
ga~ archItect. The feeling of an organ-
buIlder toward the organ speciali t .
much like that of a building contr:ct~;
....._-------
toward his architect, and for quite sim-
ilar reasons.
It might be well 10 add that the fine
builders Iisted above do not exhaust the
list of conscientious craftsmen in this
country. I have come across many local
builder-s and servicemen who do excel-
lent work in rebuilding old instruments
and building new ones. From suppliers
in this country, they obtain pipes of fine
quality; some even import gorgeous-
sounding pipes from abroad. I have
heard and played many of their instru-
ments; fine things can be said about
them.
On the other hand there are rebuild-
ing jobs which are simply money poured
down the drain. This is a great pity;
but someLimes it happens.
It has been pointed out many times
that, in most churches. the pipe organ
instal.lation is the most expensive single
piece of equipment which the church
must buy and maintain. Real thought
and careful investigation should be de-
voted to the problems of rebuilding an
old instrument. or purchasing a new
one. THE E:-ID
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VIOLIN QUESTIONS
--:iEiitr ~
HAROLD BERKLEY
A Genuine (?) Maggini
Mrs. F. K., Texas. Before trying to
sell your violin, you should, I think,
have it appraised by a nationally-known
expert whose reputation would give
weight to his opinion. I suggest that you
take or send the instrument either to
Rembert Wurlitzer, 120 West 42nd St.,
New York City; or to William Lewis
& Son, 30 East Adams St., Chicago 3,
Illinois. You must be prepared to hear
that the violin is not a genuine Magglni.
If you have transcribed the label cor-
erectly, the second name-c-Paolo-c-is bad-
ly mis-spelled; furthermore, I have
never seen a real Maggini with the name
stamped or branded on the back. There
are so few in existence that it is difficult
to say whether or not he did so stamp
one or two.
The Gagliani Family
K. L., Texas. The Gagliani were a
large family of violin makers who
worked in Naples from about the last
two decades of the 17th century until
around the middle of the 19th. Descend-
ants of the family are still making vio-
lins in Italy today, but when we speak
of the Gagliani we mean the really fine
makers who lived and worked during
the period I have mentioned. Chief
among them are Alexander (the first of
the Neapolitan School), Nicolo, Gen-
naro (probably the best of the family),
Ferdinando, Giuseppe, and Antonio. All
these men produced violins that today
sell for $1000 or more, while the instru-
ments of Nicolo, Gennaro, and Ferdi-
nanda bring today from $4000 to $5000.
There are of course the usual hundreds
of fakes, not worth $50.
To Remove Excess Rosin
H. W. c., Tennessee. There are sev-
eral preparations on the market that
will remove excess and caked rosin from
the body of a violin. Some of them are
rather harsh, however, and tend to re-
move the varnish as well as the rosin.
The preparation I like best is that put
out by Hill & Sons of London. You can
obtain the mixture-which is almost
identical with that used for cleaning
famous old pictures-e-Irom Rembert
Wurlitzer, 120 West 42nd Street, New
York City. One boule will last you for
years, for very little is needed at any
one time. With regard to the places
where the varnish is wearing off your
violin, if you took the instrument to a
really competent cabinet-maker he could
touch up those places with a very light
transparent varnish that would protect
the wood without impairing the appear-
ance of the violin.
Schweitzer a Good Maker
Mrs. T. W. H., Illinois. Joh. Bapt.
Schweitzer was a really good maker
whose violins bring as much as $600
today. But there are hundreds of instru-
ments bearing his label that are noth-
ing but German imitations of very little
value. If your violin has an unusual tone
quality, it may be genuine.
CONCERNING BOWING VARIATIONS
(Continued from Page 25)
brought out. You have probably been
playing it faster than that.
For the potential artist-and every
student should be taught as though he
were one-this is probably the most
valuable of the Kreutzer studies. At first
it should be practiced at a quite mod-
erate tempo-about J == 60-but with
all marks of expression clearly defined.
Then, as control is gained and the bow
can be drawn slowly and firmly, the
tempo should be gradually decreased
etude-april 1956
until the study is being played at the
tempo mentioned above, 1= 60, the bow
now moving twice as slowly as it moved
in the beginning. Practiced at this
tempo, there is no better daily study
for the development of a singing tone
and a sensitively firm bow stroke. It
trains the pupil to make tonal use of
every millimetre of the bow hair, some-
thing only the most talented student will
do naturally.
THE END
ORGAN & CHOIR
QUESTIONS
~mMfAWIII~J.~I~Ub90"""'" JR
Frederick Phillips
BOSTon musIc CO., •.
7
tJuut.. ..di"" piaHO '-Ju.
If"U' wilL uJB tIui. ,.... . . .
1.A TO G Hofstad
A very first note' writing book. The mu-
sical alphabet book. 040
2. ALL ABOUT MUSICSheldoll
Complete book of musical theory for
pianists and other students presented in
an entertaining form. 1.50
3. MAGIC AT THE PIANO
Levine
A new approach to teaching piano fun-
damentals. One of the most unusual
features is the MAGIC MIDDLE C
CARD which dramatically and ingen-
iously demonstrates the connection he-
tween the C below the treble staff on the
right hand and the C above the bass staff
on the left hand. 1.00
4. TIP TOP TUNES Peery
Eighteen favorites in easy-to-play ar-
rangements hold the pupil's interest.. 75
5. TWELVESACREDSONGS
Transcribed for pianobyWilliamStickles.
Such favorites as The Rosary; Father,
Thou Who Art in Heaven; Open the
Gates of the Temple; The Palms, etc.
1.25
6. TWENTYFINGERS-BookOne
Ward
Easy Duets. Twelve well-known folk
runes and traditional melodies. .75
7. TWENTYFINGERS-BookTwo
Ward
. This second book of twelve easy duets
successfully follows the popularity Book
One received. . .75
Send for ~l 7 Books
tor you,. examination
BOSTon musIc CO.
ff6 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON 16, MASS.,
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SING
TOGETHER
by DR. HARRY ROBERT·WILSON
SING ALONG and SING AGAIN,
the two community song books by-
Harry Robert Wilson of Teachers
College, Columbia University have
had a nation wide acceptance. They
are being used extensively in schools,
churches, recreation centers, camps
and in the home. The third book of
the series, .SING TOGETHER, by
Dr. Wilson is now available.
• It is designed to serve the needs of
both formal and informal meetings
of young people.
• Directed toward the elementary and
junior high school assemblies, class-
rooms and recreational situations.
• Music is so arranged that it can be
sung in unison with or without
piano accompaniment.
• Suitable for all informal group sing-
ing meetings for adults.
• Old Favorites, Popular Folk Songs
Christmas Songs, Marches, Fu~
Songs,eic., are all represented.
Tke publishers are very proud to bring
ibis book to your attention for we feel
that it will provide an ed#c(/tional and
recreational service in the opportunity
It ofJersfor ~oyful singing through its
vaned and ricb offerings of materials.
6 x 9 inches, f 29 pages _ 60 cents
Pre·publication price 25 cents
Consolidated Music Publishers, Inc.
240 West 55th St, New York
PIANO TEACHERS!
Just Published!
ALDINI PRIMER
for Accordion
Simplest yet most
instructive method printed.
Accordion teaching made
easy and understandable.
Must be seen to be
appreciated.
Teocher copies sent on ap-
proval.
Enclose teacher card with request.
O. PAGANI & BRO. INC.
289 Bleecker St., New York 14, N.Y.
. -. , . Tunepianosin30days
No muslcsl knowled!l"c nceded. Plano Tun"r.'; in ll:reSl de.
maod. Low eost tramln!l" by exp"rL ... Hevolutionary new
ph<>no~raph rerol'ds give true plano tones. We furnish
professional loola (record player If neededl. Instruction
man",lIs, etc. Includes spinet tuninl<. FULL TII.AINING
In plano repalr-and how to Iine up WOrk for hill: steady
earnin2"S. Write today for FHI£E Illustrated booklet
CAPITAL PIANO TUNING SCHOOL'
16 SGutlowest 2nd St .•·Dept. 107. Fort L.ud"rd.I., ,"'Grid_
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ACCORDIONIST'S PAGE
Accordion Study
Material Suggestions
by Theresa Costello
)
"WHAT program of music study
would you suggest" is the ques-
tion so often asked by teachers when
seeking proper and effective material
for any instrument. This is particu-
larly true of the accordion, since the
instrument may be considered as
comparatively new, and there was
practically no accordion literature
available in America until 1919, when
a far sighted publisher dared to bring
out the first piano accordion method,
against the advice of many in the
field. Since then, slowly but surely,
other publishers have entered the field
so that the increase in accordion lit-
erature has kept abreast of the con-
stantly growing popularity of the in-
strument, with the result that the
serious teacher, looking for adequate
material, will not have any difficulty
in finding it.
For an unbiased listing of accor-
dion study material available, I called
upon the assistance of Mr. F. Henri
Klickmann, arranger and editor, who
is particularly qualified in this field
because of his extensive experience in
the arranging and editing of accor-
dion music.
It is obvious that no one method
or Course has been designed to fulfill
the needs of every student and
teacher, and therefore, the listing of
some of the outstanding material will
n? doubt give the teacher Do very defi-
nrte opportunity to select the material
best suited to his pupil.
Sinc~ la.ck of space will not permit
us to indioars, in detail the definitf ' fIeunction ~ .the various items, we shall
merely. divide it roughly into three
categorres : Elementary-beginners,
grades 1 and 2; Intermediate_grades
three and four; Advanced-grades
five and six. Thus, the teacher can
secure an outline of study who h
h IC cant en be augmented by the m
I. any sup-p ementary Items available.
We would like to emphasize I
that due to lack of space it h a so,
b' asnol
een possibls to list all those which
we would like to, and that therefore
the absence of many titles from this
outline in no way reflects Upontheir
merit. Perhaps at some later date, if
at all pos ible, we may continue this
listing and include more studies and
also single arrangements,
Elemenlary
Methods and curses
Title Author Publisher
Aldini curse M. Aldini Pagani
Ampco
Accordion
Method
Anzaghi
Method
Billotti-
Spitzer
Method
Busy Fi ngers
for the
Elementary
Accordionist
Bass Primer
Deiro, Pietro
Method
Elementary
Studies
Elementary
Technical
Exercises Aldini
Ettore
Accordion
Course
How to Play
the Accordion B. Camini Hansen
Magnante
Method
Pagani
Accordion
Course
Palmer.
Hughes
Method
Sedlon
Accordion
Course
Sickler
Accordion
Course
Ampco
L, Anzaghi G,Ricordi
hirmer
I. Peter on
E, Benoett
Hansen
Pagani
Pagani
Carrozza Ampco
Pagaoi
E. Ettor. Pagani
C. Magoante Robbins
Oaviani-
Klickmann Pagani
Palmer &
Hughes Hansen
r. Sedlon SamFox
Sickler Ampco
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Sillari
Accordion
Method A. Sillarl Rubank
Zordan's
Accordion
Method A. Zordan Chart
Intermediate
Bass Melodies
for the Camini-
Accordion Estella Hansen
Entertaining
with the
Accordion J, Sedlon Sam Fox
First Steps in
Bach B. Burns Pagani
Fundamental
Technique M. Aldin; Pagani
Hanon C. Nunzio Alfred
Hanon is Fun A. d'Auberge Alfred
Intermediate
Studies N.F.Hawkins Ampco
Little Velocity F. Gaviani Pagani
Masterworks
Made Easy A. d'Auberge Ampco
Melodic
Adventures in
Bass Land J. Caruso Alfred
Practice Made
Pleasant Ettore Pagani
Advanced
Be-Bop and
Latest Jazz
Effects A, Dellaira Ampco
Clementi
Sonatinas Caviani Pagani
Hanan-Caviani Gaviani Pagani
Improvising and
Arranging J, Sedlon Sam Fox
Master Chord
Speller A. Sillari Pagani
Muscular Ex-
erciees for the
Left Hand Ettore Pagani
Modern
Accordionist J. Sedlon Sam Fox
Progressive
Ideas on Pop
Playing Mecca Pagani
Ready for
Rhythm J. Caruso Alfred
Swing Rhythms Tito Amsco
Technique
Builder Gaviani Pagani
Virtuoso
Accordionist P. Deiro Pagani
From Piano to
Accordion Gaviani Pagani
Since the above listing was confined
to courses and technical material, no
attempt has been made to list the many
hundreds of folios and arrangements
now available. A request to the various
publishers would bring the teacher all
the information required.
It is hoped that this outline will prove
useful to all those seeking such infor-
mation. A specific inquiry for further
information addressed to this depart-
ment will receive prompt attention.
THE END
etude-opril 1956
MEMORIES OF CORTOT
(Continued from Page 12)
of course j only artists could have
played the works on the list, and most
of the players had already won na-
tional, if not international reputation
as concert players.
The interest and usefulness of the
class surpassed all my expectations,
and the standard of performance was
so high that I question if anything
finer in this way could have been
heard since the Weimar days of Franz
Liszt, or at the best classes of Lesche-
tizky in Vienna,
Cortot opened the class each day
with a short talk on the life and works
of the composer to be studied, draw-
ing special attention to the qualities
necessary in technique and interpre-
tations for the successful performance
of the composer. These short talks
were models of their kind in their
conciseness, clarity and helpfulness.
His criticisms of each performer were
of the same encouraging and helpful
order, and as he concluded by play-
ing the work himself, his precepts
were crowned in the light of example.
As an artist, his comments were al-
ways practical and helpful. He con-
stantly reminded students of the im-
(Continued on Page 65)r-----------------------------------.
I
I"The new Hohner Accordions are the
supreme examples of their kind."
ANDY ARCARI
ANDY ARCARI Plays the HOHNER Exclusively
Mr. Arcari, noted accordion vir-
tuoso and a frequent performer
with leading symphony orchestras,
says: "I have selected a Hohner
because it is the finest accordion I
have ever known. Itnot only meets
my every demand, the unequalled
magnificence of its constructionm M. HOHNER, Inc" 351 Fourth Ave" New York 10, N,Y,
L ~
and tonal quality are an inspira-
tion and a challenge."
The new modem Hohner piano
accordions set a new standard of
style, tone and value. Models
range from 12~ to 120-bass. See
them at your dealer's or write for
free brochure.
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)E. Thayer Gaston of the Univer it
Kansas, Dr. Hugh Porter of the S{t of
Theological Seminary, New York ~:~~
Robert Ward of 'he Juilliard Sch II,
Music and Howard Whittaker o~ lh'
Cleveland Settlement Music School ~
members. as
A second project which has Ion h
hFd' g",on tee era/JOn program has d'
. J" 1 k." \"1 a Is.nnct y new 00. we have al
b· d' ~~een mtereste In opera, but previou~l}"
we have had only an Opera Work'h'
C· 0 ' op. ornmH~e~. on 1pera Study as special.
ized acuvrues. ow we have a com IO· p~per-a Department, with an ever.U
Ch . . I raan-man In Clarge and w,·th C' rass
Hoots Opera, Opera tudy, tudem and
Junior Opera Chairmen all receil'in
much timulus and inspiration from Ih:
Department Head.
One . of lI~e various good mu-icaJ
cau es In will h we have enJj~led with
enthusiasm i III attempt tu comhal
the shorta te of trlngs. udee the direc.
tion of Dr. Th r John."On of the Cin.
cinnati ymphony Ihi campaign has
be n inl naif d during th currem ad.
minlst rauon. \ e ar ur~jng hoo!
Board'l And adminilllr!lh'e officials10
eSlabli. h firsl cJallS el menial)' ~Iring
programs in I>olh public and parochial
schools, and we are ndea"oring 10
creale a gr uler d mand for Ihe privale
teaching of siring d in,lruments.
Of int resl i Ih faci Ihal II early as
late 1945. wh n Ih EurOltean armhlice
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS commissioned work, "Dance Overture,"
written by Paul Creston, distinguished
American composer, was world-premi-
ered at our Miami Biennial Convention.
We have three times nominated Ed-
ward MacDowell for New York Univer-
sity's Hall of Fame, the last time for
the 1955 election, and in each instance
have conducted a nationwide campaign
in his behalf. This year we were again
successful in having MacDowell among
the leading candidates, which means
that he is automatically a nominee in
the 1960 election, and we are hoping
that all music- minded people will sup-
port us in insuring that our fourth ven-
ture in this particular field is successful.
Such is the National Federation of
Music Clubs, present and past. Such,
to a large extent, will be the organiza-
tion of the future. Measured against
organizations with enormous budgets,
with large professional staffs, and with
a membership composed primarily of
professional people, its achievements
may not seem particularly outstanding.
The unique feature of our Federation,
I believe, is the fact that it is composed
largely of amateurs, semi-professionals,
lovers of music, all of them volunteers,
who operate on a very small budget
and who give enormously of their time
and effort to enrich the musical life of
America. THE END
had scarcely been signed, the Federa-
tion began an active program of assist-
ance to orchestras, schools and oon-
servatories overseas which had been
denuded of musical supplies during the
war. Our very first project was the
presentation of replacement parts to reo
condition the instruments of the Athens
Symphony Orchestra, which had been
hidden away in mountain caves during
the German occupation, with a resultant
deterioration of reeds, strings and drum-
heads. Later we gave a grand piano to
the same orchestra. Through the years
we have shipped many thousands of
pieces of music and instrumental parts
to schools and orchestra abroad. I have
left, almost until the last, what is per-
haps the most important facet of our
program, our service to the cause of
American music. We have long required
the competitors in our various auditions
to include a substantial proportion of
American works in their repertoire.
Through our annual Young Composers
Contests, in which we offer an aggregate
of $500 in prizes, we have substantially
encouraged superior youthful talent.
Through adult competitions and com·
missions we have helped to make the
lot of the more mature American com-
poser easier. These commissions have
ranged from several hundred to, in one
instance, as much as $10,000. Our latest
Your piano
needs a
MOISTURE·MASTER
(Continued from Page 18)
ber of talented young people who are
already making names for themselves.
Oustanding among them are Jean
Graham, pianist, who is a highly sue-
cessful concert artist, and Michael
Rabin, violinist, who though still in his·
'teens has won international note.
Distinctly deserving of attention is
the work of our Sacred Music Depart-
ment, which is continuously improving
the grade of music in our smaller
churches, in many instances through an
anthem-lending program, and which
through a Hymn of the Month program,
now nearly eight years old, has brought
a great revival of interest in the hymns
of all faiths.
One new and 1 hope very helpful
project has been added to our program.
We have long been conscious of the
large number of young people graduat-
ing annually from our music schools,
all of them wanting to make music their
profession, but not all of them seeking
concert careers. We have expanded our
program of assistance to young people
in the other categories this year by
creating a Student Vocational Guidance
Committee headed by DL Howard Han.
son of the Eastman School of Music.
with Dr. Rudolph Ganz of Chicago IHu-
sical College, Roosevelt University, Dr.
well as awards in the prior categories.
We are very proud of the calibre of
talent we have launched over the past
40 years. It 'has included such distin-
guished vocal artists as Margaret Har-
shaw, Martha Lipton and Robert Weede;
Carroll Glenn, violinist, conductor Isler
Solomon, pianist, William Masselos, and
concert artist Nan Merriman.
I have hardly touched upon our
Junior work-except to refer to our
scholarships, many of which go to mu-
sicians under 18 years of age. But we
do hold annual Junior Festivals which
are picturesque events, indeed, and
which involve about 25,000 participants
in voice and practically all instrumental
categories, with many ensemble events
both instrumental and vocal.
There are many other Junior activi-
ties, including composition events in
connection with our Festivals, in which
composers as young as five years have
produced compositions that have de.
served a hearing on Junior Day at our
Biennial Conventions.
The Stillman Kelley Scholarship,
named for the late distinguished com-
poser, and his wife, the late Jessie
Gregg Kelley, who was president of the
National Federation of Music Clubs
from 1929 to 1933, has assisted anum.
lifetime insurance
against the ravages of
DAMPNESS. By supplying
even, gentle hect the
ceuse of "sticky" keys.
mildew end rust is removed.
Easy to instoll-no moving parts-
no mcintenonce required-
5 yeor guorontee-approved
by UL UNDERWRITERS
LABORATORIES
Model lA lor Uprights
Model 2A for Grands
$5.95 ••.
Write today for llame or dealer neuesL )·ou.
AMERICAN PIANO SUPPLY CO.
91 Hlldsan St. New YOl"k 13, N.Y.
THE
A~mill ~~mIP~~~®m
PIANO COURSE
AMI RICANFaLl
SONG
CHORAL
SIRIIS
Will there be a
vaccine against
cancer?
From western songs to mountain ballads; from spirituals to the
blues, this series presents the whole range of Ameri~an folk music
in every mood-gay, wistful, witty, grieving, nonsenslcal and
sad. Arrangements and settings by composers like Siegmeister,
Douglas Moore, Philip James, Lehman Engel, Paul Creston and
others make this series an important addition to the field of
choral music. Ideal for high schools, the selections also represent
a refreshing change from heavier fare for the college choir.
" may JepttlJ iN yfHI
The other day scientists vac-
cinated a horse with dead
cancer celts Irom 56 human
cancer patients. The horse d~
vel oped antibodies against
cancer. These &ntibcxliesthen
killed live human cancer cells
in a test tube.
Will this vaccine stop cancer?
Only research will find out.
And research takes money.
Give to your Unit of the
American Cancer Society, or
mail your gift tu CANCER,
C/o your town's Postmaster.
For Private or Class Instruction
Edited by BERNARD WHITEFIELD
Presenting a new concept of music education
concise manner. in a simple, enioyable and
BUe Siegmeister, Bditor
A sound musical foundation is provided thro h h .
positions of the master composers Th u~ t e most attractive com-
. h . e COurse IS made doubl . b
WIt study of contemporary dance rhythms b I Y enloya Ie
student's social use. y A ec Templeton for the
• • •
A few recent additions to the
American Folk Song Choral Series:
KEEP AN EYE ON ME
J. Don Gustajsonun-lor (An original spiritual; S.A.T.
HI,9h [orA.T.] B. with piano ace.) 20¢POPCORN CARNIVAL
S h I Don GustafsonCOO (S.S.A. with piano acc.J 20¢
C h 0 r a I ROLLING HILLSDon Gustafson
S. (Cowboy song: S.A.T. [or A.T.Je r Ie 5 B. with piano ace.) 20¢
Choral arrangements for the voices found in grad~s 6
through 9. Young people deligh.t in the syn~opated, lively
and humorful selections compiled and edited by Gene-
vieve Rorke.
The Cherry Tree Corol
Arr. by Lehmon Engel 200;
Poor Wayforing Stronger
Arr. by Douglos Moore 20¢
I Must and I Will Get Morried
Arr. by Phillip Jome. 200;
I'm Sod and I'm Lonely (Mountoin
Song)
Setting by Siegmeister 200;
The Birds' Courting Song
Arr. Doug los Moore 20¢
Schlof BobbeJi
Arr. Elie Siegmeister 200;
The Cooper O'Fife (" Answerbock"
Song)
Setting by Siegmei,ter 200;
Here's One (Spirituol)
Arr. by Wm. Grant Still 200;
This is the course now being adopted by more and
throughout the country. more teachers
American
Cancer
Society
PU'lISH£D IN SIX BOOK
FREE! SAM FOX
Sl'nd for your complimcn'nry PUBLISHING COMPANY
ropy of Book to RC INCORPOR.A.U:O
A BLOC '", RADIO CITY •
NEW YORK 20. N 't'.
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
Bry~ Mawf-, Pennsylvania
6
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PLAY A KUENG RECORDER
"It's The Stei/lwoy of Rec:orders"
!
THE M,USIC CAMP-AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
(Continued from Page 19)
music department offering to be corn-
plete unless a camp is included in the
curriculum. In other circumstances, an
individual or small group of persons
may develop and operate a camp by
private enterprise with property and
facilities obtained for this purpose.
One of the largest music camps in the
United States is to be found high in the
Rocky Mountains in an unusually beau-
tiful setting. This is the Western State
College Music Camp at Gunnison, Colo-
rado. On June 9, 1934, 109 students
registered for the historic first annual
camp. These students from seven states
were taught by eight faculty members:
H. A. Vandercook, H. E. Nutt, John
Beckerman, Fred Fink, Me and Mrs.
Loyde Hillyer, Alberta Jorgensen. and
Edwyl Redding (resident music faculty
member who has participated in the
camp every year). The camp or-iginator
and director was George Damson.
Charles C. Casey was president of
Western State Con~ge.
On August 7, 1955. the Twenty-sec-
ond ~nnual Summer Music Camp at
Gunmson opened with a registration of
924 students from 32 states, Alaska Bnd
~anada, and was headed by an instruc_
tIOnal staff of 65.
. ~ res.ume of these twenty-two years,
It IS belIeved, will refresh the memories
of the thousands of persons who have
seen the development of this camp and
of. the countless ones who have aided in
tlus d.eve.lop.ment. The history of thi
camp IS slg111ficant insofar as it portrays
the growtl~ of the entire music camp
movement m the United States
Camp registrants from 10 st~tes num.
bered 173 on June 7, 1935, as the second
annual camp got d Tif un erway. here was a
sta of 15, and such names as Guy
J;I~lmes, Rei Christopher (who has ar
tlclpated in all twenty-two cam p -
Cleon Dalby and Arthur ShiPs).
dd c wuc lOW
~ereA~ ed ~o the original faculty ros-
er. ter dally schedules of rehearsal
a?d classes, students, directors and facs
u t.Ymen:'be~s alike were enter~ained b -
SWims, PICllICS golf t' . y. " ennIs spec'a] 'Iatre mghts db" le-
fish-f C an a o~ntlful Rotary Club
cy. amp SOlOIsts and .
booklets were included' I SOUvenu
plans. 10 t le camp
The third m .
"firsts" p' USICcamp has a record of
. nvate vocal d'
lessons from adn lIlstrumentalrenoWne t Iavailable . . eac lers were
. . ' as was tWlClinO" d
maJormg instructio e an drum-
time.- Cleon Dalb bn, for ~he initial
high school bani fr:oug;t ~llS SO-piece
rado, to playa c m allsade, Colo_
. oncert I htIme, one of the th . n t e mean_
h . ree camp h dearsed III prep' an s re-
M aratlDn I_ ontrose, Delta and G or a tour to
In Colorado. A mot' r~nd Junct.ion, all
IOn PIcture was made
~~~.ll~
Finest Swiss Import
Madeof choicest Swiss Pear, Maple, Cherry,
Rosewood, Boxwood, etc. Kueng Soprano
complete WIth bag and chart $6.50. Also
Purcell. Dolmetsch and Barenreiter Record-
ers. Alt.os from $12.00. Student Special-
B,.aren,relter Soprano $3.95. Largest conec-
Ion 0 Recorder Music.
Send for free catalog E-48
HARGAIL MUSIC PRESS
130 West 56 St. N.Y.C. 19
In the City Center oj MUlIic Brda_
TEACH EASIER
with MUSIC FLASH CARDS. . . . . . . . . .
FOR TE~CHERS_the fundgmentgls of music
on 6 x ~ mch cgrds. Sixty iflu5lrotionsplus aile
~.fooi plano keyboard (42 keys). Price $1.50
OR B~GINNERS_same as Teochers but size
2 x ,3 Inches. The 60 cgrds gre diVided into 9
eosy lessons WIth 117 questions gnd their an-
Swerson Ihe bock. Price $1.00
FOR ADVANCED_teaches the sludent to
no,?e. w~ile, and sight read the notes of the
ma~or!minor. 71h, dim., and aug. chordl and
their lIIversions(207 chords). Price'$1.00
Order frem I/eur dealer or IOr~te:
...... ..... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiliiiiiiii __
DEK.A·MUSIC COMPANY
1102 S. 31st Avenue Bellwood. illinois
The beautiful Style 10 Everett is designed
for long, trouble. free service. Full.cast
pIa.te, double veneered case, full.size
~CtlOn.. Unexcelled tone provided by 44-
Inch heIght. Cost is amazingly low. Mail
Coupon ~or factual book and listofhundreds
of promlOent users.
r-
I E~~r.ett Piano Company I
I DIVISionof Meridan Cor I
I South Hoven 3, Mi(higa~' I
I Please send free copy of "Report 10." I
I NAM<..E I
I ADDRESS, I
LClTY--- STATE I-------------~
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of camp activities. The enrollrn h
now increased 34%. ent ad
The next few years brOUght L
. d a~UIc.ontJnue strengthening and stabiliza
non. Always a camp (or a tw k;
'd' oweesperro • trme made Jiule increase' L
1 " f Tb Int"ow rumen ee. e amount asked.
1934 was 5.00; in 1937 for the F In
A . ' ournnnual MUSIC Camp, a tuition of $600
was asked of high school ludents t"1
di id $8 00 W'i eu-ectors pal " Hou<:ingand I
Id b . - mea scou e oblalOe~ [or J2.00. Ne"enbe.
less, a more varied offering was dth f!. maeas e stu gr w rn number and has I e)'
came from all pari of the U . ed
rates. Bernard Taylor, Elver F~:~b.
born. Pre ton cchrane, Orman mil~
Hom r 10w, Hark Hart, u JaCk&lD
and e r I Pius are all nam wb' b
app ar d on mu ic camp hullelin d:.
109 the late 1930' .
. In 1940 th. un rtaimi and re."lJic-
II n of wartun w re beginning to be
(h. 11-. Damson, camp direC:lor pol
lo~aJl"y a~? inccrtly of Ihe c~mpa~
thiS Urn ... not III larg I we hare
had. bur the line I."
f" 1941 th amp WI mo\ed lr
two w ·k in June to the month of "~:
guSl. It ha continu d 10 con\'ene for
two w ks in ugU'il.
It wa in 1911al~ thai camper wil.
ne sed Ihe beginning of a beaulHul
c~mp lradilion. Tap '" rc pla)'cd each
~lIght at th fr Of of Taror HaJJ. This
15 III rim for 4Oirudcnt~10 hurry to their
ampu8 "hom ." and quickly silence
must. come, a Ih moonliglu gleams 00
sw.aYlOg BSI nand C HORWood.$,and
brlllgs Oul in bold r lid the gigantic..w,.
on a nearh)" mountain ide.
Wartime li\ing L reflected in lIIe
~amp bullelins by . uell captions a:)
.: .. for Victory and Ch'Wan MoraJe,'"
A ummer Musi Camp in the afest
Part of A . '"" b. m fI a. are lour car to
GunnJson and build up ci\"i!ianmoraJe"
"1 '. 'n ... the lmmedlal po~t.war period
good music will be needed." ~Iuch of
lhe mU9C ilself wa_ of Wat time. .\
~~oraJ group ~ng 8: group of selections
ongs of ruled .NalioD!~:·
Because of the un peeled death of
Charles Casey. Presidenl of Western
Sta~e ColJege. Harry Dotson sen·oo as
Ac~ng Presid ot during the time of the
Tlur~eenlh nnual Camp in 1946. Ac·
cordJng to program5. Pre::o.identDolson
acted as cbairman of One of the con·
certs. whjle UI malor of Gunnison and
~ lnl~tee of We5tern tale College aCled
~n tius capacity for other concerts. This
15 a Custom which has endured through
lhe years, as lOWDSI",ople ha\'e gi\-entb' .
G etr .lJme and eHor15 toward making
unruson more aCQuainled with the
many visitors and studen15 who come
lo music camp.
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The post-war years were marked by
increased enrollment, as well as by the
number of states represented in this. The
year of 1948 saw an enrollment of 518
with 27 states represented. Additions
were made to the camp faculty roster.
The camp has continued to grow rap-
idly the last few years. The number of
staff members and the offerings of the
curriculum have also expanded consid-
erably, President P. P. Mickelson, who
------------_.
was inaugurated in 194-6, has taken a
keen interest in the music camp and has
made possible the growth and stature of
the camp at the present time.
One of the really important aspects of
this kind of summer program is the pro-
vision of a means for self-evaluation of
one's own standards musically. In most
music camps can be found in miniature
the components of the good and full life
as it should be lived and taught.
THE STORY OF NCMEA
(Continued from Page 23)
New! AMERICAN DVERTURB for Band
JOSEPH WILLCOX JENKINS
This bright, rhythmic work combines fresh and lively
melodies with an unusual handling of tone color possi·
schools. As children learn to appreciate
all good music as an expression of
man's hunger for the Beauty that is
God, they must learn the peculiar beau-
ty and fitness of the music with which
man speaks to God.
For many years Catholic music teach-
ers belonged to the Music Educators
National Conference. They attended the
Conference meetings and derived much
good therefrom. Gradually, they began
to see that the implementation of their
philosophkal concept of the arts; the
problems arising in the field of liturgi-
cal music, and the mundane, but press-
ing problem of financing the music
program (from private resources) in a
rapidly expanding school population,
New! WHIRLIGIG
bilities of woodwinds and brasses. Time, 4:12. Class,
B+ f.B. $7.50-S.B. $10.00
PIECES af EIGHT
called for the establishment of their own
forum for discussion. Hence was born
the NCMEA thirteen years ago. From
a few "hundred members in 1942 it has
grown to a membership of nearly 5,000.
Its potential is about ten thousand.
The Association maintains its own na-
tional office in Washington, D. C. It em-
ploys a full·time Executive-Secretary. It
publishes a magazine, M usart, and for
this employs a lull·time Managing Edi-
tor. It publishes and circulates impor-
tant papers read at annual conventions.
It has affiJiated units in 51 CJ.tholic
dioceses of the United States.
Local units of the Association conduct
annual state or diocesan meetings. The
chief work of these local units is to
co-operate with the various Catholic
school systems in the construction of
music courses of study and programs in
vocal and instrumental music, both sec-
ular and liturgical, to make effective the
Association's prime objectives of seek-
ing God through mUSlC and relating
school music to the life of worship in
the Church.
The national officers of NCMEA are:
The Rev. Cletus P. Madsen, presi-
dent; The Very Rev. Msgr. Thomas J.
Quigley, First Vice President; Theodore
N. Marler, Second Vice President; and
Sister Millicent, C.S.A., Recording Sec-
retary. The national convention this
year will be held in Boston, April 29 to
May 3.
ANNOUNCEMENT
ETUDE is pleased to inform its
readers that William J. Mitchell,
member of the music faculty of Co-
lumbia University, has accepted the
appointment as editor of the Pian-
ist's Page. His first contribution will
appear in the May-June issue of
ETUDE. Mr. Mitchell is translator
of C.P.E. Bach's "The True Art of
Clavier Playing". (W. W. Norton &
Co., Inc.). He is also contributing
editor of the Piano Quarterly News-
letter.
WALTER SEARAn original musical satire in galop
tempo. Time, 1:35. Class,B
F.B. $5.00-Cond. Sc. IU5
A ConcertMarch basedon t.hemesfrom Beethoven's
8th Symphony.
J. W.JENKINS ....NDJ. NEFF Time,3:30. ClassB+
F.B. 17.50-8.B. $9.50
New! ERIE CANAL BURLESQUE
M.4.URICEWHITNEY Symphonicsetting of this tradi..
tional Americanfolktune. Time,.3:45. Class,B
F.B. 15.00--S.B. 17.50
LUCIE~ C.ULLIET Rhythmicinterpretationof the first
movement of Shostakovicb's9th Symphony. Time,
3,10. Class, B-C F.B. 17.50-8.B. 110.00
THEODORE
V Bryn Mawr. Pennsylvania
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held in Chicago, Boston, Washin 0
Cleveland, St. Louis and Chat' gt n,
A . anooga.mong OUf most Important d
fl . aOsue·cess u projects are the annual
k h TI summerwor sops. trough co-opera"• . . JOn of
umversrtres and colleges in .vanOU5
parts of the country. and at d'ff
. dun I erentUrnes unng the summer a we k' .. • "e 5 In.
tensrve study of profeSSional pr hi '. d'b 0 ens
JS rna e POSSI le. Professors from Ih
faculty of the host school and e, A " prom·
ment 5 ocrauon mem~rs conductlhe
?lasses lind d mon tranons. In certain
JOsl~ncc college cr elil rna)' be granted.
During this ummer W rk hops will he
conducted at the following places' A
paluchian tate T a hers Coil p-
B 1 I· ege,o '.1. Of II 1 TO ma : Willa melle Cui.
v r. Hy,. a m, r ~on; Nortb'l\'e'[~rn
mversrty, . vansten, Illinois' Teu'
Techn logi 01 II ge, Lubt..:k. Tex'
as; niverslty of olorade, Bould~r,
olorudo, wh re ur fir t Worhbop de-
NATURAL SINGING voted to pemwillhcheld;sndauh.e
umm r "'din of race I...,lie" Sali'
and bury, ~Io...a hU'C1I .
EXPR A~ imporl8lll deparlm nl Ibat b be·fSSIVJ: CONDUCTI NG om 109 a f allll of A''O<i''ion pcnce
dure I Ih fornullion of ChaplUa wW
by Paul W. Peterson serve Ihe purpo, of bringingOurmemo
This timely textbookl by t~e Head of the Voice Deportment bers log Ih r for hapler meetings.
at Salem College, acquaints the reader with the f d Chapt r ·harlers llr granled [0 memo
ment I . . I f d un 0- b.er grouJ s organized in Cili~. combina·
d
o Pdnnclp es a goo singing, offers on introduct"on to f
a vance v I t h' ',Ions 0 neighboring municipalili~ anJoc~ ec olques, and includes a section on •
choral conductrng. Includes graded lists of anth d In crlain insisn u. 10 .Ia(e~. Ea~h
solos. 156 pages. ems on ChaPI r h Id sC\leral meelin s during
$3 so a gl\'cn y ar. Th full:-I autonom)' i~
JOHN F BLAIR • gr.ant d Choptch by Ihe NationaJ A5..'Oo. , Publisher - .
404 FIRST NATIO CIUlIon in th condu I of their OViDal·
NAL BANK BUILDING, WINSTON.SALEM, N, C. fairs,
".................... To keep the membership fully and• ••••••••••••••••• S· ..
• ee Advertisement on INSIDE BACK COVER I
• This EXTRA REPLY COUPON' I
: in case you do not want t Ise.pr-4vJ.de.d for your-lI5e :• U E· 0 cut your ETUDE cover I
: N ID~P~.~~814~y2000XS~~~~.lhC?N O N S ERV A TO RY :
IC Igan Blvd • Ch' 16 II I
: Please send me catalog , J ' Icago, I , I
, samp e essons and f II . f
• regarding courses I ha k d' U In ormation I
• ve mar e with an X below' I• 0 Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voice • Io Piano, Student's Course
• 0 Public School Mus.-Begm·ner'" 0 Choral Conducting Name I
• 0 P .., 0 Clarinet IublicSchool Mus.-Supervisor's 0 D Age,-__
• 0 Advanced Composition ance Band Arrangin Street No. Io Violin g
• 0 E~r Training & Sight Singing 0 GUitar City I
• 0 History and Analysis of Music 0 Mandolin Are 0;:::. Io Harmony 0 Sa you teaching now? "tale'- _
• 0 Cornet-T.m.m.pet xophone you? IX> so. bow many pupUs have I
• 0 Professional Cornet-Trumpet DOBDoubleCounterpoint Have YOll stud d RYallhave a Teacher's Certificole?___ ..
anJo Ie armony?
•••••••••••••••••• the Degree of Bachelor of 'M--' -,__ WOuld-you like to earn I
••••••••• llSIC. I
64 ••••••••• .................
Compositions by American Composers
from the SCHROEDER & GUNTHER Catalogue
Listed in file
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS
JUNIOR FESTIVAL 0955·57)
BARTH-The Music Box
BOYKIN-A Memory
BOYKIN-Minstrels .
BOYKIN-Poem .
BOYKIN-Souvenir .
BRODSKY-A Sidewalk Jingle.
COUPtAND-Prowling Teddy Bears
ElUSON-Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eoter-
Variations .
GARROW-Happy Bus Driver ..
GARROW-Pinto Pony .
GLOVER-Gently Sway .
GtOVER~lndian Pony Race
GtOVER-Jet Codets .
GLOVER-Little Brass Bugle .
GLOVER-The Old Salt .....
GtOVER-Step in Time. . .. . .
HIBBS-Little Donkey .....
HIBBS-Santiago de Cuba .
HIBBS-Toy Flute
............. $ .50
.35
.35
.35
.40
.35
.25
MACLACHtAN-Judy and Bill ... $ .30
MANSFIElD-Thumbelina .30
NEVIN-Braziliana .30
NEVIN-Buzzing Bee .40
NEVIN-Cross My Hands,. . . . . . . . . . .30
NEVIN-Kopy Kat .35
NEVIN-Little Be-Jeep .3'0
NEVIN-Mechanical Men .. .30
NEVIN-Merrily We Roll Along-Varia-
tions .
NEVIN-Nocturne in Swing
NEVIN-Piccolo Pete
NEVIN-Ripples .
NEVIN-Square Dance
NEVIN-Tarantella
NEVIN-Trepak
NEVIN-Waltz of the Wee Folk
NEVIN-Woter Colors .
WILLIAMS-Tarantella Giocosa
.40
.35
,35
,35
,35
.30
.35
.40
30
.30
.35
.35
.40
.40
.30
.40
.30
.35
.30
.35
.40
.40
SCHROEDER & GUNTHER, INC.
A Division of
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
T West 47th Street, New York 36. New York
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
TEACHERS OF SINGING, INC,
(Continued [rom. Page 30)
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completely informed as to what is going
on in the vocal teaching profession, the
Association publishes THE BULLETIN,
the official publication of the Associa-
tion. It appears four times yearly. Since
the very beginning of our organization
in 1944, we have had two editors ; for the
first three and a half years Mr. Homer
Mowe, and since then Mr. Leon Carson,
both of New York City.
Another service to our members and
to the singing teachers profession is the
publication of pronouncements, song
lists and other professional documents.
Upon admission to membership in the
Association, each member is entitled to
receive gratis a set of these publications,
and they are also available to non-mem-
bers for a minimum fee. These docu-
ments are the result of research and
study by various committees that are
constantly at work, and, needless to
say, the influence and importance of
this part of our services cannot be un-
derestimated.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the National Asso-
ciation of Teachers of Singing are many
and varied. One of the basic original ob-
jectives that was chiefly responsible for
organizing was to create, promote and
maintain the highest standards 0/
teaching 0/ singing. It was felt that if
the Association could formulate the
highest standards of eligibility for mem-
bership, and maintain them, the con-
fidence and respect of the public would
be assured.
By maintaining high standards of
eligibility for members, the public can
be assured of at least a reasonable de-
gree of competence. It goes without say-
ing, of course, that the Association can-
not guarantee the competence of any
individual member, any more so than
The American Academy of Medicine
can guarantee the competence of any
medical doctor.
However, by encouraging more ef-
ficient and stabilized vocal pedagogy by
bringing together in a closely-knit or-
ganization all sincere, competent and
ethically-minded teachers of singing,
thus providing opportunity for inter-
discussion of their mutual problems, the
National Association of Teachers of
Singing believes that it has, during the
first ten years of its successful existence,
fulfilled a great service to the American
Public, and to the teachers of singing
everywhere.
The influence of this great organize-
tion is being felt in everyone of our
forty-eight states and Canada. The fu-
ture looks bright for the expansion and
growth of its membership and its many
services to a great and noble profession.
THE END
MEMORIES OF CORTOT
(Continued from Page 59)
portance of muscular freedom and flexi-
bility in the whole playing apparatus,
from shoulder to finger-tip.
On the side of technique, his ideas
on the rhythmic treatment of scales and
arpeggios, and other technical forms,
especially the combining of different
rhythms at the same time, were most
stimulating and useful. These ideas he
had already set forth very clearly and
usefully in his own book, "Principes
Hationelles de la Technique Pianis-
rique." Unfortunately, this book is at
present out of print; for this reason I
have written out here a few of the most
useful forms:
To be practiced in this way through all
Major and Minor Scales and Arpeggios;
(Continned on Page 75)
Authorized Bindiug
Arrangements have been
made by Etude for subscribers
to have their copies bound into
distinctively designed books.
Ten to 12 issues, bound in
best grade washable buckram,
imprinted with your name on
cover, cost but $3.85 per vol-
ume.
Bound journals serve as an
immediate reference for re-
search information. Properly
displayed, they create a psy-
chological impact, implying
much time and effort spent to
keep up-tO-date on the world
of music.
Ship copies parcel post.
Within thirty days after re-
ceipt, bound volumes will be
shipped prepaid anywhere in
the U.S.A. Full remittance
must accompany order.
Publisbers' Authorized
Biudery Service
(Billders 0/ all Journals)
5809 W. Division St., Chicago 51, 1I1.
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•• SO to be satisfied most .. , I always get Brands
that have made a Name for themselves"
Four ways brand names satisfy you most
1. BUY WITH TRUST! Spend confidently on 3. ENJOY MORE CHOICE! Spend shrewdly on
known quality. Brand Names wear best, widest selec:;tions. Brand Names offer
work best, and are best. most sizes, types, colors, etc.
2. SHOP WITH EASE! Spend efficiently on 4. GET THE "LATEST"! Spend smartly on up-
proved value. Brand Names save "puz. to-date products. Brand Names keep
zling" over labels, models, etc. improving and modernizing.
BRAND NAMES FOUNDA lION, INC. 437 F'FTH AVE •• NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
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Kohler&Campbelil
~ 1"
Pianos Give Years of
Trouble-Free Service
,20 YEARS OF DAILY USE BY
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
~ing Crosby's old family piano is still
muse 10 a Spokane Washington High
School. Donated to the school many
years hack, this venerable Kohler &:
Camp?elI has withs.tood the daily
poundmgs of the pupils and still gives
honorable service.
THE KOHLER& CAMPBELL STUDIO
HOLDS TUNING LONGER
".1 have tuned manS pianos in my life-
nrne, as well as sold many and have for
years been. an admirer of Kohler &:
Campbell Pianos and the workmanship
that is put into your product."
·s. S. Kittinger,
Kittin.ge.T Piano Company,
Christiansburg, Virginia
"WHY WE WERE ANXIOUS TO BUY
ANOTHER KOHLER & CAMPBELL
PIANO·
"In 1926 we bought a small Kohler &:
CampbeH upright for the Riverdale
Country School for Boys. In subsequent
ye.ars we bought similar models for the
RlVerdaI~ Country School for Girls, and
for the RIverdale Neighborhood School
All are still in active use. .
The piano bought in 1926 has suffered
~omewhat, due to the hard knocks that
It has ta~e~, but the tone is as good as
ever ..Thls IS also true of the other two.
We hke both the appearance and the
sound of new piano, and look forward
con~dently: to i.tsgiving us. the same fine
-servIce which Its predecessors have in
past years."
R. McClana.han~ DiTector of Music
Rlverdale Country School
Free Guide to purchase, maintenance
and preservation of your piano. •
Write Dept A
l{olJ(cr &:~ilInpbc((, 1111(.
Grun"n f"ll, No PI, (u'ol"'a
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new records
Mendelssohn: Sym.phony No.2 (Lobe-
gesang)
Cowell: Hymn and Fuguing Tunes NOl.
2 alUi 5, and Balloll
F. Charles Adler conducting the Vi·
enna Orchestral Society and Chorus of
the Vienna State Opera, with Ilona
Steingruber, soprano, Friedl Hofstetter,
soprano, and Rudolf Kreuzberger, tenor.
Mendelssohn is not a fashionable
composer today, and a work like the
Lobgesang is hardly ever heard. One
wonders, in fact, when it was last per.
formed in the United States. Because
of the work's unfamiliarity, it is the
more a pleasure to greet this recording
which is, to my knowledge the first and
only one available. The Lobgesang is a
notable, and at least in parts, a genial
work, well worth reviving and liearing
Sir George Grove noted that it is "a~
characteristic and important a work as
any in the whole series" of Men-
delssohn's compositions.
Entitled on this recording "Symphony
No .. 2," the Lobgesang (Hymn of
PraIse) was actually called by fen.
delssohn a "Symphony-Cantata to
Words of Holy Scripture." It was 'com-
~osed. in 1840 for the Gutenberg Fes-
tIval In Leipzig, to commemorate the
40?t~ anniversary of the invention of
prmtI,ng• and was published as the com.
poser s Opus 52. It is a length -. . Y pIece,
conslstmg of three orchestral move.
ments of developed symphonic nature,
and ten choral and s?lo numbers as the
second part. The enhre work runs well
over an hour. It would be pleasant to b
able to feel that the inspiration is e ~
throughout; but it is not Alan q~al
f . g WHIpassages 0 great freshness and beaut
there are stretches of mechanical M y,
delssohn. Some of these, particular] e~.
the choral sections, might be jUdicio~sin
cut, and the work might well becomY
once more a useful and reward- e
Pe t' . lllg reor olre pIece for choral societ'e
The performance recorded .1 s.
whole :pirited and satisfactory I~~t~ ~~e
exceptIOn of the Soprano sol~ . e
are strident and off pitch Th s, wlllch
f fl If . . ere are a
ew u s In the orchestral pla' hYlng, ut
the general sound i good. and the reo
cor ling is exc 11 III I hnically. M
Adler and nieern Record de ne~;
thanks f r brtngtog U thi major work
of a c mpo T who. how ver uola hie .
uble, is stlll on 01 the grealer 1i~ll1\:f
music. ( ni am 'LI' 1011 and 1012.)
-R. F. oldman
ihclili8: Th" I ltll 0/ TutJIt,to. Tit,
!trtttrn.o/ [;PlillllfnlUiillPn. onUr'Q
HI D ''''Qr IQr YWtifi tlml Orth,,,,.
ib Jiu • ",ho~ mu.-it he quickened
the I g mda ry of Finland. i himllelfI
leg nd. Tn hi )ifclim h JI8 become In
Old 'fa"l r. ow ninCly. he ha .hO"ll
no new mu ic inc Ihe Pr lude 10 TAt
Tempest: Ihirl)' ear. ~ ho el be id
H05gin; hos b n Hen I long? At hi,
besi. 0 in Ih )lie can'.. ibe.liu-
~ nds o. hellv). bow. The rnm. d pite
II. br VII)' and her pal lie.; among
hiS fin SI expr .. ion. Compael. lender.
and .en~itive. il "ok a unique mood.
Admlrabl 100 i the eompawon legend
(there ar rour) known a~ Lemmin.
kainen's f1om~fnring. 1 brusque. eager
rhythms puini the cne prt'eU Ir. The
weU·known Violin Concerto i I COD.
vincing. Here Ih ompo r' IHelong
man~ rism&-Ostmnto, pedaJ.poinl, d)'-
namlc surge-mar a score of moderale
substance. The solo part i extremely
t~xing. Miss ·Wicks pia)' it ,,·orthib·.
dispatching the cruelly bigh oclate-
passage witb aSSurance. Tbe orchestral
materiaJ of aJl three ores is compe-
tently played by the rmpbooy Orcbes-
tra ~f Radio- lockbolm. led b)' ixlen
Ehrhng. (Capital P8327)
-Bernard Rogers
Sir Arthur uUh-on: MlJ ic to hok~
spear'lI Te-",p~,; lllcidental illUMe
to hake-,pe-are', Ilellry JIIlI. Pa·
tricia Briu1on, pranOj Vienna Or-
~~k~nl oei '1', condo F. Cbarle!
. lore tban twent)t ·ears berore be was
knIghted. and Jong before becoming I
pa~tner in one of history's moSI famous
~nter-composer learns. Arthur S. .
Ivan crowned his successful studies .t
etude-opril 1956
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the Leipzig Conservatory with the work
which comprises the hulk of this record.
In fact, the Mendelssohnian overture to
"The Tempest" had its first performance
as part of his final examination. Aca-
demic in nature, but finely wrought in
its sensitive development of one brief
musical idea, it makes for pleasant lis-
tening even today. The same applies to
most of the remaining pieces, youthful
and generally derivative though they
are: Ariel's soprano songs, Come unto
these yellow .stuuis, Full fathom five,
While you here do snoring lie, and the
brief but lively IFhere the bee sucks,
the duet of luno and Ceres, and the
short dance pieces. The prelude to Act
V opens with a blatant dissonance; it is
the only s?mber piece in a musical eo-
vironment that is otherwise distin-
guished by gracefulness rather than
depth of thought.
If Mendelssohn and Schumann have
given their silent blessings to many a
measure in this score, one is neverthe-
less struck by a sound or two of the
future. Full fathom five reminds one
slightly of Brahms' 0 unisst ich doch
den Weg uuiick, while some snatches
in the duet vaguely anticipate Gustav
Mahler's early songs. The overture to
Act IV, on the other hand, looks back to
Auber's "Fra Diavolo" as well as ahead
to Sullivan's own "Mikado."
Gilbert and Sullivan fans will un-
doubtedly welcome this disc as a curi-
osity. Others may be interested to listen
to it because it contains some of the
first true orchestral songs written after
Berlioz. Too bad, therefore, that the
manufacturer decided upon a filler item
that is almost unbelievably banal: the
Henry VIII music by the "mature" Sul-
livan should literally be stricken "from
the records."
Mr. Adler conducts this LP "first"
with gusto and the singing is adequate
if not distinguished. The orchestra plays
competently, the recorded sound is ex-
cellent, the commentary is well written
and gives the full texts of the songs.
(Unicorn UNLP 1014)
-Alexander L. Ringer
THE END
DONALD VOORHEES AND THE TELEPHONE HOUR
(Continued from Page 32)
wason Broadway. "Responsible for that
assignment," explains Voorhees, "was
an agent I met with one of the shows
that used to tryout at the local theatre.
Oneday he gave me a call-a Bell TeJe-
phone call," the conductor adds smil-
ingly, "and asked if I'd be interested
in conducting in the profe~sional the-
atre. I said yes and packed up my
things to begin my chores as conductor
for 'Broadway Brevities of 1920,' star-
ring Eddie Cantor." It was four years
later, after having acted as musical di-
rectOr for a series of Broadway shows,
such as George White's "Scandals" and·
five editions of Ead Carroll's "Van-
ities," that the then 20-year·old Donald
turned his full attention to radio.
;'And one thing followed after another
until 1940," related Voorhees, "when
the Bell Company heard my program
[or the popular Ford Sunday evening
hour. They found jr held interest for all
kinds o[ people and, I'm glad to say,
felt I was the man to direct a show they
had in mind."
And so there came into being the
Telephone Hour, the program which
fivetimes in the last few years has been
voted by radio and TV critics in the
trade's annual poll for "Radio-TV
Daily" as the ;;best musical show of the
year." For over sixteen years, moreover,
it has continued to present its uniquely
varied fare to a nationwide listening
public-"music that has meaning for
people," as Voorhees puts it, "no matter
what the music's origin."
etude-april 1956
Events to Come
Some of the world's most admired
musicians wiIJ be prominent in the N.Y.
Philharmonic-Symphony's final concerts
of the season. Winding up this year's
Sunday afternoon broadcasts over CBS,
the orchestra, under Guido Cantelli, will
feature a special Easter program on
April 1 which inCludes Brahms' Alto
Rhapsody, Monteverdi's Magnificat,
Verdi's Te Denm and Wagner's "Parsi-
fal" Prelude and Good Friday Ml£sic,
wilh a chorus and mezzo-soprano Mar-
tha Lipton. Rudolf Firkusny in Brahms'
First Piano Concerto will appear on
April 8; Dimitri Mitropou}os back at
the helm, in an all-orchestral program
is scheduled for April 15; Tassy Spi-
vakovsky in Sibelius' Violin Concerto,
April 22 ; and Zino Francescatti in Saint-
Saens' Third Violin Concerto, April 29.
Bringing their own season to a close
in impressive fashion, the NBC Tele-
vision Opera Theatre presents the
world premiere performance of a new
opera, "The Trial at Rouen," by Nor-
man dello Joio, Sunday, April 8
(4-5:30 p.m., EST). Both the music and
the libretto were written by the Amer-
ican composer. The opera is concerned
with the trial of Joan of Arc at Rouen.
Television will also offer worthwhile
lighter fare during the month, in
Rodgers and Hart's "I Married An
Angel" over NBC-TV on Saturday eve·
ning, April 14, with Alfred Drake and
Doretta Morrow. THE END
Orchestra accompanimentsfor the
great concertos
YOU PLAY THE SOLO PART
Pure vinylite long playing records performed
by a fine European symphony orcbesrra and con-
ducror. recorded wub the celebrated Vanguard
Quolil), Control high fidelity sound. With locked
grooves for ad libitum performance of the
cadenzas and metronomic taps during unac-
companied solo passages. Indispensable for
pleasure or study purposes.
VIlA·20J BEETHOVEN, PIANO CONCERTO NO. 1 IN
C MAJOR (1·12·')
VRA·202 BEETHOVEN: PIANO CONCERTO NO, 3 IN
C MINOR (1-12·')
VIlA·30t Gil lEG: PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR
(I-tO·'\
VIlA·3D2 MENDELSSOHN, VIOLIN CONl.t:IlTO IN E
MINOR (I·lO·')
VRA·3D3 J. S. BACH, VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. I IN
A MINOR, VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 2 IN E
MAJOR u.ic-i
list price 10"-$4.98 12"- $5,95
•• nd 10' ...... 1'1"'. '0101"11
unUIiD IECDlDIIIC SOCIETY INC.,
UI. 55th5lrtU hit fo,' Ii • f
THE WORLD'S
LARGEST
COLLECTION
of
AUTHENTIC FOLK MUSIC
ON LONGPLA Y RECORDS
• ETHNIC· AMERICAN
INTERNATIONAL· SCIENCE
• LITERATURE' JAZZ
• CHILDREN
,\11 10~ Long Playing reCtlrds $4.25
All l~~ Long 1'1a)'ing recortls . . $5.95
For cOIII/tlele 'ree caln/ou write 10;
FOLKWAYS RECORDS & SERYICE CORP.
117 West 46th Sh·eet, New York, N. Y.
If j·our (Iealer tiocs nol have in ~tQck the varticular
FOLKWAYS !tI£CORD yOll want, he. will be glad to
order it for you. Dcli~ery 011 well orders ean be
matle within 15 <lsy. In any part of the US,\.
Robert Whitford
Founder·President
Internat;ona! Piano Teachers Association
hos devoted his entire professionol coreer to
the interests of the piano teacher. You are
invited to write for a free copy of PIANO
TEACHING TODAY. With it YOU will also be
sent complimentary, Mr. Whitford's master
lesson on MUSIC'S MOST UNUSUAL
CHORD.
Rohert Whitford Music Education Bureau
3010 N. W, 2nd Ave. Miami 37, Fla.
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in\bel~tone
CAN BE YOURS IN SCHULMERICH
Hid / ·tt . co.\ tt .r>.\:...-ara. ,,/ue ~e ~* "<,
For the loveliest vOIce In the sky listen to the \
mUSIC of Schulmench "Cariltomc Bells"!
Your ear will tell you that their rich brilliant
tone is as pure as the traditional Old World
bells-a triumph of tonal engineering.
Your church can have their voice-no
~ower is required-Only a modest cost is
Involved. Write for details to:
SCHULMER/CH CARILLONS, Inc.
12B60A Carillon Hill, SELLERSVillE, PA.
*"Carillonic Bells" is a 'rademark
for bell instrument< of Schulmerich Corillons, Inc.
'-'-----------
~
You can depend on
the accuracy of
METRONOME de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS
GOOD RHYTHM HABITS are vital to
nne musicianship . . . accomplished
dancing. Tl1at's why teachers and stu-
de.nt~concentrate early on developing
thIs nnportant technique. That's why
so many. of them turn to Metronome
de Maelze1 by Seth Thomas· ... the
C?~pa~y :v11Osename has meant pre-
CISIOn In time for 141 years.
'!?is durable instrument is famous
~or Its e.xact and dependable measur_
mg of tune-audibly and visiblY_by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu-
68
}um. It is easily adjustable for tempos
rom 40 to 208 beats a minute.
En?losed in a handsome hardwood
case, Its sturdy keywound m ch .
is built by the skilled hands ~fr:~;:m
c:aftsmen. Painstaking attentio~ ~r
gIven to every d t 'I f >Steal 0 construction
t~ ~~k;~~ruT~paralleled quality_
nnest yo 1 blomas Metronome theu can uy.
Ask your music dealer d
or jewelry store to h ' epartment
metronome. Only $sI3~~vOr.outhis fine
.Re~. u.s. P.t. Off.
SethlhDIr~~C;:~s"~~~~<"",
Div. of General Time Corp.
THE NATIONAL
INTERSCHOLASTIC
MUSIC ACTIVITIES
COMMISSION
(Continued [rom PageUJ
educational programs as a "
to it by the NIMAC ExecU!;\~e~Jgn~
or by the ~I ENC diyil:ional P 'dunc~
E J .. rea eOlac 1 I.MAC division board'
h I· ,In tUIDc DOseS rom lis own personnel lhree"
delegate 10 the ~\'ational BoardofCo
t~o!, .and the chairman ol each 'BIA~
division board is automalicall): t~
lourLh member ol such del "
TI I ega!Joni.. lese . ~l~r delegulcs (rom each ofthe
SJX DJVISIOIl ccnsthute the " '
B I ( .'at·.. 1ollrc _0 nlrol ol 1I'.'enry.rou
bers. Each delegslion 10 the .~a,:~i
Board o( mrcl presem 10Ihal Boa d
any mau ·rs which the dh'i·ion bo:d
r c mm nds lor on~id ralion Orae(
by rh alitma/ Board. JOn
Th. alional Board or ntrel elCCG
': III if" ?wn member:ohip a pre~ideoLa
vtce-pr 'Old Ill" and Ihree membersal
Jarg~. who WHh rh ME\'C \alional
I re ..id III and the .\rE" C Exteutire
.ccrclarl ompri-e Ihe Ex utiveCoun.
II ol Ih ommi ....ion. Their lermsof
offi e parall I Ih )IENC narionalbien.
~li(J1 and Ih ) ICI~e offi e Jul)' J. follow"
Ulg th lim· ollh 'ir el lion. Therewill
be u prop 'l'al made 10 rhe membersof
rh L aliona! Il ard al Ihe I. Loui~
III ling. Ihal th Execulh'e Councilbe
hang d 10 inc Iud rhe chairmen ofthe
ali nal Oiyi ..ioJl. Ihe MEl-.'CPresi.
d nt and 'lie \t \Ie ExetUlh-eSecre.
r~ry. in addilion 10 a f)r ideol anda
"I e-I r sid nl 10 be eleel d al large.
AClivili S wilh which 'I)IAC is con"
cern d in lare. Di'"i.s.ionalor National
reeting~. in Jude c1ini ror band.or·
cheslra. and choir; adjudication 'fork.
shops: Co-0I ralion ""illl the chainnen
of various meeling~ in helping themto
sec~re the bed performing media for
their parlicular needs: working close!}"
with the members or the e..lecuti,"e
groups of the High School Activities
Associations. in such states as bal"e
them; orgaJliziJlg and administering all-
Can ference bands. orchestras and
choirs; de"eloping or music-li:.ls for
solos and ~malJ ensembles. and lists for
large groups :luch as band. orcbeslra.
string orchestra and choral groups: in·
strumental and choral workshops; Ihe
development of higher c:tandardsof mu·
sic literature and perlo;mance co-open'
Lion with til Federation of Musicians;
and other aCli"ilies.
The alional Board or Conlrol has
been directly responsible ror additions
to the music· lists previous.Jymentioned;
for the de,reJopment or such brochures
as .Standards of Adjudication. and A
GUIde To Sight Reading Contesls.There
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is in preparation at the present time,
a Guide to the Elements of Good Per-
formance for Drum Majors and Twirl-
ers. In the process of revision and
development are some eighteen adjudi-
cation forms widely used in contests
and festivals over the United States.
NIMAC is sponsoring the MENC Gold-
en Anniversary High School Band,
Orchestra and Choir for the Fiftieth
Anniversary of MENC in St. Louis.
NIMAC was represented at the Cin-
cinnati meeting of UNESCO and at the
time this is being written plans have
just been completed for the NIMAC
President to participate in discLissions
concerning non-athletic activities at the
national meeting of State High School
Activities Association Executive Secre-
taries in Nashville.
NIMAC will be working with ether
music educator groups in assisting with
the revision of Section E of the Evalu-
ativeCriteria under the direction of the
general committee of the Co-operative
Study of Secondary School Standards,
during the next several months.
Activities of NIMAC which are under
study or in the process of being com-
pleted in addition to those previously
mentioned include:
1. the preparation of a bibliography
of percussion teaching material,
sol05 and ensembles;
2. the compilation of non-selective
music lists for special occasions
such as Christmas, Easter, patri-
otic;
3. participation in activities related
to securing favorable changes in
postal rates concerning educational
materials;
4. evaluative studies to determine the
need and effectiveness of auxiliary
groups such as String Teachers
Groups, Bandmaster's Associa-
tions, etc., as groups separate and
apart from regularly affiliated
MENC organizations; aod-
5, research to point out areas of pos-
sible service in the music education
field that are not being fully ac-
complished at the present time.
THE END
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GIVE EASTER SEALS
HElP
,~"'""" CRIPPLED CHILDREN
A Selected list of Noted Piano Publications!
Afatvin Kahn' J '1h~"t'f Pap~u ( .!In :2 6""I:J)
Teaches the piano student the rudiments of harmony and their application.
Stresses chords and chard progressions, keyboard harmony drills and
ear training. Book I-Beginners Grade Level 6Sc
Book II-Intermediafe Grade Level 1.00
DAVI 0 CARR GLOVER, Jr.
FIVE FINGER BOOGIE
Five gay and easy boogie studies for the beginning pianist.
NINE GOLDEN KEYS TO EASY READING
by HAZEl COBB
A new approach to note reading! tmmediately establishes the placement
of nine strategic keys-the five C's and four G·s. Reading is facilitated
by further relating these keys ta all other notes. "." ..... "" .. ". .75
DO IT YOURSELF ON THE
NINE GOLDEN KEYSTO EASY READING
by HAZel COBB and EUGENIA ROBINSON
Outstanding new supplementary material to the original volume. An
application of the principles in the "Nine Golden Keys to Easy Reading"
., .75
POPULAR PIANO CHORD METHOD
by JEAN STRONGand IRVING CHOSAK
Satisfies the beginner by teaching basic chords used in popular music
and applying them to melodies-makes teaching easier and faster
(includes teacher's supplement) .....................•.•.. 1.00
Stlld 1m" FREE Pi.lllo CII,III'I1!.
MILLS MUSIC, INC. 1619 Broadway, New York 19, N, Y.
• VISIT OUR EXHI8/T AT THE MENC •
,60
69
}
STRING STUDY PROBLEMTwo Modern Teaching Aids
hy Lela Wallace and Amy Winning
Speed Drills
Flash Cards for Sight Playing
Set of 32 Cords .....•.•....•.....•.••..•.. $.60
Slide Rule for Scales
A Shorf Cut fa Scale Playing
For Standard and Modern Fingering with
Scale Book ...•......................... $1.50
For Stondard Fingering Only with instruc-
tions for use , $1.00
Copjes Sent On Approval to Te'ocheH
Order from your dealer or direct /rom Publishe,
Jenkins Music Company
1217 Walnut St. Kansas City, Mo.
(Continued from Page 26)
lesson before taking the lesson home to
practice.
A chart of progress is sometimes used
by the teachers and they allow the pu-
pils to check off each exercise as it is
successfully passed. Practice cards are
supplied on which the 'child writes down
the amount of time he practices daily.
He initials the card and one parent con-
firms the record by also signing. The
practice grade is then marked on the
card each week and provides the teacher
with one basis for grading.
For the past two years, an Elementary
String Festival has been held in the
large field house at Waite High School.
All the pupils in the string classes par-
ticipate. The music used has divided
parts-the part for beginners being very
simple, with many open strings, ens
rhythms and bowings. Violas, cellos and
basses are used. These instruments are
mostly school owned and the player
were started in school classes.
The primary purpose of the String
Festival is to create interest in becoming
a good player by studying privately. To
hear and see another child play well is
very inspiring to a beginning violinist.
The majority of the first and second vic.
linists have had private lessons. After
the festival there is always increased
interest in taking private lessons.
In the larger elementary schools,
there are orchestras. An effort is being
made to have elementary orchestras that
are real orchestras-with a string sec.
tion that is heard-not covered by nu-
merous brass or woodwind instruments
with piano accompaniment. As it is not
possible to have an orchestra in all
schools where there are instrumental
classes, the teacher in each section of
the city has an orchestra of the com-
petent players from all his schools
These sectional orchestras fill a reai
nee? by giving the child orchestral ex.
pen~nce very early in his career. The
mUSICplayed by these sectional orches.
tras ~s simpler than that played by the
All,clty Elementary Orchestra aIthoulJ"h
th~~e. has been some repetitio~ of co~.
pO~ltIOns-often by the request of the
children playing in both groups.
To .explain the sectional orchestra_
the .Clty of Toledo is divided into five
sect~ons, each section containing eight
or lllne elementarx schools and one high
school. Boys and girls who are advanced
e.nough are selected to play in the sec.
tlOnal orchestra-conducted by their
own elementary school instrumental
teacher. The sectional orchestras' usu.
~]]y rehearse once a week after school
In the respective high school of that city
area. Rehearsals are started in January
or. Feb~uary and a concert is played in
the sprmg. Included in the Concert are
_William. ·~amI kr
30 E. Adams St.~Chicago 3, Ill.
VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMENT
CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE
Publishers of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED~tl.\'~U ItO lookIng for II PUblisher send for Ollr free
1 liS rated booklet titled To Ihe Allthor in 8tmrch 0;
a PJtIil'~her. It tells how we can publish. promote and
(Jl~trlhute, .Your book. as. we have (tone ror hundreds of
~~I~~m:J.'t~{'~·lt/~~da~u~~~ct~Ol~;I~~I(~rtLIt'~~;eeauthors
VANTAGE PRESS. Inc., 12t) W. 3i St., N. Y. I
In Calif.; 6!53 HOlJ1IlCOod Hlvd" HOlJ/lfOOodt!8
Al)ents' Plan,
ETUDE, the music magazine,
Bryn Mawr. Pa.
Make Extra Money •.•
by becoming 0 subscription
ogent f6r ETUDE
You can make extra cash easily and
quickly in your spare time as do many of
your contemporaries by writing to:
Wrife for more informafion forJay!
70
~-----------------------.II
solo and ensemble numbers. The sec-
tional orchestra is an important activity
within the community, close to the par-
ents, school principals and teachers.
The All-city Elementary Orchestra is
a selected group that plays one concert
a year. This year eighty players were
chosen and the program was outstand-
ing. This orchestra has performed the
followingworks, Suite lor Younger Or-
chestras by Bartok, "Scenes from the
Southwest" by G. W. McKay, "Rouma-
nian Fantasy" by Veleske, "Plink.
Plank, Plunk" by Anderson, "Largo"
by Handel-Harris, and "Gypsy Over-
ture" by Merle Isaacs.
Mathilde Burns, instrumental teacher
in the West Toledo Schools, is the con-
ductor of the All-city Elementary Or-
chestra. For many years Mrs. Burns has
had an outstanding sectional orchestra
and it was 'from this that the All-city
group developed and logically, Mrs.
Burns was named conductor.
AU the Toledo High Schools offer
orchestra or string ensemble for credit
toward graduation. The high school
groups play for special programs in
their own schools. Occasionally, two
groups combine and play concerts in
both their schools. In March, 1955, an
All-cityHigh School Orchestra of seven-
tymembers played the accompaniments
10 the "Festival Song of Praise" by
Mendelssohn arranged by Ernest Har-
t-is and Harry Wilson, and the "Evening
Prayer and Dream Pantomime" from
Hansel and Gretel by Humperdinck.
The vocal parts were sung by a two-
hundred voiced high school chorus.
The most advanced players of high
school and college age are eligible to
play in the Toledo Youth Orchestra.
This orchestra is sponsored by the To.
ledo Public Schools and the Toledo
Orchestra. The Youth Orchestra has
two purposes-(l) it gives the young
musicians an opportunity to play sym-
phonic music in a balanced orchestra,
(2) it serves as a feeder orchestra to
the Toledo Orchestra. In the past three
years, eight members of the Youth Or-
chestra have been promoted to the To-
ledo Orchestra.
The Youth Orchestra submitted a
tape of two American works to Radio
Station WNYC's musical director, Dr .
Herman Neuman, in New York City
and the recording was broadcast as part
of the Annual American Music Fes-
tival in February, 1954.
The Toledo Orchestra contributes 10
the string program by playing concerts
for children, by sponsorin~ the Youth
Orchestra, and by having advanced
players appear as soloists with the or-
chestra at children's concerts.
The Toledo Museum of Art, and its
music department under the supervi-
sion of Mr. A. Beverly Barksdale, must
be included in the list of active and
positive contributors to the string pro-
gram. Classes are offered in theory and
appreciation. The symphony orchestras
and chamber music groups that play on
the adult concert series give free con-
certs for the children. Recordings are
available for listening, or may be bor-
rowed for study by music students.
In many school systems throughout
the country. the elementary string pro-
gram thrives, but before the children
learn to play, or before they go to high
schcol, many lose interest and drop out.
We in Toledo have not completely
solved the problem of keeping the child
playing a stringed instrument, but we
do have a large number of pupils who
are continuing to play and a rapidly
increasing group taking private lessons.
As a result of the combined efforts of
the school music teachers, the private
teachers, and the community music pro-
gram, the number and quality of string
players' have grown considerably in the
past few years. THE END
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IO-Herb Pownall
23-Stem Studios
29-James Abresch
JI-Romaine
J3-Engstrom Studio
Fifth Season
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OPERA WORKSHOP
Boris Goldovsky, Director
Leonard Treash, Associate Director
2 Weeks-Aug, 20-Sept, 3
Oglebay Park-Wheeling. W. Yo.
Unsurpassed recreational facilifies in
o seffing of nOlurol beauty
Address Dept. C" Oglebay InsliMe
Oglebay Pork. Wheeling, W. Vo.
lor ilJusfrated brochure
IIltfJUN/)1Nl WORLD 6:,:~" '13!8
81 "ir fro," $1798. Japan & Or;,nl fro ... S'1' ~
Set mo.o •.• Ip,net 1.11. W,il, fo' lIookltt ,: ~~Eu r 0p t 41O,ys "·'698" . ,
10lh ",et"l, O?et I,,,eton, "i,l. Sow, up I. ]O"t. u ~.
OIf-IUJOn '"1''' N. f'UIf' volu, 1"1-"'"', B
SI'" A "For the Younl 01 All AIU" .. " ._' ..... .,......... 545 5th Ave., N.Y.!) Dept ~ MU 1.6l44y
21stSeason
FOSTER MUSIC CAMP
S RichmOnd, .elltucty
BAND & ORCHESTRA
5 wee". June 10 fa July 14
SI00.0D-ALL EXPENSES
For HIgh School Stud'nts
Jam,s E. ran P,utJ,m, Dfr.
CHICAGO CONSERVATORY
FOlJ~flJ /.51
SUM~EA TER'"
JUlie 2S to Aug. 4
DEGREES BACIH!LQR • MASTER. OF MUSIC
.\lember or the Nallonal AJJOCllllon boollof ~llllle
Writ. fo,. Catalog "1"_
410 S_ ,,"Uchl9an A .... Chlcogo 5. HI.
BALDWIN-WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO (Iubwrb of Clev,rond)
~nlllaled wlrb a tlnt C'llu Liberal Artf Collere.
~OUr and lhe J'ur eou,.001 Jeldllli '" dol'lreell.
FuuJt .. of ArUIl T •• t/lerl. lnIld tor eoc..1o«uo
or lntOmillJOII to:
CECIL W_ MUNK. DlrOt-I.,.e...... Obi.
KNOX Deportlllillt of MwdcCOLLEGE Goiliburg, lIlinoi'Mambar N. A. S. M.
THOMAS W. WIlliAMS
Chairman
Catalog .sen' upon r.quest
MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR. ILLINOIS
OlTero thorough trllnlng In lIlulle. Courses Iud.
~n/l' ;cn delft'!'1 ot: Blchelor of Mulie. Blcbelor of
lus e Education. Mllter of MWlle. oDd Mallerof ~Iuslc J!,ducatlon.
Member or the. N"allona' AUOl!lltlonSchoolJ Of MUlle
W. ST.B~IL~\nR~en~r:;U~;~lrOt-I"
INCREASE YOUR INCOME
TEACH MODERN PIANO by note
Clllilca) telchen everyl"here helpod bJ ourret'?<' and Cllll·bullding oldl. 6(Jtb :rear. Sefld
or r~ bro.:hure Ind "mDles. Larelll 96 pqe
InUrUetlon book only 12.50. Wllh Bome Slud;r
Course. $3.50. DO_lDlld.
THE CHRISTENSEN METNOD
Dept. E. Box 224B, Hollywood 28. Calif.
1947-1956 •
Announcing the Gala Tenth Anniversary Season
FRED WARING MUSIC WORKSHOP
Delawore Woter Gop, Pennsylvo.io
Six Specialil;ed Courses 01 In5lruction • June 17 - June 22 Basic Choral Workshop
lor the: • June 24· June 29 Basic Choral WorkshopJuly 1 . Jufy 6 Advanced Choral Workshop
Choral Director • July 8 . July 13 Basic Choral WorkshopJuly 1,5 • July 20 Elementary Music Education Workshop
Music Educator • July 22 • July 27 Advanced Choral Workshop
Young Musician • ':'July 28 . August 3 Youth Orchestra Workshop*July 29 - August 3 Piano Sessions Workshop
Piano Teacher • August 3 • August 12 Youth Music Workshop
Since its inception in 1947 the Fr.ed Waring tl,h1sic Workshop h~s p~ovided 0 unique meeting groun~ for the
mllslc edllcator and the profeSSIonal muslclo~. Its sfated oblec!lves' have bee.n. to encourage Increased
participation in music, and thereby make mwslc. on Impo,:tant odlu~et to good hVI~g for mare p~ople. To
achieve these ends, the Waring Workshop has pioneered In developIng,. and presa!,hng for educaho~al use.
rehearsal and Instructional techniques based on the accumulated profeSSIonal experience of Fred Waring and
his associates.
The gala tenth anniversary season of the ~aring Worksho~ promises to .be t~e.T0st varied ond stimulatilll)
in its history. Plan now to ottend this mast I.Inlque of America s summer musIc octrvltles.
ANNOUNCING
-- 10 ENNIS DAVIS WORKING SCHOLARSHIPS FOR YOUNG MUSICIANS ]
10 be ranted in fhe nome and memory of !he late Educational, Director o~ the Fred Wari~g. organization: These
war. ing scholarships wilt provide compensatIOn for empl,?'(ment In the Waring W,?r.kshop.dln.lIlg ro,?m durlllg. the
com I~fe seoson (June 17 to Augllst 12), pillS opportun!tles to att~nd and partlclpate.ln Instructional SeSSIOnS.
Thes~ scholarships are open fa young men ~nd wom~n (instrumentaliSts as ~el1 os vocal.lsts) of college.oge who
are majoring in applied music and/or musIc education. For complete details and oppllcatlOrl form write to the
Registrar. '
~- For complete details write:
Registrar, Fred Waring Music Workshop, Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvania
... These seuion! 10 be held cOllcmTtlltij' in separ,/te facilities.
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SPECIAL COURSES IN
MUSIC AND
MUSIC eOUcA nON
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
(Continued from Page 53)
tlonal Music Council, and the American
Music Center.
Before the close of World War II
Sigma Al pha Iota was laying plans £0;
its own participation in the world reo
habilitation program which would in.
evitably follow. In 1944 the Interna.
tlonal Music Fund was established as
a national alumnae project to make this
participation possible.
Aid to the hospitalized armed forces
of the United States was the first areaof
interest to receive attention. During the
early years of the Fund's work seven
clinic organs were placed in Army and
Navy hospitals, serving both reeres.
tional and therapeutic purposes. At the
close of the war Veterans Administra.
tion hospitals began 10 receive the man)'
gifts of Autoharp , Pre-Pianos, wire and
ta pe recorders and other musical equip-
ment which are still being supplied as
the needs arc made known.
The majority of the accomplishments
of Sigma Alpha 1018'S fihy-three years
are readily evident, not only through
the programs and projects of national
import but al 0 through the quantity
and quality of leadership its members
have given I music activities from the
community to the national and inter.
national levels. This has been done in
the quiet but effective way character-
iatic of an organization which, in the
appra i al of it ational President, "has
never confu ed greatness with bigness"
and which has won for itself the acclaim
of "a great fraternity." THE END
GRADUA TE STUDY with distinguished
faculty.
UNDERGRADUATE WORK in more than
WOO outstanding courses.
LIBRARY, LABORATORY,and RESEARCH
facilities of highest quality.
SPECIAL WORKSHOPS AND INSTITUTES
IN-
Government and Politics
Family Life
Biological Sciences
Physics; Chemistry
Industrial Education
Humanities; Speech and many others
-and RECREATIONI-symphony and other ,:on-
certs-plays-excursions-le~lures-:-¥olf-:-tenms-
swimming-fishing---<:ampus III a distinguished cul-
tural center yet located in the cool and refreshing
Land of 10,000 Lakes.
FIRSTTERM SECONDTERM
JUNE 11·JULY 14 JULY 16-AUGUST 18
For Bulletin write Dean of Summer Session, 611 Johnston Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNfAPOLIS 14, MINNfSOTA
BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES
(Continued from Page 3)
specifically upon this controversy, his
words in the Introduction show his
leaning towards the original texts; he
considers Bruckner to have been "an
orchestrator of linear tendencies, a
tonal draughtsman, whose ideal of
orchestral tone prescribed the rigid
economy of instrumental volume and
coloring indispensable to the framing
of a fundamentally polyphonic meso
sage." This message was obscured by
the Wagnerian whitewash generously
applied to the scores by the well-in-
tentioned Bruckner disciples Schald
and Loewe--a fact which Engel fully
realized when discussing Loewe's reo
visions of Bruckner's Ninth. On the
other hand, he accepts the famous
clash of cymbals climaxing the Adagio
of the Seventh as authentic Bruckner:
"The rude shock of the cymbal clash
climaxing the 'Adagio of Premoni-
tion' in the Seventh was more than
(Continued on Page 77)
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PEABODY
CONSERVATORY
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
REGINALD STEWART, Director
Distinguished Faculty
Scholarships availableTil the heal" of bistoric Brtllimore
The Peabody offers complete musical training in all branches for the beginner
Or advanced student. Composition-Sacred Musie-School Music-ConcertCareer.
B. Mus., Mo. Mus., Teacher's Certificate, Diploma.
The Peabody specializes in the preparation of orchestral musicians with Music
Education background.
Dormitory facilities for men and women.
Member National Association of Schools of Music and of the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
SUMMER SESSION-June 25 to August 4
For Catalog write:
The Registrar, 9 E, Mt. Vernon Place, Baltimore 2, Maryland
Fourteenth Season
ROCKY RIOGf MUSIC CfNTER
- ..
Intensive musical pursuit in an ideal vocation setting. Faculty of notionally known artists.
Scholarships available through auditions herd regionally throughout the United States.
~~
WORK SHOP for PIANO TEACHERS
June 24 to June 29
To be conduded by Beth Miller Harrod, director of Rocky Ridge Music Center, wellknown Pianist and Teacher.
For defailed informafion write:
Executive Secretary, Rocky Ridge Music Center
Suite 3, 143 North Thirteenth Street. Lincoln, Nebraska
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SUMMER SESSION
1956
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
WORKSHOPS
• Central City Opera
Warkshop, June 24-July 28
• Christiansen Choral
School,June 24-June 30
• Music Education
Workshop, July 2-July 13
• Voice Clinic,
July 2-August 2
• SummerHigh School
Institute, June 25-July 27
Graduate Courses
in
music education end choral arranging;
musicology; choral, woodwind, string lit-
erature, procedures.
WRITE FOR 1956
SUMMER SESSION BULLETIN
ROGER DEXTER FEE, Director,
School of Music, Dept. U-3
University of Denver
Denver 10, Colorodo
MANHATTAN
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
SUMMER SESSION
June II-August 2
Bachelor and
Master of Music
Degrees
Auditions
and
Registration
Week of June 4th
For information
write fo
REGISTRAR
238 East 105th St.
New York 29, N. Y.
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MUSIC EDUCATORS
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 11)
music instruction in the schools. Almost
from the incept jon of the American
school system there were leaders cog-
nizant of the contributions which the
arts could make in the education of
children. As the concept of "education
for all children" developed and as edu-
cational philosophies matured, instruc-
tion in the arts was included in the
school curriculum. The first official ac-
ceptance of music was in the schools of
Boston in 1838. Other cities soon estab-
.lished even more complete programs of
music instruction. The National Educa-
tion Association organized a music sec-
tion in 1884. This group and the com-
mittee on music teaching of the Music
Teachers National Association served as
progenitors of the Music Supervisors
Conference of 1907 and the Music Edu-
cators National Conference of later
years.
The significant economic, social and
educational developments of the first
twenty-five years of this century gave
great impetus to the teaching of music
in the schools, as well as to the estab-
lishment of civic and community musi-
cal organizations. Mass production of
musical instruments, the development in
media of mass communication-phono-
graph, film and radio, and the growth
of the music industry, strongly affected
and nourished the growth and potential
of music as a force in education and in
the life of the community. It was natural
that the progressive and far-sighted
leadership of the Conference should
utilize these resources in developing.a
sound and effective program ol rnusrc
education in the schools.
From the discussions in these meet-
ings there gradually emerged the. result.s
of group thinking as manifested III va~l-
ou s statements which can be found In
the printed books of proceedings for the
period. Noteworthy among these is the
following which was used as a slogan
or general theme for the. t~elfth annual
meeting held in SI. LOUIS III 1919:
"Every child should be educated i?
music according to his natur~l capa:L-
ties, at public expense, and .hLS s,:udtes
should function in the musical liie of
the community;"
Concerning this statement, Osbourne
McConarhy, who was then president of
the Conference, said, "It seemed that
the time had come in the history of the
Conference that we should have a state-
ment of objectives, not only as a frame-
work on which to build our p~ogram,
but also as a platform announcing our
educational policies-a goal toward
which we might strive and a prophecy of
the ends we are seeking. "The" slogan,"
continued Mr. McConathy, suggests
the following lines of thought: (1)
i
JUILLIARD
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Williall] Schuman, President
Mark Schubert, Dean
DIPLOMA,
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA;
BACHELOR Of SCIENCE DEGREE;
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE;
SPECIAL STUDY PLAN
MAJOR STUDY
IN ALL INSTRUMENTS,
VOICE, CONDUCTING,
COMPOSITION, OPERA, BALLET,
MODERN DANCE
Examinations for Admission
a"d Scholarships
For the Academic Year 1956-1957
Spring: May 28 through May 30
Fall: September 19
through September 24
Closing Dates for Applications:
May 1, 1956
for examination in May
July 1, 1956
for examinations in September
FOR FULL DETAILS,
PLEASE REQUEST CATALOG
Juilliard
School of Music
Box E. 120 C/1U8mQntAvenue
New YQ~k 27, NeMll'Q~k
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rSherwood Music School
formance. Member flf the National Asso·
ciation of Schools of Music. Founded
1895. Splendidly equipped lake-side
building. Fall term hegins September
14. For Catalog,write Arthur Wildman,
Musical Director.
Thorough professional training for suc-
cessful careers. One and two-year Cer-
tificate courses prepare for private
studio teaching. Bachelor and Master
Degrees, four and five years. Piano,
voice, organ, violin, 'cello, wind instru.·
menta, composition, public school mu-
sic. Faculty of renowned European and
American artists. Many opportunities
for public recital, solo and group per.
SHERWOOD BUILDING
1014 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois
In the
heart
.r
cultural
Chlca~1l
1956 SUMMER NORMAL COURSE
LOUISE ROBYN SYSTEMOF MUSICAL TRAINING
FROM THE PRE.SCHOOL TO THE ADULT AGE.
JULY 9th, 1956 to JULY 19th. 1956
MORNING AND AFTERNOON SESSIONS
Direction-ETHEL LYON and associates
~og~:~~:~~Od5 of piano instruction as applied to children of all oges including pr-e-school will
The course is open to teachers (IS well a t ddt d h'teach the Robyn System. 5 (I a vance 5 u ants W (I Wish to prepare themselves to
For informQtion regarding class schedules, rotes, etc.. write fa
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
601 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Specialized, well-rounded training
prepa~es you for a ministry of music.
For Important spiritual emphasis
MBI's Sacred Music course combi"u~
?ompr.ehensiv~ Bible study with the
intensIve musIc training on conserva.
tory level.
General tui~ion at Moody is FREE.
Fees for applied music are very rea.
sonable.
Sacred Musi( (ourse offers •••
majors. i.n piano, organ. voice and
composition. Also instruction in or.
chestml instruments, music thea
and literature - plus a number of uZ
usual church related subjects. Excel-
lent. eXpenenced faculty.
New, four-story "':iIliam Howard
~oane MemorIal mUSICbuilding pro-
vides modern classrooms and 38
sou.n?:prOC?fpractice rooms. Practice
faCIlities mclude 66 pianos 3 pi
organs and 5 electric organs: pe
. Unlimit~ Opportunities for prac-
heal expenence with the MBI musical
groups, on our own radio station
WhMBI. and in Chicago'g many'
C urches.
Write today for descriptive CATA.
';OG. ~ddress Office of Admissions
lJept. ED56-323. •
~e~c£..~N MUS I esc H 0 0 L
IN CONJUNCTIONWITHASPENMUSIlU;:siivAt'ugust 25 1956
June 27-September 2 1956
Outstanding artist faculty in all departments
f6~I~ue on request ... Address: Norrnan Singer Dean
esl 861h Sireet, Dept. E, New York 24, 'N. Y.
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Every child is endowed with SOme de.
gree of responsiveness to rhythm and
tone. (2) Our schools should help each
child develop these potential means for
impression and expression, (3) but, as
individuals differ in capacities and in.
terests, the schools should be equipped
to help each discover his true person.
ality, and (4) instruction should he
differentiated to meet the individual
needs of each child. (5) This general
program of music instruction is a mat.
ter of public concern, appropriately
chargeabJe to public funds because the
development of individuality and per-
sonality to which this plan strongly
contributes leads to a higher type of
citizen. (6) The pupils should learn that
music is more than a profe ion an
avocation, or a culture, more than an
individual ex pres ion-it is also a social
exper-ience through which all members
of a community may meet upon a com.
man plane of elevated int re 1."
The years ]918 to ]931 saw an im-
portant expansion through the forma-
tion of six sectional (r gional) Confer.
ences-a logical development in such a
dynamic organization. These six sec.
tiona, now called divisions, have he.
come an integral pari of the ational
organization and are important factors
in the admini tratlve and operational
setup of the Intional organization. Dl-
vision convention are held biennially
alternating with the biennial National
meeting.
A Iurther extension of the 1E C
structural organization has occurred
since the early thirti s, leading to the
present federution of the state and ter-
ritorial music educators associations.
whose presidents constitute the MENC
Division Boards of Directors and the
State Presidents National Assembly.
~he state association help plan the a.
tional program through the media of
the Division Boa rds and the State Pres-
idents National Assembly. and also lake
an active part in the overall committee
programs of studies and the like, such
as are now in operation under the aeeis
of the ten .MENC Commissions a~d
their sub-divisions.
Auxiliary organizations are the Na·
tional Interscholastic Music Activities
Commission (NIMAC) and the Music
Industry Council which is concerned
'~ith the relationships between the mu.
s~c profession and music industry. Asso-
CIated organizations are the College
Band Directors ational Association
and the National Association of CoUeue
W' d •
. III and Percussion Instructors. An ac.
tlV~ ?:ogram of slUdy and jnvestigative
actlVIt.les is carried on by the Musk
Education Research Council.
A schedule of significant publications
has been maintained by the MENC al-
most from its inception. The MUJic Edu·
cators Journal and the Journal 0/ Re-
search in Music Education are pub--
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lishedregularly as well as numerous of-
ficialreports and documents on partic-
ular aspects of the profession. In addi-
tion, forty state music education
associationspublish periodicals.
Beginning in 1947 a unique aspect of
the Conference was inaugurated-the
student member plan whereby college
students preparing for careers in music
teaching participate in pre-professional
activities. At present approximately
8000 students are members in 342 col-
leges and university chapters.
Since its early days the professional
programof the Conference has centered
around committees and their activities.
In 1942 a nationwide committee plan
was organized on an integrated and
comprehensive basis involving state,
division and national levels. Through
the twelve years ensuing, three periods
of organized study and activity have
transpired, resulting in significant pub-
lications and maturing of objectives,
standards, and programs in music teach-
ing. As the MENC approaches its
Fiftieth Anniversary Observance, ten
national commissions have been organ-
izedto appraise and evaluate music edu-
cation in our day, to prepare needed
publications, and to indicate possible
future developments. Division and state
units are co-operating in the integrated
plan,as well as auxiliary and associated
organizations.
During the fifty years now being com-
pleted the prime objective of the Music
EducatorsNational Conference has been
the enrichment of the lives of children
andadults through music. To the vision,
dynamic leadership and selfless loyalty
of its officers and members throughout
the years can be credited an immeasur-
able contribution to the sound educa-
tion,well being and happiness of count-
lessthousands of American citizens.
THE END
MEMORIES OF CORrOT
(Continued from Page 65)
afterwards inverting the parts, one hand
playing the even notes, while the other
plays the varied rhythmic groupings.
Carrying these principles a stage fur-
ther, Cortot recommended that all tech·
nically difficult passages, in actual
art·music,be practiced in the same man-
ner, with varied rhythms.
A (eature of Cortot's teaching was his
continual insistence on clarity, rhythm
and articulation. These were ever char-
acteristic qualities of his own playing.
Two excellent books by Cortot, can
also be warmly recommended: "In
Search of Chopin" (Peter Nevill, New
York), and "French Piano Music"
(Ox(ord Press). I am very proud of
my own copy of this last book, which
is inscribed, "To A. M, Henderson, to
the dear friend, to the great artist,
Alfred Cortot." THE END
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All IJ. // onjervalor'!berlin Ll
OF MUSIC
Dedicated fa the Superior Training of American Talent
• Intensive professional study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice facil-
ities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.
Member National Association of Schools 01 Music
Write for:
_ Conservatory catalog describing de-
grees awarded
_ Bulletin on admission and audition
procedures
_Calendar of music events of the cur-
rent year
_ Programs of concerts, recitals given
during past season
Director of Admissions. Oberlin College
Box 546. Oberlin, Ohio
. .---------------------------------,
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses In all branches of mustc
69th year. Faculty of 130ertrst teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Mustc
Send tor a free catalog-address: Jobn R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 573 Kimball Bldg., Cblcago.
BUTLER UNIYERSITY
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, an outstanding faculty, complete accred-
itation. Boccalaureate degrees in Dance, Drama, Music, Music Education, Radio.
Writ" for coto/ogue ond desired information
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC {Box EJ, 1204 Nortn Delaware Street
IndlCIllapolis 2, IndlanCI
MUSIC and ARTS INSTITUTE af SAN FRANCISCO
Bachelor of Music De9ree
Free Literature 2622 Jackson. S.F, 15 Ross McKee, Director
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DAY and EVENING study in all br::mches of music including:
PICIno, Yolce. Ylolin, Cello, OrgCIn, Composition, Instruments of the OrchestrCI
Bachelor of Music:. MCIster of Music, BCIc:helor of Music: EduC:CItion.
Opera Workshop OrCItorl0 Closs TheCItre Arts
Member Norio"al .4uociarioll oj Schools oj M .. sic
For free catalog address Melba Thrasher. Registrar
306 South Wabash Avenue Chicago 4, Illinois
BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
ALBERT ALPHIN, Dir. 26 FENWAY. BOSTON. MASS.
Courses in Applied Music, Composition' and Music Education leading to
Mus.B, degree. DRAMA cmd DANCE courses leading to B, F. A. degree.
foculty of 50 including memben of Boslon Symphony Orchestro
Summer Term Dormitories for Women, Catolo9 on request. Fall Term
June 25.AulI." Member 01 Notiong/ Anocigtion 01 5c"001s of Musie Sept. 18
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PIANO TEACHERS
WORK CONFERENCE
July 17. 18. 19
Teachers College
Columbia University
* Demonstrations and
lectures by
Distinguished Musicians
* Music Display by leading
Publishers
* Piano Ensemble Concert
* Banquet
Conference Fee $10
Six-Week Summer Session
July 9 - August 17
For information write:
Professor Robert Pace
Box A, Teachers College
Columbia University
New York 27, N. Y.
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ETUDE BINDERS
You will keep ETUDE neatlr in its
proper place, ready for reference
and safe from damage, in this
attractive blue binder lfJith gold
Lettering,
Order yours today from:
ETUDE, the music lJwgazillc,
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
(Continued on Page 22)
merely pulling them apart or touch'
their very edges together. A single c;~~
hal may give a variety of lone col
and rhythmic effects by striking it W~,rls
d . k . I Ia. rumsnc , a timpani stick or a 1M!al
tr-iangle beater.
. The triangle is a round steel bar bent
mto the shape of an equilateral Irian I. h ge
wit one corner open. There are sev.
er-a] sizes available but the best Ic
orchestral lise is 5-6 inch for soft and
7-8 .inch for louder effects. It should
always be struck with a metal rod Or
beater, matched to the size of the trio
angle. Single strikes are usually made
on the base of the triangle but differ.
ences in loud and soft may be obtained
by striki.ig other points. The trill is
produced b)' rapid strokes back and
forth in the upper angle. The lone of
the triangle should be high and clear
adding brilliance, park Ie and gaiety to
the color of the orchestra.
Orchestra bell I commonly known as
"the bells." consist of thirty oblong steel
bars mounted in n portable case. When
the case is open the arrangement of the
bars looks somewhat like a piano key.
board except that what would he the
black keys are 011 the opposite side and
above the comparable while keys. These
bell bars arc tuned 10 the chromatic
scale and sound two octaves above the
written range:
5lylf'd in Mahagany & Frf'nch Wainul
If'nglh: 56V2" Heighl: 36" Df'plh: 25"
E,I.2
~
The mallets or beaters are light with
small round heads made of hard or soft
rubber. yarn wool, and metal. Depend-
ent upon the type of mallet used, the
t?nes can be bright, silvery, or dainty
Iike small bells.
The tambourine is a smaU drum of
from 6 to 10 inches in diameter with a
single calf skin head. In the' narrow
wo.oden shelJ are openings in which
pairs of thin brass discs known as jin·
gles are set on wires. There are several
teclmjques commonly used in playing
the tambourine. such as striking the
h.ead with the knuckles. fist. or finger-
Ups, the back of the hand. or the play·
e~s knee. It may also be shaken in the
au or trjJled with a moistened right
thumb or laid in lhe lap or on a pillow
and ~apped r.ear the rim with the fingers
or I1gbt drum sticks. lany delicate
effects can be secured as well as the
b.rjght., lively. festive, and sparkling mu-
SIcal sounds of Spanish and Italian
flavor.
The tam-tam. called by the same
name in ItaJ~an, French or German. i,;
really a gong of Far Eastern origin.
Those of Chjnese make are preferred
t~ the Turkish variety. It is a bronze
dJSC from 20 10 28 inches in diameter
Lovely, and distinguished;
characterized by its graceful
lines. In this new Starck
piano you have a period
piece in Its most liveable
version ... and a spinet
of fine musical quality.
There are many other
Starck styles. See them
at you!' dealer's today.
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D,V'SiOn of Ihe P. A. Slarck Piano Ca
23~ S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, III..
W,thout obligation send me fo "Music in Your Child's 0, ',f'e boakrf't:ve apmf'nt"
Name _
Street ~--------.:
City Zone__ StQte
o Plf'asf' chf'ck hf'rf' if you are t h -_________________ a eac er
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with the rim turned down all around
to prevent the outer edge from vibrat-
ing, When struck gently with a soft
chamois covered beater the vibrations
start in the center and seem to grow,
uivingoff a brassy roar with murmuring
dramatic overtones. When struck with
forcethe sound is of terrifying power.
This standard rhythm section with
the help of the auxiliary instruments,
special sound effects and exotic group
mentionedat the beginning of this dis-
cussionmake possible a percussion en-
semble that is capable of supporting
anyorchestra of whatever size and pro-
vidingany sound conceivable that might
blend \hth the other sections of the
orchestra, THE END
THE SYMPHONIES
OF BRUCKNER
(Continued from Page 72)
Bruckner's realistic record of the mo-
ment of his great friend's [Wagner's]
passing." Yes, it was more-or per-
haps less. It was Nikisch's realistic
(and undeniably effective) addition
to the premiere in Leipzig-subse-
quently repudiated by Bruckner, as
the manuscript shows. (Interested
readers may consult Robert Haas' pre-
face to the study score of the Seventh
Symphony, published in the German
Bruckner Society's critical edition of
the master's complete works.)
Engel's chief personal contribution
is his division of the nine mature
symphonies into three groups: "The
Minor Trilogy" (l·3) , "The Major
Tetralogy" (4-7), and "Retrospect
and Farewell" (8-9, again in minor
keys). The grouping is certainly con-
venient for study purposes. Less con-
vincing-at least to this reader-was
the attachment of the nickname "Tra-
gic", "Philosophic" and "Lyric" to
the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Sym-
phonies. While such naming is an
author's privilege, one feels that the
names will never attain the currency
of, say, the "Pathetique"!
A brief appendix gives miscellane-
ous data about each of the nine sym-
phonies plus the string quintet, which
Engel rightly considers as symphonic
in its scope. It is surprising to note
that, although all of the symphonies
ha ve been performed in America, the
First, Second, Third and Sixth have
never-at least according to this tabu-
lation-received nation-wide broad-
cast. (Perhaps this would be a project
for the stimulating program-building
of Mr. Mitropoulos!) The value of the
miscellany to the interested layman
for whom this book is presumably in-
tended would be increased by a listing
of the available recordings. Also, a
brief bibliography, at least of the prin-
cipal works of Bruckner in English,
would he helpful. One hopes that there
will be a second edition to which these
items might be added.
Distributed gratis to libraries, mem-
bers, etc., by The Bruckner Society
of America, Inc.
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~ PIANO-VOiCE-iNSTRUMENTAL ~
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~ '. 7807 Bonhomme Avenue-St. Lauls 5. Mo. ~
~ A non-profit educational institution of higher learning approved for ~
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NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Atved Kurtz, Director Chartered 1878
College and Professional Courses ••• Class and Individual
Instruction ... Daytime or Evening .•• Full or Part Time
SUMMER SESSION-JUNE 18 THROUGH JULY 27
114EAST 85th STREET Write for Catalog NEW YORK 28, N. Y.
PEABODY CONSERVATORY
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Reginald Slewort, Director
CompletemUllealtraining In all branches. Diploma, M.Mua.. B.MUI., Tf'Rehf'r's CertrfleatB. AfflliaUclnwith
Johnl IInpklnl Unll'eralty, Oouchf'r and Loyola Collf'ges. Member_or the NatIonal Association of Scbools of
~luslesnd of the Middle States Anoclatlon or Collegesand Sf'('Ondary8ehoo18.Donnltorles.
SUMMER SESSION-JUNE 2S to AUGUST"
R~lstrar, 9 E. M•. Vernon Ploce Baltimore 2, Maryland
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
new French Prouincial Spinet
bY,§1ar£A
COLLEGE of MUSIC
A Division of the
School of Fine and Applied Arts
Courses in all branches of music
leading to 8.M, and M,M, Degrees .
Doctor of Musical Arts Degree in
Applied Music, Composition, and
Music Education,
Distinguishea Faculty Incluaes:
George Bornoff
Rafael Bronstein
Arthur Fiedler
Karl Geiringer
David 81air McClosky
Emanuel Ondricek
Gardner Read
Jules Wolffers
For catalog write:
Robed A. Choate, Dean
25 Blagden Street, Boston Ib, Mass,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Before you decide-
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CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION through the
achievements of faculty and alumni.
OUTSTANDING FACULTY in every depar-t-
ment: first-chair men of the Boston Sym-
phony, former Metropolitan Opera stars,
many other notable performer-teachers.
LOCATION IN THE HEART OF BOSTON-
alive with musical and cultural activities.
VARIETY OF OPPORTUNITIES to perform in
public and on radio and TV.
• FIELD TRAINING for music educators and
: music therapists.
:••••:•
A COLLEGE OF MUSIC which grants the
degrees of Bachelor and Master of Music, the
Artist·s Diploma, and the Popular Music
Certificate.
Harrison Keller, Pre8ident
FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG, mail coupon
Dean Chester W. WiIIiQms Room 10
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
290 Hllntin9fon Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Please .se!1d me the ~ol1ege catalog 0; the
faculty bstmg brochure D. I am interested
in the Bachelor's 0 Master's 0 Popular
Music 0 course.
Nam~' _
Address _
City, State~ _
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WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Teacher of Piono
Matthey exponent, formerly his representative.
Private lessons, technic courses: available as visit-
ing lectu-e.recltcflst, or critic-teacher.
Six-Day Piano Seminars
801 Steinwoy Bldg., 113 W. 57th St" N.Y.C.
EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
JULY 2-AUGUST I J
117 Eost 79th St" New York, N. Y.
Write ~or information
HELEN ANDERSON
"Teacher of Successful Pianists"
Master's Technique-T one-Interpretation
Special Courses: Harmony, Improvisation
Ibl>W. nod St., N. ·Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385
WILLIAM FICHANDLER
Pianist, Teacher
314 West 75th s-, New York, 5u-7-l77S
Compositions published by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser,
ERNESTO BERUMEN
CONCERT PIANIST AND TEACHER
is accepting a limited number of serious
piano students in New York City. For lnfer-
mation write:
150 Greenway Terraee, Forest Hills
75, L. I., New York
ROSE RAYMOND
Eminent Pianist
ExponT~~~~e~~V;ea:c~~~~cjples
SUMMER COURSE FOR
TEACHERS AND PIANISTS
July 2-3-5-6-7
Private lessons-Lecture Recitals
320 West 86th St., New York City 24
T.1. EN 2·7586
CECILE, JAHIEL
Concert Pianist-Teacher-Composer
1st Prize-Paris Conservatory
Former Pupil of Cortot, Ravel
PIANO LESSONS, Beginners to Artists
MOlter Closses future Concert Pianist;
18 East '5th, New York 28, ENright '--4244
HAZEL GRIGGS
Pianist
Beginners to Young Artist;
Teocher's Workshops
521 Ste-n .....ay Holl SC 3-6085
113WllsI S7th Street, Ne .....York I', N. Y.
WILLIAM T. POLLAK
A,M., Mus. Dce., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piano, Orgon, Conducfino., Coochinq,
Choir Training f mpr oviso'tion,
Hormony, Cou~terpoint, FL!gue,
Composition, Orchestration
Correspondence Courses
9 Metrose Lone, Douglaston 63, L.I.. N.Y.
EVANGELINE LEHMAN: Mus.D.
Eminent Vocal Teacher
167 Elmhurst Ave, Highland Park 3, Mich,
Phone: Townsend 8-3567
0'
1455 Harvard Blvd. Toledo 14, Ohio
Phone: Walbridge 2594
LUCIUS DUNCAN
Lo 7-0723
Violinist
104 N. Mote St., Phila. 2, Po.
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachen:
Modern Piano Technic: Coaching Concert Pion ish;
Group Work; For further information address
Studio 202,10051/2 Elm St., Dallas, Texas
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 Castellammare Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Gladdone 4-1803
MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianist
Spocialized training for
teachers and concert artists
857 S. Rempau Blvd., Las Angeles 5, Cal.
We 4--4272
HAROLD HURLBUT
Has taught singers of METROPOLITAN Opera
Chicago and San Francisco Operas stage screen'
rodio, television, including , , ,
NADINE CONNER, HOWARD KEEL Evelyn Her-
bert, Henry Cardy and many others. •
2150 N. Beachwoad Dr., Hollywood, cer,
HENRY O'CONNELL
Teacher Violin & Clarinet Coach
Formerly a College Instructor
Advanced Pupils or Earnest Beginners
32~ South Pleasant Royal Oak, Mich.
Appointments by mail only
HANS BARTH
Cours~s for piano teachers and pianists
held In variOUS states. Send postal to
Rt. 6, Box 76W, Jacksonville 7. Florida
MARSHALL BAILEY
Teacher of Composition
in. the new ...musical forms: Socrand and Tonex
uSing the new twelvetone notation C II '
available in neighboring cities. . a ege courses
'188 South Lincotn Ave_, Solem. Ohio
SUBSCRIBETO ETUDEFOR TWO YEARS-AND SAVE MONEY!
-:-$6.00 for two years,
STEPPING STONES
TO WEST POINT
(Continued from Page 34)
easily places him among the foremost
organists of the day.
"In approaching organ problems 11
says Mr. Davis, "I think the most im-
portant one should be solved before one
actually gets to the organ at all, and
that is the matter of basic training. The
best possible preparation for organ
work is intimate and fluent mastery of
the piano. It is easy to play the organ
fairly well; an average pianist will be
amazed by the really fine showing he
can make at the console. But without a
good piano background, he will halt at
the point where he first amaz.ed himself
and remain a poor organist as well as
an average piani 1. The organ itself is
not the place to acquire keyboard tech.
nique ... indeed, with the high me.
chanica] development of our modern
electric action instruments, it is hard
even to keep UI) good organ technique
by practicing on the organ exclusively.
Further, many organ problems can be
clarified by working them out on the
piano,
"Another point (or the ambitious
young organist to keep in mind is that
most church positions, to-day, require
attention to choral work and that this
is not just something that takes you
away (rom the organ. The good organist
makes himself familiar with vocal tech.
niques, and the means and disciplines of
choir training.
"At some time or ether, nearly every
young organist Iaces a decision between
concern ration on hurch or concert
work. It is an important deei ion, since
both field are challenging and often
sharply divergent, the material for use
not necessarily being the same for both.
My own view i that church work is
more com prehensive ; most great organ
music is bound up with the church, and
few, if any fine organists derive their
living from recital work aJone. Still, il
is a decision each organist must make
for himself. and in order to make it in·
telligently, I suggest some experience in
a student cllUrch position. The values
here are enormous. Among other things,
he'll learn that church work is by no
means a stop-gap; that if he wanls DO
part of it he's free to leave it alone, hut
that if he goes into church work at all,
he must do so with his whole heart.
"Another point every organist must
settle with llimseE is the maLler of rep-
ertory 8;nd general style. The one great
disadvantage of church work is thaI
most churches, of nearly aU denomina·
tions, hold thcir services al the same
time, which makes it next to impossible
for the young professionaJ to gel about
to hear what his colleagues are doing
and how they're doing it. Hence, I sug·
gest that, during a vacation period, ev,
etude-opril 1956
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oraanist make it a point to attend
ery 0 h h kiices in other c urc es, rna mg aserY .
closestudy of how these other organists
I Y how they accompany an anthem,P' , dlhowthey improvise, how they han e
the postlude, etc.
"The organist must not only study
and practice; he must also make beau-
tiful sounds. Hence it is nec~ssary .for
himto discover exactly how Ius plaYlD.g
<ounds,and he cannot always do this
fromthe console which may be at some
distallcefrom the pipes. In the solving
of this problem, it is helpful to set one's
ownregistration, and then to go down
into the body of the church while a
friendor the teacher does the playing.
"One of the purely technical prob-
lems facing every organist is that of
rhythm.Because of the distance we I~ave
mentioned between console and pipes
(this can be more than 200 feet), there
is a constant lag between the pressing
of the key and the emergence of the re-
sulting tone, which would make you go
slowerand slower if you waited to hear
themusic as you play it. This acoustical
peculiarity must be compensated for. by
maintaining, within yourself and With-
in the music, the strictest possible
rhythmic accuracy. The thing here is
that the rhythm must come from inside
out!
"So much for organ work in general.
The work at West Point is primarily
that of any church or chapel, namely
organ playing and choir direction. In
addition to the weekly and occasional
holiday services, there is the selection
andtraining of the Cadet Choirs, chosen
from all four classes of the Academy.
Each year's graduation depletes the
choir and its fulJ complement must be
made up from the incoming, or plebe,
class. Accordingly, at mid-summer, I
listen to the singing of each individual
member of the plebe class, which usu-
ally numbers around seven hundred
men.Along with the Cadet Choir, there
is also the Plebe Choir to be trained for
the Christmas program. While the three
upper classes go on leave at Christmas
time, the plebes stay on; and we pre-
pare to entertain each other as well as
the plebe I)arents and others who may
be visiting at the holiday season. Our
chief problem, at West Point, is one of
time. The school itself naturally places
first emphasis on military and scientific
subjects; music is extra-curricular and
must he carefully scheduled. But when
the men do have time for it, they more
than compensate {or any hurryings or
delays by the enthusiasm with which
they participate in the singing.
"As a general bit of advice to am·
bitious young organists, I would say.
first make sure you're in the right field,
and then go ahead heart and souL Hear
and learn all yOll can, and make a point
of checking how your new knowledge
can'be brought In serve you personally."
THE END
•
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And in no profession should this he
more true than in piano instruction ...
for 8 fine instrument inspires successful
teaching. Here, in this Mason & Hamlin
Grand Pianoforte, is perfection in piano
craftsmenebip. This is a piano you will ..
own proudly ... for its matchless tonal
quality, its beauty of encasement, its
incomparable performance.DIVISION OF AEOLIAN ,l,MERICAN
CORPORATION,
l_t East Rochluler, N. Y.
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PIANO BOOKS for Early Grades
by MAR IE WESTERVELT
NEW!
FROM BLUES to BOOCIE
Containing easy arrangements of Marbletown Blues. Plain & Foncv, Frankie &
Johnnie, Syncopated Spook and others.. 80~
"PLAY BALL
Familiar tunes, with words, on Baseball subjects. The book is designed cs good
supplementary material mixed with "fun" for student and teocher.. . . . . . . .. 7Se
"ANIMALS A-COfl,lIN'
Action songs for Ehildren to ploy and sing, providing material for rhythmic ac-
tivity, using well-known American melodies .. , , ,. 7S¢
* Illustrated by Jane Flory
ELKAN. VOGEL CO., INC. 1716 Son,om St"", Philadelphia 3, Po,
Mary Lou Wesley, entered by Rosina Lhevinne, a First
Place Artist Winner in the Guild Recording Festival,
received $375 in cash. Also won Juilliard Alumni
Scholarship.
National GUILDPiano Teachers
Mary Lou Wesley
of
New Jersey Nat'l Hdqtrs: Box 1113, Austin 66, Texas
c LAS S I F I E D A D 5
HAR1HOl\'¥. Composition, Orchestration,
Musical Theory. Private or Correspond-
ence lnstruction. Manuscripts r-evf sed
and corrected. Mu stc a r ra ng-ed. Frank S.
Butler, 32-46 107 St., East Elmhurst 69,
N. Y.
L.I!lARN PIANO 'rUNING-Simplified,
authentic instruction $4.00-Lile]"ature
free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher St., Elmira,
N.Y.
'WUIT~ SONGS: Read "Sc ng-wr-t ter-a
Review" Magazine, 1650-ET Broadway.
New York 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00 year. (Est.
1946)
SWING PIANO - ny iUAIL. 30 self-
teaching lessons $3. Samples. Over 50
Publications. Phil Breton Publications,
P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebraska.
LEAnN PIAl\'O 'FUNING A'l' HOi\IE.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White, world's
leading piano technician and teacher.
w rtte Karl Bartenbach, 1001A Wells St.,
Lafayette, Ind.
I
I
II Ji"'HEE l\IAIL-OILDER CA'r.o\I,OG: Hun-dreds of self-instructive books for mu-
sicians, from jazz to symphony. watter
Stuart Music Inc., 421-B Chestnut St
Union, N. J. .,
SACIUFICING 200 ~\.CCOnDIONS-ALL
I{INUS. Discounts to 70%. Free catalog.
Cl aviolin ea or other musical instrument
secured. Discount House, 8932 88 St.,
Woodhaven 21, New Yor k, VI 7-0366.
H,\CH, POl-'I]I,AU :00;'11-;1';'1' nusrc '1'0
1i'ol:;0. Catalog 15¢. Classics exchanged
for popular. Fore's, E3151 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
OLD VIOLINS ANU 0'1'111<":11I!\'STIlIJ_
IUEN'I'S, Hepafrtn g-, :C::;uppli,'s. l-Iak e n,
~~~ E. waehing to n sr., Ch amhe r-s b ur-g-,
.JOHN S, HULL, Violin Maker 32 years
expertenoa. Specializing in f1~e r-epaf r-,
r ng. References furnished. Fort Hunter,
New York.
~l'l'""IANO: The 'I'o ucu System of Play-
r ng the Plano. The Powell Piano :\laJ>k
blocks the sight of the k ey buar-d hut
permf ta sight of the music. l'lay llk e the
artists - by the exclusive sen1;es of
touCh. and hear·ing. h:!tectively aids
han~ lndepende~c.e, ear-training, sight
re.adlng, memor.lzlng. One pianu m,,,,llc
with manual of Instl'ucllon and ol"iginal
exercises. Send $2. Address John 8.
g.~y:ner, 1001 Churchill Ave., Utica,
GHO'l'RIAN-S'l'EI:\T\VEG I'JANOS in-
te.rnationally acclaimed "The \V~rld's
Flnest", imported from Germany. \Nrit.e
HOLSTAp MUi:;LC HOUSE. 337 Oak
Grove, Minneapolis, Minn.
FREE-Amazing new booklet "Success
P(jp~larity, Happiness From Your Pi~
a!10' How.to tind the newest in modern
plano !)laYlng secrets. Ernest Weidner
~assts~m, 423 E. Seventh St., Boston 27,
VIOLIN1UAKERS. Al\IATEUns PRO_
FESSH~h":-\.I,S. Fine tone Seasone'd Euro~
pea.n ViOhnmakers wood. Complete Ma-
tel'l~L1s.Tools, Instructions, Patterns. 11-
lUSlrated Catalogue IOe. Premier Violin
Supplies, Division EVN, 430 South
TIl'oadway, Los Angeles 13, California.
SONGW~I'l'ERS-I'1l make YOUa com-
ple!e plano arrangement from your
plain melody. '''rite for information or
send s;ong with on1r 25¢ for postage and
handling to: MUSical adviser, 15 Al-
mond St., Gloversville, N. Y.
PLAY POPULAR PIANO professional
style, $1 postpaid. Walter Kazaks, 234
E. 58th St., New York 22, N Y
80
ACCOIUlJONS-Direct from importer
save 50% and more! Free trial. Lif
time guarantee. Trades accepted. Fr
Catalog. "Write Accordion Manufactu
er-s, Dept. 46EU, 2003 Chicago, Ch ica
22, Illinois.
PIAN"O TUNING COUItSE-Comple
self-instruction lessons. Also teach
you piano regulating, repairing an
other servicing operations. Wonderf
illustrations. Full price, only $4.95 pos
paid-or c.o.d. plus postage. Satisfa
tio n guaranteed or refund. Nelson Com
pany, 210 S. Clinton, Dept. AU-10
Chicago 6, 111.
ARRANGEl\IEl\'TS-rich, full soundin
Tenor Band Arrangements, "Pops
Standards. Specials. Bob Bullard, 111
North Sixth, Maywood, Ill.
iilOUERN HARiUOl\'¥. Composition in
st ruct ton. New, individual, "Persona
Letter" method. Piano arrangement
made. Korber studiosl..-.- 406 St. John
Place, Brooklyn 38, N. 1:.
HAND BUILDING EXERCISES FOR
PIANIS'I'S by Weldon Carter. Teachers
concert pianists, advanced students. A
better technic with 20 minutes dail
practice. Send $1.00 for copy to Wash
ington Musical Institute, 1730 Sixteent
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
SCIIi:NTIFIC SIGH']' READING guaran
tees immediate sight reading improve
ment-36 pages-$l-Morong, Box 21
Brooklyn 25, New York.
WRITE-A-'rUNE! Exciting! Fun
Fame! Sur-prls e offer! Limited! Griscom
"OPPortune," Ber-k eh ir-e V, Sandy Hook
Conn.
VIOLIN LABEL FACSIIUILES-Free
booklet of thirty-five old labels. Bro-
ch u re of modern Italian, French and
German Violins and Bows. Importers
Suburban Music, M. H. Brinser 643
Stuyvesant Avenue, Irvington, N.' J.
GHOPIN-YOUN"G POLISH GENIUS by
'Vynn Ha mmai-. Piano students find this
attractive book a must. Music critics
agree this book is marvelous. Send
money ?rder $2.50 immediate shipment
Arpeggl~ PrE;ss Publications, P. O. Box
illy.RadiO CIty Station, New York 19,
60 i\IL\'U'I'E ORGAN COURSE. Learn to
play the organ instantly. Send $1 25 to
Moo.r~an Music Co., 2913 7th S'treet
Mendlan, Miss. '
SONG"WRl'rERS!! FREE MEMBER
SHIP-AMERICAN SONG CLUB I~
FREE PRIZES!! Get Songs-PUB_'
LISHED-RECORDED'I FREE E ~
A1!INATlON!! COMPOSING-COPIES~
RECORDS. KERMIT'S SONG SERVICE
~2eO;na~' Monsey Avenue-Scranton 9;
'VA~'TED-Music to print by our new
Sl?eClal process at a very low cost
PIano arrangement with chord symbols
made .from your lead sheet or home
rec:ordmg. 'Vrite for free sample and
pl"lces. You'll be amazed JUSTICE
PRINTING & SPECIALTY .COMPANY'
2196 Parkma.n Road-Dept "E" "\' •
ren, Ohio. " ,ar-
lUODERN INDIVIDUALIZED PIANO
organ taught by tape recordin or
GcoE'O,eR'GPoEndence.Write for inform~ti~~~• , FORGE NATIONAL C .
SPONI?ENCE COURSE. Box 56 ~.r~E
MagaZine, Bryn Mawr, Pa. '
'VIOLINISTS: SI1UPLIFIED VIOLIN
COURSE. Improve your violin pI . i
by asking questions. $2. Popular, Ci:~~ili!.~~l.-l'Prager, 289 Empire, Brooklyn 25,
MTNA IN ACTION
(Continued from Page 16)
action within the larger organization
Recently, piano workshops have hee~
promoted by MTNA to take recognized
piano teaching to Iocal communities.
Financial support for this project is
being provided by the National Asso-
ciation of Piano Manufacturers.
To date, thirty-one state music teacher
associations are affiliated with MTNA.
It is a mutually profitable affiliation, for
the work of the national organization
is strengthened by the state groups
which in turn are composed of local
music teacher associations. Thus, in the
final analysis, it is the individual him.
self who is MTNA.
Amer-ica's rugged individualism in
music is dramatically exemplified by the
private teacher of today, of which there
are about 150,000. It is they who mold
good citizenship in the hundreds of
thousands of youngsters who come for
their lessons each week. II is they more
than any other group who are making
a musical America. There is a private
teacher behind every accomplished mu-
sician in this land of ours.
There is much 10 be done. Unity
through common interest will give the
necessary strength to see it through. In
the spirit of '76-whether it be 1776
1876, or ] 956 we, the music teachers:
must ride "through every Middlesex vii.
age and farm," not to spread the alarm.
but to spread the humanity of music 10
al l who need its vitality, its friendJiness.
ts encouragement, its warmth, its
democracy. THE END
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PHI MU ALPHA
(Continued /rO/1' Page 18)
accom plishments
1) Co·operation with all existing
organizations whose aims can
be reconciled with those of the
Foundation.
2. To acquire, hold, prolect, manage
and dispose of real and/or per-
sonal property, tangible and/or
intangible, for the promolion of
music in America,
To acqujre, maintain and operale
a building for the purpose of hous·
ing such projects as a ljbrary for
music, books and recording, a mu·
seum, a musical "Hall of Fame."
an auditorium, a recital hall and
rooms for study, composing, reo
search, conferences and for any
purposes consistent with the aims
of the Foundation.
Phi Mu Alpha js governed by its Na·
nal Officers, ational Executive Com·
ttee and the National Council which
eets biennially. Current activ; mem-
rship is in excess of 3)000.
THE END
~
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Learn More ••. Earn More
thru HOME STUDY in Spare Tim~
Your music can open the door to bigger opportumnes . if vou
continue to train. Decide now to better your skills and broaden
your musical knowledge. Competition is keen, even in the smallest
communities. Prepare to meet it anywhere, and take advantage of
all the wonderful opportunities that are open in all branches of
your profession.
Opportunities and Better Income
New forms of entertainment, TV for example, require entirely
new musical techniques .. , but well-paid, "Big Time" positions
are available to those trained for this highly specialized field.
Interesting positions -are open in schools and colleges everywhere.
Again, specialization is necessary. Qualify yourself for teaching by
enrolling in our Advanced Study Courses. DOUBLE BENEFITS:
You improve your own performance, and you learn the latest im-
proved methods to stimulate interest of your students.
•
Start NOW toward Greater Success
Get the training every musician wants. to advance further
andget it the modern, convenient Home Study way. Know the
advanced,up-to-date techniques of today's music leaders. Courses
include:
CHORAt CONDUCTING:-Brand new
course includes all the modern tech-
niques-even broadcasting.
HISTORY:-A modern course including
an typesof music from ancient origins
to 20th Century. Interesting-with em-
pha~ison the analysis of music-not a
dull CQlle<:tionof facts.
VOICE:-Includes all essentials, such as
Breathing, Resonance, Vocalization,
Enunciation, Phrasing, Style, etc.
HARMONy:-\\7ritten by two of the
finest theorists in the country. Simple,
yet thorough in every way. From bask
fundamentals right through to Counter-
point and Orchestration.
ADVANCED COMPOSITION:-Designed
to give you a useful knowledge of InU-
sical fonns aod the general processes
of Composition.
NORMAL PIANO:-Especially designed
for teachers or future teachers. Treats
and solves every problem of the pro-
gressive teacher.ARRANGING:_All the tricks of modern
manging drawn from the experiences
of the biggest "name" arrangers in the
"Ountry.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits you for
actual ,""ork in the school room. Our
model lessons develop originality and
give you an excellent guide for teach-
ing others.
University Extension
CONSERVATORY
See Extra Coupon on Poge 64.
DIPLOMA or Bachelor's Degree
Become affiliated with a school that has earned the
recommendation of thousands of successful teachers
and professional musicians for over 50 years. We are
the only school giving instruction in music by the
Homc-Studv J'vlethod, which includes in its curriculum
all the courses necessary to obtain the Degree of
Bachelor of Musie-
Turn Spare Time into Profitable Study!
Schedules of bus" musicians and teachers seldom
permit a return to formal classes, but they can advance
rapidly through Extension Courses. These need not
interfere in any way with regular work. The progres-
sive musician, busy as he may be, realizes the value
of further study and finds the time for it, proceeding
whenever spare moments are available.
CHECK COURSE THAT INTERESTS YOU and mail conpon for
sample lesson and booklet without any obligation.
~.........•....•.........•....••••....•••.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A·843
2000 South Michiqon Blvd.. Chicaqo 16, Illinois
Ple-ase send me catalog. sample le"",ons and lull informa·
lion regarding course! have marked with an X beloV!o
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voiceo Piano. Student's CouTse 0 Choral Conductinqo Public School Mus.-Beginner's 0 Clarineto Public School Mus.-Supervisor·s 0 Dance Band Arrangingo Advanced Composition 0 Violino Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitaro History and Analysis of Music 0 Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophoneo Cornet-Trumpet 0 Double Oounterpoinlo Professional Cornet- Trump'}l 0 Banjo
Name Age _
Sireet No. ·
CUy __________ Slale' _
Are you leaching now? lf so, how many pupils have
you? Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate? _
Have you studied Harmony?' Would you like 10 earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music? _
IT ISN'T SLEIGHT OF HAND. ••
The only explanation for
the rapid growth of Bob Jones University
its magnificent plant
its large student body
its widespread influence, and
the effectiveness of its training os proved by
the lives of thousands of its graduotes
around the world is this,
The "World's Most Unusual University" was
called into being by Almighty God
specific task and to give an emphasis
that is greatly needed in this day.
UNIVERSITY belongs to God; and
God has blessed it.
WHY NOT TAKE YOUR COLLEGE TRAINING IN THE MIDST OF A MIRACLE?
Music, speech, and art without additional cost above academic tuition,
Academy and seventh and eighth grades in connection.
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Summer Session - June 4 . July 7
...,..... WRITE FOR LISTING OF FINE..... ,!Ii QUA.lITY FILMS PRODUCED
~ AT BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
ANO AVAILABLE FOR SHOWING IN YOUR CITY.
